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Is hereby given that a
bearing will 1»
•JVoTfCE
IN
haul before the Judiciary Committee,
TUES
* J*0* 25, at 2.80 p. in., upon the
Pf.*
question o
“Abolishing Imprisonment for debt.”
Also at the same time and
place, upon the ones
KxeinptingWages from Trustee process.’
tl0)fAll parties
interested will govern themselvesac
ANDRKW P. WI8WELL,
>
jAnlpdtdsn
Sec. Judiciary Committee.
_

Hearings Before Committee on Kailroads, Telegraphs and Expresses.
The Committee on Railroads, Telegraphs anti
Expresses will give a public hearing iu their Com
nuttee Room, Jan. 215, at 2.30 o’clock, on the fol

lowing

matters
An act additional to

tlie charter of Portland and
Rochester R. R. Co.
On an act to Incorporate the Watorville and
Fairfield R. R. Co.
On petition of 8. L. Larrabee and others, for a
charter for a railroad from Searboro Beaeli station to Prout’s Neck.
On petition of John D. Bpiller and others, to 111
the Sebago Lake and Mechanic Falls R.

corporate

Ou Fell. 2nd will be heard, at

time and

same

place, all parties interested in petition of V. R

Tuttle ana others for a charier for a railroad t<
lie known as tlie Waldo and Somerset R. R.
On petition of J. W. Rollon and others, for incorporation of Northern Maine R. R. Co.
On Feb. Htb, at same lime and place, on an ael
making valid the organization of Monson R. R
Co., and authorizing extension of same.
Oil an order to inquire into tlie expediency ol
amending the law’ ill regard to teiegraps. so as tc
secure a more prompt delivery of despatches and
transmission of despatches between connecting
lines, so as to provide more efficient servtce.
JAB. F. HAWKE8, Sec.
jan21dtdsn

Tlie Committee on Military Affairs will give a
bearing to the Petitions In Aid of the Oetysburg Memorial Association, in Representatives Hall, State House, on THURSDAY, Jan,
27th., at 2.30 p. m.
^airuieu.
H.H
(iUSTAVUS MOORE,Secretary,

fmblic

A8iJawJ

jail—2___sndtd
Notice.
House oe Representatives, I
Augusta, Jan. o. 1887.
(

Obdered, That the time for the reception of pe
tltions and hills lor private and special legislatlui
be limited to Monday, Jan. 31,1887. and that al

such petitions and hills presented after that dati
be referred lo the next legislature; and that tin
Clerk of the House cause tills order to be puhlishei
in the Daily Kennebec Journal. Bangor Dally
Whig and Courier, Portland Daily Press, Eastern
Argus, Lewiston Daily Journal, llangor Coinmercial, Batli Daily Times. Aroostook Republican.

by adding Rockland Opinion,

Ells-

worth American, Piscataquis Observer and Machlas Republican.
This order came from tlia Senate, read and

passedjuid
A true

read aud passed in concurrence.

was

Nicholas Fessenden, Clerk.
Attest;
Nicholas Fessenden, Clerk.

copy.

jan20_sntiiljanSl
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be cured. Examination at a distance by letter,
with their full name and place of residence and
one 2-eent stamp and *2.00. Examination at the
office *1, and consultation free.
OOlrcHaan-lla. u. M*. p. ra. aplOsntf

HOLIDAY

MUSIC

lover of music can be more appropriate, or give more enduring pleasure than our
excellent collections of the finest music, such as
are here mentioned.
Any book mailed promptly
for retail price.
a

CLASSICAL WORKS.
Beethoven's Sonatas, celebrated Lebert and Von
Billow edition, 2 vols., each $3. or cloth embossed, each *0.
Mendelssohn’s Songs Without Words, $1.00.
Chopin's Mazurkas ($1,, his Nocturnes (CO cts.):
and his Waltzes (50 cts.)
Franz’s Album of Songs, $2.00.
Halfdan KJerulf’s Album, $1.50.

POPULAR COLLECTIONS.
Vocal Duets, $1.00.
Minstrel Sougs, $2.00.
Rhymes and Tunes, $1.00.
Young People’s Classics for Piano, $l.oo.
Cents of Strauss, $2.00, gilt $3.00.
Choice

GOOD READING IN ELEGANT BOOKS.
Ritter’s Students History of Music, $2.50.
Letters, 2 vols., each $1.50.
Kheingold Trilogy (Wagner’s), 50 cts.
Lives of all the Great Masters, each from $1.50 to
$2.00.
Mendelssohn’s

XMAS CANTATAS.
King Winter, 30 cts. Caught Napping, 30 cts
ChristinaH Cut, 25 cts. Message of Xmas, 30 cts.
LISTS.

MEND FOIt

OLIVEK IMTSON A CO.,

Boston.

declC

eod&wtf

GOLD HEDAL, PARIS, 187b

BAKER’S

Breakfast Cocoa.

Warranted absolutely pure
Cocoat from which the excess of
Oil lias bc-en removed. It has three
limes the strength of Cocoa wised
with Starch, Arrowroot or Sufjar.
and is therefore far more economical, costing less than one cent a
cup. It is delicious, nourishing,
strengthening, easily digested, and
admirably adapted for invalids as
well as for persons in health.
Sold by Grocers everywhere.

V. BAKER & CO., Dorchester, Mass,

LADIES
Enamel your Ranges
a week and you have the
world. For sale by all Grocers

»
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THE

WEATHER.

Washington, Jan. 25.
The indications for Maine are fair weather
preceded by snow in the eastern portion and
colder. For New Hampshire and Vermont,
fair weather and warmer.
Cautiouory northwest and cold wave signals were ordered up yesterday at 11 a. m.
LOCAL WEATHER REPORT.

PORTLAND, Me., Jan.124, 1887.
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LAWMAKERS.

THE

Yesterday Afternoon
pally to Routine

Devoted PrinciBusiness.

Two Important Committee Hearings
In the Evening.

Portland People Appear in Behalf o1
the Eye and Ear Infirmary,
And Also In Favor of a Woman’s Re-

formatory.
An Act for

Supplying Light,

Heat and

Power for Towns.
Other Matters of Interest to

Maine

People.
C. A. R.

Preparations

!for the Twentieth An-

nual Encampment.

[Special to the Press.]
Bath, Jan. 24.—The twentieth annual encampment of the Department of Maine,
G. A. It., takes place in Bath this evening
and tomorrow.
The chances arc that at least 1G00 veterans
will be in attendance—about the same num-

hegan last

year.

Tlie programme is: Tomorrow forenoon
the session of the Council of Administration
at tlie Sag adalioc House.
This evening there will be a session of the
State Encampment at Columbian Hall with
closed doors. Election of officers and other
business will be transacted as laid out by
the council.
Wednesday evening, grand camp fire at tlie
Alameda.
Tables wHl be spread the whole length of
the floor and two smaller tables across the
centre of the hall, at which the speakers will
sit. Gen. T. W. Hyde will he toastmaster
and call upon all the notables present.
The galleries will be filled with invited
guests.
Tlie State I’risop inspectors aud the Military and Naval Orphan Asylum inspectors
will be among the invited guests.
Commander-in-chief Fairchild will arrive
in Bath Wednesday morning. Of his staff,
Judge Advocate General Henry E. Tainter
and Senior Aide-de-camp Jones will be
present. Gen. Fairchild will be entertained
Gen.

Hyde.
attending

are

the

following:

Ex-Gov. Selden Connor, Augusta.
Howard. Lewiston.
Farnbum, Bangor.
E. L. Shaw, Great Falls.
Dr. Benj. Williams, Rockland.
Gen. James A. Hail, Damariscotta.
The Council of Administration is as folA. P.
A. B.

!,ii„o

Henry 0. Percy, Fort Fairfield.
Geo. M. Fletcher, Bangor.
J. 8. Douglas, Portland.
G. K. W lug, Wayne.
J. W. Black, Searsport.
The officers of the department will probably all be present.

HOLIDAY GIFTS.

VOli

No gift to

Address ail communications to

Gen. G. L. Beal, Norway.
Dr. A. C. Hamlin, Bangor.
Gen. 1. 8. Bangs, Waterville.

Dr. Reed treats all chronic diseases that flesh is
heir to: all cases that are given up as incurable
by the allopath.o aud homoeopathic physicians. 1
will take tneir case to treat aud cure them. 1 find
irivan
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POISON INC CASE AT KENNEBUNK
A Man

Killed

by Drinking Alcohol

and Arnica.

Jan. 24.—Tlie usually
Kennebunk,
quiet town of Kennebunk was thrown into
a state of excitement Saturday night by the
report that a man living in the town had
died suddenly from the effects of poison.
All sorts of stories were told in connection
with the affair and various wild rumors were
set afloat as to the man’s death. The true
version of the affair is as follows:
Saturday afternoon a man named II ayes
went to the drug store of F. M. Ross & Co.
and called for alcohol, stating that he wanted it for a wash for his wife.
Ills request,
however, was refused, and he was informed
that no alcohol or intoxicating liquors would
be sold without a doctor’s prescription. He

suggested mixing the spirits with some
other substance, such as an essence. As
this would not prevent it from being drunk,
the druggist refused to do it, but said he
was willing to put either camphor or arnica
into the alcohol.
The druggist says that Hayes saw the bottle nearly filled with alcohol, a small quau
then

titv of water turned in and two teaspoonsful
of arnica added.
The druggist states that
Hayes was told the preparation .could not be
drunk. Ilayes left the drug store with the
bottle of alcohol and arnica in his possession, and, as it has since been learned, went
straight to the leathered mill where he was
employed. Here he met Seth Robinson,
William Graves and three others. Hayes
took half the contents of the bottle, mixing
it with water and added sugar, and the five
together drank the compound. Robinson
drank the larger quantity, and soon after
seized with a violent retching and vomiting. He complained of violent pains in
the body, and left for his home, where the
retching and vomiting continued and
brought on au attack of heart disease, to
which lie had been subject for several years.
The others who bad drank less, expelled the
mixture from their stomachs, and although
they suffered considerably, were not seriously effected. The victim, Robinson, was a
was

Nova Scotian by birth, but has lived in
Maine for quite a number of years. He
lea ves a widow.
Coroner Warren of Uiddeford was notified
and this forenoon summoned a jury. The
above came to Kennebunk in the early afternoon, and after viewing the remains, which
lay at Robinson’s late residence, adjourned
until 2 o’clock
tomorrow.
The victim’s
stomach was removed, to be sent to a
chemist for analysis.
MAINE.
An

Insane

Man Attempts Murder.
[Special to the Press.]
Sanford, Jan. 24.—On Sunday night
Henry Asselin, a Frenchman, 30 years of
age, became suddenly and violently insane,
attempting to take the life of his mother.
He was found with a club in his hands, but

secured before he could accomplish his
purpose. He claims to be the supreme ruler
was

of the universe and wants to annihilate all
maukind. About seven years ago his skull
was badly fractured, resulting in compression

He will be removed to the
Asylum at Augusta, to-morrow. He is unmarried, and formerly lived in Quebec.
of the brain.

A

Body

Recovered.

Gardiner, Jan. 24.—The body of Charles
Welch, who was drowned in the Kennebec
river last week, was recovered to-day.
The Defence in the Crockett Trial.

Belfast, Jan. 24.—The testimony for the
defence is mostly cumulative. Six witnesses
swore to tiie deceased’s despondency and ill
Daniel
health shortly before his death.
Keller and wife heard him say he thought he
should take poison. The government’s rebutting evidence commenced Monday afternoon.

The testimony in the murder trial concluded at 3 p. m. Argument fertile prisoner
commenced, lasting until adjournment. The
points relied ou were absence of motive, no
accusation by the deceased, and probable
suicide. The case will reach the jury tomorrow

afternoon.
Not a Case of Suicide.

Lewiston, Jan. 24.—The brother of Mrs.
Deucette, who was supposed to have suicided, admits having taken her effects to the
train Saturday morning, and says she went
to Massachusetts or New Hampshire.
A Wanderer From Fort Preble.

Wateriiurv, Vt., Jan. 24.—Philip Landigan was found wandering about the streets
Saturday. He was without friends or money,
and begged to be taken in and sent back to
Fort Preble, near Portland, from which he
deserted in September, 1885.
Selectman
Eugene Moody took him to Fort Warren,
Boston harbor, Monday.

DAILY

[Special

tendent annually.
Mr. Gifford of Auburn introduced a bill tc
give $2 for the services when employed,and
the same sum for every 20 miles travelled.
W. AV. Bolster, R. K. Benner, Arthur B,
Latham, E. P. AA'entworth, James Monroe,
Charles A. Monroe, Albert T. Gamble and
N. S. Crew, ask to be incorporated as the
Maine Mortgage Loan Company, and a>
such be empowered to loan money on mortgages of real estate or personal property,
They want a capital stock of 8100,000 with
power to increase it at any time to $5,000,000.
The bill introduced to-day by Mr. Hawkesrelating to the York Harbor and Beach railroad provides that the railroad may change
its location if the “new location shall be
within the limits of its original charter,”
and if “upon making such new location, so
much of the present location as is not included in it, shall be deemed abandoned for
all purposes whatever.”

to tlie

Press.]
Augusta, Jan. 24.
Botli branches o£ the Legislature met this
afternoon and transacted routine business.
This evening has been devoted to two Important hearings, in which many prominent
people from Portland and other parts of the
State figured.
The finance committee, oi
which Senator Libbey of Penobscot is chairman, assembled in the Senate chamber at 7
o’clock, to hear the crowd of Portland men
who had come up to say good words in behalf of the Maine Eye and Ear Infirmary.
l)r. Holt was there, and after Hon. C. F.
Libby had exylainedthe work of the Infirmary and shown why it needed the 85000 asked
of the Legislature, he read to the committee
a paper on the misfortunes of those afflicted
with eye and ear troubles, emphasizing the
need of public relief.
In answer to questions, Dr. Holt described the Infirmary al
Portland, and told them what it was doing.
President Arthur Sewall and General Manager Payson Tueker of the Maine Central
railroad, Dr. S. C. Gordon, A. Little, Esq.,

and M. P. Frank, Esq., followed with short
speeches in favor of the institution. A letter from Dr. Weeks was read, favoring the
appropriation and explaining that the Infimaiy did not interfere in the least with the

Maine General Hospital.
tlemen who spoke there

Besides the genpresent n, J.

were

Libby, Esq., of Portland, the venerable DrHill of Augusta, and Dr. Frederick C.
Thayer of WaterviUe.
The committee

school districts shall be abolished. Three
years would be the length of their term oi
office. The committee may elect a superin-

were

persuaded of the

use-

fulness of the institution, and voted to report favorably the bill giving the 85000.
After the hearing for the Infirmary had
ended the finance committee took up the bill
for establishing a Woman’s Reformatory,
which came over from the last Legislature.
Mrs- L. M. N. Stevens, Mrs. G. S. Hunt and

THE KNIGHTS OF LABOR.
A

Large Number

of the Representa-

tives of the Order at Augusta.

[Speacil to the l’ltess.]
Augusta, Jan. 24.—The Knights of Labor
are in force here tonight, getting
in readiness for their tliree days session, which begins tomorrow. The annual election is to
take place and the new comers are excited
over the prospects of a warm contest.
A
large number of candidates are in the field,
but it is thought that Mr. O. C. Phillipps of
Auburn, the present master workman, will
be re-elected. Other candidates are Messrs.
C. F. Holliday of Saccarappa; D. M. Frye of
Springvale; A. A. Beaton of Rockland, and
R. L. Glark of Augusta. It is thought the
old executive board will be re-elected, although some changes may be made. The order in Maine is 2500 strong, the leading
Knights, claim, although it is hard to state
the exact number as many are

not

in

good

It is
standing, not having paid their dues.
said tonight that the Knights are drafting a
general taxation bill which shall include all
sorts of property. Those who have seen its
leading provisions say that it is modelled after the Vermont law. Of the ten-hour bills
before the Legislature they generally favor

AVeyinouth’s,
for men as

they

because

well

as

want ten hours
and children.

women

The Looney bill, they say, will afford no relief for men, and the Knights from the saw
mill regions are very clamorous for a measure that will better their case.
Few Knights
are found tonight who will listen for a moment to any reasoning in support cf a bill
that does ^io t include men.

Judge Knight were on hand to urge the llecessity of such an institution, non. C. F.
Libby also spoke in favor of the plan, and

XLlXth CONGRESS-SECOND SESSION.

Col. H. S. Osgood presented some statistice
relative to the criminal class of women in
aiaine, winch were taken from the annual
State Prison report.
The object of the proposed reformatory is to take the women who
are now sent to the jails for punishment, and
place them iu an institution where they will
learn useful trades and become reformed and
fitted for honest lives.
Mrs. Stevens and
Mrs. Hunt made earnest pleas, and Judge
Knight spoke at length. They thought $25,000 ought to be appropriated.
The committee have appointed Messrs. Wescott and

SENATE.

Glover

a sub-committee to talk the matter
with the Governor and Council.
A
week from tomorrow the committee meet the
promoters of the plan again.
The majority
of the committe feel favorable to some plan
for reforming women convicted of crime;
over

but are not yet agreed as to what sort of an
institution should be established.
One week from tomorrow the committee

finance will hold a hearing on the bill to
tax on water companies.
to grant the usual aid to the
Temporary Home and St. Elizabeth Catholic
Orphan Asylum were discussed and subcommittees were appointed to examine into
the request.

on

a State
levy
Tne bills

Light,

Heat and Power for Suburban
Places.

In the Senate to-day an act was presented
by Mr. Goodenow, providing that J. S. Riek-

er; Nathan Cleaves, F. R. Barrett, G.
Jackson, their associates and assigns

E. B.
be incorporated as a company for the purpose of
supplying light, heat and power by the manufacture and distribution of gas and electricity in the towns of Westbrook, Deering
and Cape Elizabeth, or either of these towns.
The capital stock of the company is to be
not less than $26,(XX) which may be increased
to not more than $500,000. The provisions of
the bill authorize the company to purchase
the property, rights, franchises, privileges
and immunities of any gas or electric light
company now or hereafter existing iu any
town or city in Cumberland County.
Fish and Came.

The petition for
Presumpscot river

close time in eels in
was
reported to the
House today from the fish and game committee, with the recommendation that legisa

lation is inexpedient.
Mr. Lyons of Yinalhaven

introduced to-

day a bill to prohibit fishing with weirs,
nets, seines or traps in any of the waters of
the Northern Harbor of Northern Fox
Island. Fishing is also prohibited by the
bill in Fresh Pond.

People of Tremont remonstrate against

changing the present lobster law, on the
ground that it has been followed by good

effects in the limited time of its operation,
and should be tried longer.
One petition came in today asking that
the Revised Statutes be amended to allow
the hunting of (leer with dogs.
Still Another Ten-Hour Bill.
A new ten-hour bill appeared in the Senate today. Senator Heath of Kennebec is its
sponsor. In its main provisions this bill is
much like the one introduced by Senator

Weymouth

last week.

** iuviuuvo iucu

aa

Like the 'Weymouth
well

ua

IVUUlCli 111

the enumeration of those who should not

employed more than
day in
manufacturing

be

ten

hours
a
or
mechanical establishments. It also provides for the
election of a commissioner of labor who
would have a salary of 81000 a year. But
w Idle the Weymouth bill would have a
special election ordered for the choice of the officer at once, Mr. Heath would have the Governor appoint a commissioner to serve until
1888 when the election will take place at the
regular State election. The Weymouth hill
provides for no deputy commissioners; the
Looney bill makes eacli deputy commisloner,
like the commissioner himself, an appointee
of the Governor; Mr. Heath’s bill provides
for the election of a deputy commissioner
by the people of any town or city whenever
any seven people shall petition for such election. Mr. Heath’s billl goes into the details
of the enforcement of the law, prescribing
hues, penalties and methods of procedure
with greater precision than the Weymouth

biii.

County Salaries.
There is a petition from Belfast lawyers
that the salaries of the judge and register of
probate for Waldo county be raised to the
figures that prevailed prior to the cutting
down of 1879. Then the judge got 8400 yearly and the register $000; now tire j udge gets
8200 and the register 8300.
Notes.

Captain H. H. Shaw, introduced from the
committee on -military affairs, today, a bill

empowering towns

or cities to appropriate
money for Memorial day exercises.
A bill introduced by Mr. Glover of llock-

land, today, relates to the rights of eminent
domain which the State may grant to a corporation ; and specifies Jcxact mode of procedure by which these corporations may enter into the tpossession of their privileges.
At present the modes of procedure are not
accurately specified.

Members of Penobscot JBar petition that
the salary of the Clerk of Courts for that
county be restored [to the amount provided
by tlie public laws of 1878. Judge Peters
heads the petition with this endorsement:
“I consider it scandalous that the clerk of
the second county in the State should receive
so small a salary as.the present 81200.”
A bill came in to-day to make certain the
plans of those who wish to extend the Bangor and Katahdin Iron Works railroad from
Milo, down through Corinth, Charleston,
etc., to the Kenduskeag valley and into Bangor. Tills would give a line from the Megantlc road to Bangor, independent of the
Bangor and Piscataquis.
Mr. Manley of Augusta, presented a bill
to-day to arrange for a school committee of
seven members in Augusta
wnenever the

tion amount to $1000, was, on motion of Mr.
Wilson of Iowa, taken from the calendar
and passed.
At 1.04, the Senate, on motion of Mr. Edmunds, proceeded to the consideration of the
Senate bill to authorize the President of the
United States to protect and defend the
rights of American fishing vessels, American fishermen, American
trading and other
vessels, in certain cases.
Mr. Frye suggested to Mr. Edmunds that
the words “also if he think proper’’ should
be omitted before the words authorizing the
President to deny the entry of fish from
Canada, because that language seemed to
suegest that this prohibition would be the
last resort of the President, while in his
(Frye’s) judgment it would be the first resort and probably the only one under the circumstances.
Mr. Edmunds consented to having the
words struck out and they were stricken out.
Mr. Hoar suggested the insertion of the
words “or unjustly vexed orharrassed therein bv the authorities thereof.”
He thought
the bill would be much safer if it contained
that general phraseology.
Mr. Ingalls thought these fishing difficulties must ultimately be settled either by negotiation or by war. This measure wTas distinctly one of retaliation. It was an eye for
an eye, a tooth for a tooth, a fish for a
fish,
an insult for an insult, and a wrong for a
wrong. He thought it important before the
Senate was called upon to vote that committee on foreign relations should advise the
Senate whether this measure was intended
to be pacific or hostile, whether it was in effect, an invitation to negotiate or practically

a declaration of war.
There was no use in
disguising the proposition.
There was a
of
irritation
(the real party in interfeeling
est being Great Britain and not Canada)
which was at any moment, if the present attitude was continued, liable to lead to discontent which might ripen into exasperation
and this into open hostility. It was, therefore, of very great importance that at the
outset the Senate should understand whether the bill was intended as a pacific or as
hostile measure. He quoted some sentences
from the report of the committee on foreign

relations and remarked that countries had
been inundated with blood on less provocation. The conduct of tbe Dominion and of
Great Britain was sufficient to justify and
warrant a declaration of war on the part of
the United States. It was a violation, not
only of treaty rights, but it showed a purpose on the part of the government of Canada and of Her
Majesty’s government to harrass and
annoy and destroy American fishinterests
ing
simply for the purpose either
of private gain or of some public advantage.
It appeared to him that in view of these
grave allegations In the irritation and discontent known to exist between the two countries, the reporting of a measure which authorized the President to enter
simply on a
process of
retaliation, was hardly consistent with the gravity of the situation.
It was a dangerous course to authorize the
----vvuv.uuo
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one ‘of the cases he had referred t<
in violation of the spirit, and four on
of five of them were in vielation of the let
terof the treaty of 1818. Every one of then
was in violation of the rules of good neigh
borhood, of the civilization of the day, am [
of the understanding of all civilized nation ;
as to the rights of foreign ships in the!
ports. But the American people knew tha ;
they were (iO,0000,000 in uumber; they knev
they were the richest nation of the earth
they knew they had power, and they wouh
not humiliate themselves and do uiolence t<
their conscious pride by resorting to littli
miserable tricks and outrages by way of re
taliation. What the committee on foreigi
relations sought was that the President o.
the United Mates should be'empowered t<
close American ports against any fishermai
or all fishermen, against any merchant ves
sel or all merchant vessels.
The Queen o:
Great Britain today had the power to closi
her ports against any of the products of tlu
whole world if she saw fit. He saw no ob
jection to entrusting that power to the Presi
dent. He belived Uie President would onli
have to take advantage of this bill and isaui
his proclamation that no fish, fresh or salt
or canned, or smoked, the product of tin
Canadian fisheries, shall be landed in anj
poit of the United States, and no other out
rage by this British colony would be lieari
fit. But if these outrages were to continut
aud were to result in reciprocity, as hai
been the case before, that treaty would agaii
be abrogated and the outrages would b<
T he bill on the same tub
again renewed.
ject iu the House of Representatives wen
farther than this bill. It gave the Presiden
authority to proclaim absolute nonintercourst
He did not believe the House committee or
foreign affairs would have reported the bil
without knowing whether or not the admin
istration was in sympathy with It The Ken
ator from Maryland (Mr. Gorman) had intro
duced a resolution on the same subject som<
time ago, and that Senator was known to b(
a friend of the administration.
The Seere
tary of the Treasury, one of the brightes
men in the administration, had lately sent
communication to the Senate reviewing tlu
conduct of Canada in this mattar, and hat
declared it to to be “simply brutal.’’ Tlu
Secretary of State had used diplomatic lan
guage on the subject, but even he had sail
over and over again that the acts of the

Every
was

Canadian authorities were outrages am
that the United States should demaud rest!
tution. Mr. Frye added that the Amerieat
minister to England, Mr. Phelps, had madt
an unceptionsble clear, a
complete, anil, ti
him, entirely satisfactory statement of tlu
whole case. This law, he said, had powei
in it.
He believed the President had al
heart the honor and dignity of the greal
republic over which he presided. He believed the President was in favor of
protecting the rights of every American citizen
Aye, more, he believed he was an honesl
man, and that, if this law was passed, tlu
power which it would -put into his hands
would be used for the protection of Ameriicau rights.
Mr. Ingalls said that one subjeot which he
had in view had been accomplished. He had
a desire to ascertain, if
possible, the purpose

and intention of the committee on
foreign relations in the proposed legislation.
He had
been m doubt whether it was intended tc
submit to the domain
of diplomacy,
oi
whether it was intended as a declaration tc
Great Britain that its course, if
pursued,
would result in war.
He understood from
the statement of the Senator from Maine,
Mr. Frye, speaking for the committee as he
(Ingalls) supposed he did, that if this hill became a law it was a declaration to Great
Britain that she would continue these pracr,

Washington, Jan. 24.
The credentials of Charles B. FarwelL
Gen Logan’s successor, were presented and
placed on file.
Mr. Butler, by request, introduced a bill to
provide for the construction of a steam cruismg vessel of war of 20 knots speed; reported
to the committee on naval affairs.
The credentials of Cushman K. Davis,
senator-elect ffom Minnesota, were presented and placed on tile.
The Senate bill concerning post offices of
the third class (providing they shall not be
changed into post offices of the fourth class,
where the gross receipts amount to $1900 a
year, or where the box receipts and commissions constituting postmasters’
compensa-
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conduct and policy with the inevitable result
either of finally negotiating for the purpose
of settling these questions or else of
going to
war in the defence of
rights under the treaty
of 1818. He thought it would be better,
more in accordance with the dignity of the
subject and with the morality which ought
to prevail among nations as among men to
declare as a conviction of the Senate that
tlie relations between the two
powers are
such as to require negotiation, and that there
should be authority not to issue letters of
marque and apprisal, but to select a commission to consider the suuject, and, if possible,
to reach some basis of
understanding between Great Britain, Canada and the United
States ia regard to the fisheries.
Mr. Frye said that Mr. Ingalls seemed to
forget that Canada was playing the same
role now which she had played twice before.
She played it for but one purpose, and that
was to secure negotiations for
reciprocal
treaties, and these reciprocal treaties had
turned out to the disadvantage of the United
States and to the advantage of Canada. He
believed it to beiiis duty to group the outrages which had been committed by Canada
within
the
last
six
months, and
then
he would let the Senator from

Kansas (Mr. Ingalls) sav whether or
he thought
the
United
States
ought to resort at once to negotiation.
If the President of the United States were
not

tomorrow to take advantage of this bill,
w hich would authorize him to close American ports against Canadian
fish, that, he believed, would end all trouble between the
United States and Canada, and Canada
would stop her outrages. Mr. Frye proceeded to particularize many of the outrages
to which all American fishing vessels had
been subjected in Canadian waters. Among
them was the case of the American vessel
which had brought into a Canadian port 17
shipwrecked Canadian sailors, ami had been
refused the right to purchase a barrel of
flour to keep her crew from starvation. He
declared that the annals of history (even of
the Fiji Islands) might be searched without
finding a case so brutal and so inhuman. He
also quoted the case of the Mary Ann
Grimes, an American schooner whose flag
was hauled down by Capt. Quigley of the
Canadian cutter Terror. All these cases, lie
said, had been brought to the attention of
the British government. That government
knew the utter inhumanity of these cases,
and knew that outrages had been committed
in violation of law as well as of good neighborhood. Mr. Frye quoted from a recent
statute passed bv the Dominiou government
in still further hostility to American lishermen, and said that legislation had been approved by the British government. The
nope, therefore, that Great Britain would do
what was fair and just was destroyed, and
it might have been known that would have
been the result. There was not a line, he
said, in the history of Great Britain lor the
last 800 years that gave the slightest reason
to
believe that
in
the
pursuit of
in
the pursuit of trade she
gain,
would ever permit the right of another
to stand in the way of her
progress.
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sisted in they must be enforced by
Mr. Edmunds—That does not necessarily
follow.
Mr. Ingalls said the statements of facts
made by the Senator from Maine constituted
casus belli under the law of nations.
The
continuance of amicable Intercourse under
such circumstances would be impossible.
Mr. Edmunds asked Mr. Ingalls whether

whether he meant to say that any act which
the people of the United States might consider a violation of a treaty was necessarily
casus

belli.

Mr. Ingalls—I mean to say that declared,
and avowed and continued violations of
treaty obligations, or of international law,
are casus belli.

Mr. Edmunds—Any intentional violation
a treaty
may be considered bv the
wronged party a cause of war if the nation
that is wronged chooses to resort to that
‘last reason of kings,” but every violation of
the principal of good
neighborhood is not
casus belli. According to the
practice of all
nations that do not wish to shed blood such
violations would be a reason for a reciprocal
treaty. The measures are intended to bring
tire offending party to a sense of the inconvenience of such conduct, but it does not
necessarily follow that every breach of
treaty is to be followed by war.
Mr. Ingalls—How about continuous, deliberate, wilful violation of treaty?
Mr. Edmunds—That is a different tiling.
Mr. Ingalls—That is the case.
Mr. Hoar supposed the seizure of a vessel
of one nation (without right) by the vessel
of

of another nation, was as clear a casus belli
as could be supposed.
Was it any less so if
the act was done under
(and not

pretended

real) lawful authority. The wrong which
Canada had done did not consist chiefly in a
scramble for the right of fishing. It consisted of an attempt on the part of Canada to
compel the United States to repeal certain
laws of a wholly domestic character.
Mr. Ingalls—That fpurpose does not anywhere appear.
Mr. Hoar—That purpose is
manifestly
disclosed by the recital of the report of the

committee.
Mr. Ingalls—But it nowhere
appears by
evidence that there is any such purpose on
the part of Great Britain.
1 have expressed
my belief that the purpose of this bill is a
declaration to Great Britain that she will
pursue those practices at her peril; that they
will have to stop, and that if they do not
stop we will try to make them stop. I
should like to know from the Senator from
Vermont (Edmunds) what is the purpose of
tills bill. If its
purpose is to apply lex lullonis that does not mean anything.; this
has
to
be settled by treaty or bv
thing
got
war.

Mr. Hoar—It can be settled by stopping
these outrages.
But the trouble is liable to break out again
It has got to be settled (as far as this bill is
concerned) either by diplomacy or by blood.
1 understood the Senator from Maine to
say
that these transactions have proceeded to the
very frontier of amicable solution, and now
the Senator from Vermont says the bill does
not mean war.
I agree with the Senator
from Maine, and I would like to know what
the Senator from Vermont understands the
bill to mean. Hoes he want tills bill to settle the trouble by negotiations or by fight?
Mr. Edmunds -Neither.
Mr. Ingalls—Then you do not want to settle it at all ?
Mr. Edmunds—That is the jump of
my
friend opt of the frying pau into the sea. So
far as settling it by negotiation is concerned
the treaty of 1818 is just as clear as it can
be. The treaty says how American fishermen are to be treated in Canadian waters.
They are to be allowed shelter, to be allowed
to get coal and supplies, and are not be
allowed to catch fish. That is just as clear as
human language can make it.. These
lations whicli the Canadian authorities have
made, as it appears to the committee and as
1 think it appear to the Senate, are not in
the way they have been administered a fair
execution of the treaty but are plainly outside of it. That may be caxua belli if the
United States choose to consider it such. It
may be a ease for counteraction legislation
and action on the part of the government
whose citizens are wronged and which would
lead the people committing these wrongs to
consider whether it would be to their interest to keep up that kind of thing.
This bill
nrovidesitlmt the President of the United
States may, if our vessels are mistreated in
Canadian ports,
that
say
Canadian
lish
and
Canadian fishermen shall not
come
into
the waters
of the United
States
at
all.
Suppose that he says
so that is not war. Suppose it continues ten
years the question would be who can stand
it best. I think the people of the United
States can stand it best, aud that it will be
found persuasion to the people of Canada to
mitigate somewhat the asperity of their language aud conduct. But suppose it does not

have that effect then we nave simply got
uon-intercourse betweeen the United States
and the British Provinces, and the question
will be who can stand that the longest.
1
think there is

only

one answer

to that propo-

sition. So the question here is not a question of war, but a question of countervailing
regulations which all nations have resorted
to long before the war, and which usually,
never come
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reality

on pretence without
of any interference either with a treaty or with local regulation or law by American vessels.
It is
said that in one instance there lias been an

expression of regret for the act of lowering
tile American Hag. I do not see that the lowering of the American Hag is in substance an
offence for which we have any more reason
to complain than taking custody without the
actual right, of American vessels,
the officers and crews when they are about their lawful business. The apology which has been
accorded to us is not

an

apology

which is

due for an outrage.
There is no apology
on the part of Great Britain, but a simple
communication from the minister of his regret at the act of local dependence. The absence of other expressions of regret, either
for single action to which this relates or for
serious offences or outrages of which that
is but one is more significant.
The matter
as it seems to me, then, is the
single expression which has been communicated to our
minister by the British representative accredited to this government.
It is
high
time, as it seems to me, that this bill was
passed.
Mr. Morgan said there was no war in this
measure. There was peace in it and nothing
else. But if the troubles were allowed to go
on there would be war in
them, and war beyond the control of Congress.
The first
blood that would be drawn in a controversy
of this kind on the Canadian coast would be
the tocsin of war. The people of the United
States would be plunged into war by it as
rapidly as they had been by John Brown’s

raid at Harper’s Kerry; and they would go
into it unanimously.
The American fishermen would find in the defence of their
rights
just as much support on the Gulf of Mexico
as on the coast of Maine.
Mr. Evarts argued in support of the bill,
which he said was not in the nature of a
meuace or tending at all in that direction. It
was the duty of Congress to take the subject away from local disturbance, irritation
and resentment.
Hale declared himself earnestly in
Tnvor of the bill.
Its provisions were not
harsh but moderate, not rash but well considered, and he believed if these provisions
were enacted into law and carried out
by the
executive, it would be efficacious. The situation for years past has been simply intolerable aggression on the American fishery interests by the Dominion authorities. It has
been persisted in against every
expostulation and entreaty on the part of the United
States. They were such as had never been
submitted to since the infant days of the
republic. He was bound to brave those
aggressions and those assaults on the rights

of American citizens, (high handed as they
had been) had it uot been brought about
by
accident, but were the result of deliberate
premeditation and predetermination.
He
had come to the conclusion that they were a
part of a deliberate
arranged
plan
on
the
part of the Canadian
government
backed up in a (great degree
or endorsed, by the British government.
He knew of no precedent where fair negotiation by representatives of any two powers
had taken place that the acts complained of
had not for a time ceased; and if these acts
did not cease, lie repeated, that was the end
of the negotiations and there must be some
other process resorted to. The last dread
process is an appeal to that most formidable
tribunal—declared hostilities of war.
He
congratulated the committee on having
found this remedy in legislation for the present. Direct and prompt enforcement of the
provisions shutting Canadian products from
the ports of the United States would, he believed, cause it to be seen by our Canadian
neighbors that the United States is thoroughly in earnest; that it appreciates their
purpose; that it realizes how deep laid is
l’*****t MUU mini in uni
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retaliatory measures that will bring those
neighbors to their senses. Tliat would lead

to a condition where, If further negotiations
were desirable or practicable, the
way would
cleared, but until the American Congress
should send this note, not of menace, but of
warning, to our Canadian ^neighbors, these
things would continue.
Mr. Vest deprecated any talk of war, although he believed if it became necessary to
protect the rights of the humblest citizens of
be

the United

States,

the whole country, with-

out regard to section, would rise in a solid
phalanx to protect those rights.
Mr. Gorham proposed to withdraw from
Canada the right of way through our terri-

tory.

Mr. Riddleberger opposed the bill because
it was in the nature of a treaty with Great
Britain. He wanted no treatv.
The bill was passed-yeas, 4ti;navs, 1 (Rid-

dleberger.)

Mr. Beck gave notice that he would tomorask the Senate to take up the bill to
prohibit members of Congress acting as attorneys for railroad ccrportions.
The Senate then at 8 o’clock adjourned.

row

HOUSE.
The House transacted but little business

and

adjourned early.

FROM WASHINGTON.

mem-

ber of Parliament, made a
speech yesterday
at Ballinalee,
Longford. After referring to
the wretched condition of many Irish peasants, he produced a small potato raised in
Gweedore, which he promised to show in the
House of Commons as a sample product of
the soil of that district.
There has been a semi-panic in the stock
market this afternoon in consequence of the
unfavorable aspect of the political situation.
Despatches frouf Brisbane, the capital of
Queensland, state that the colony has been

swept by a feartield cyclone, accompanied by
fall of such extraordinary copiousness
that

a rain

twenty inches of water fell in a short
time. The result has been disastrous Hoods.
In the city of Brisbone some of the thoroughfares are submerged to the depth of 20
feet. The city is entirely cut off by Howls
from its suburbs.
Reports say many persons were

drowned.

The Standard says; In the Vatican agreement Prussia assents to the return of all orders except Jesuits whom imperial law expelled. N egotiations are proceeding regarding other points.
The Daily News says the recent speeches
of Cham Pertain and Trevelvuu have cleared
the political atmosphere anil brought
hopes
of a liberal union within a measurable distance of fulfillment.
The Berlin Borsen Zeitung, urges the
German government to allay war scares
widen are alarming the commercial world.
A dispatch from Tonquin says that Col. M.
'BrissaiiQ, has carried the rebel position at
Mikie Thaupoa, and that 500 insurgents were
killed.
I he French were pursuing the
rebels.

Paris, Jan. 24—Meyer, the alleged

Gerspy, who escaped at the time of the capture of his two companions, at Lyons, has
been arrested.
man

The Frcuch

pursuing the rebels.
Foreign Notes.
were

Turkey has recalled the governor of
owing to the opposition of the Pope

Creat

Debate

in the

Senate on th«

THE

TELEPHONE CASES.

A Belief That Several Will

Compete

With the Bell.

Washington, Jan. 24.—This week In the
Supreme Court promises to be one of great
interest to telephone people.
Arguments
will be heard from all the companies claiming to have telephone inventions which are
not infringements of Bell patents.
The integrity of the patent issued lo the Bell Comtwill
also
be
attacked. Senator Edpany
munds will represent the Drawbaugh Company, and Grosvenor Lewery |of New York
will appear for the Molecular Telephone
Company. There are several other contesting companies, which will be represented in
this hearing. The majority of briefs represent that the Bell people have not the exclusive rigid lof transmitting articulate speech
by electric current. The rest of them simply asked to be allowed to compete with the
gigantic monopoly. The weight of evidence
against tho validity of the Bell patents will
be presented in the government cause in
Massachusetts.
It is believed the outcome
of the trial will result in
placing several telin the field to compete
ephone

cmnjiauies

FROM NEW YORK.
An Epidemic of Small Pox Feared.
New York, Jan. 24.—There were three
new cases of small pox
reported today,
l’eople all over the city are being vaccinated.
It is feared that an epidemic is impending of
small pox.
O’Neil’s Trial.

The trial of John O'Neil, the third of the
indicted members of the boodle board of aldermen of 1884, began this morning before
Judge Barrett.
Bierel’s Trial.

The trial of Laurs Bierel for shooting Sur-

veyor

Beatty

at the Custom

vember, began today.

House,

in

No-

THE INDIANA SENATORSHIP.

Both Parties Determined to Continue
the

Fight.

Indianapolis, Ind., Jan. 24.—The Indiana Senatorship is as far from settlement
as ever, and there is no immediate prospect
of a change. The general assembly met in
joint convention at 12 o’clock m., and took
one ballot, which resulted:
Turple, 74;
Harrison, 70; and Allen, four. It now looks
as though both
had
decided to leave
parties
the solution of the problem to time and circumstances.

Hundreds of Lives Sacrificed

Fishery Question.
Senator

Ingalls

Ill-Fated

Attacks the Commit-

tee Report.

Senator

Frye Makes a Powerful
Speech in Its Defence.

Able Speeches by Sonator

Hale and

Others.
The

Measure

Only

One

Postal and

Finally Passed
Dissenting Vote.

Pension

with

Matters of

In-

terest to Maine People.

[Special

to the

Press.]

Washington, Jan. 24.—Expectation ol
an interesting debate on the fishery question
today was fully realized. No debate this
session has created so deep a sensation.
As
one
war

senator expressed it: “If this bill is not
it is a half sister to it.” Yet in spite ol

senator supported the bill.
Senator Ingalls opened the debate by criticising the report of the committee. He said
the bill was an Irritating measure simply
which would not settle the question.
Fishery difficulties would have to be settled either by arbitration or war and he would like to
understand which the foreign relations committee meant to advocate by this bill. Senator Frye denied that the bil. would be cause
of Irritation, but said that the moment the
President took advantage of it and closed
our ports, on that moment Canadian outrages would cease.
He then detailed the outrages committed upon fishermen by Canadian authorities, characterizing them as inhumanities which would have disgraced the
He strongly urged the
Fijii Islanders.
passage of the bill, and said that although
the President had not availed himself of the
power given him by the bill passed the last
session be had no reason to suppose that the
President would not avail himself ot the
power given him by this bill to
protect
American citizens.
Senator Hale earnestly
supported the bill in a brief but powerful
speech. The bill was finally passed with
but one dissenting voice, that of Riddleberger, of Virginia,who voted “no” from crankiness.
The House will probably pass the bill
when it reaches them.
The prospects for and against obtaining
consideration for tho anti-compulsory
age bill seem at present to be about

pilotequal.

The shipping committee which has the bill
in

f'hnrtro

ia nnitn fue <tAwn

committees,

fKa

An

ami there is some doubt

I!u4

nf

the

ship’s strange

it will be reached.
The call now rests
with the committee on pensions, and there
are twenty-one more committees to be called
before the shipping committee will be
reached.
Quite a number, however, will have no
hills to call up. Under the rules each committee is called m turn, and is allowed one
hour on two successive days to call up bills
reported by it. This hour can only be dispensed with by unanimous consent, and the
friends of the pilotage bill will take care
that this is not given, but will insist that the
hour be used each day.
In this way
the
chances lor reaching the pilotage bill are increased. A considerable amount of active
work has been done In favor of the bill during this session, and the chances are consid
ered good lor
its passage, if it shall be
reached.
Postal Matters.
A new post office has been established at West
Palmyra, Somerset county, mi route 303, Harter

laiul. 4 miles north.Pittsfield, 4 miles south. Thos.
F. French has been commissioned psstmaster.
Lucy iLockyer lias been commissioned postmistress at Eustts, Me,
Annie M. Emery lias been appointed postmistress at Bassville, Me.
are

announced in

Route 303—Pittsfield to 8t. Albans. From Jan.
1887, curtail service to begin at Hartland, decreasing distance 7 miles.
Route 330—Bucksport to Penobscot. Embrace
hast Orland, between Orland and North Penobscot, Increasing distance l*i miles.
To take eftect Feb. 1,1887.
Koute 406—West Ellswsorth to Ellsworth.
Leave West Ellsworth Tuesdays. Thursdays and
Saturdays at 7 a. in. Arrive at Ellsworth by 8.30
a. m.
Leave Ellsworth Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Saturdays at 11 a. in. Arrive at West Ellsworth
by 12.30 p. m.
Pensions Cranted.

Pensions have been granted to these residents of Maine :
Lydia, wife of Lewis Lair, Union.
Mehitable, mother of David U.Bagley, increase,
Liberty.
Ebeuezer T. Flood, original, North Watersborough.
Lemlall A. Prout, original, West Bowdoin.
Bradford F. Lancaster, increase, Augusta.
James A. Bennett, Increase, Durham.
Robert L. Walley, increase. Oberryfield.
Lewis E. Uoodrldge, re issue, Portland.

RICHMOND J. LANE.

_

Suit for Embezzlement to be Com-

promised.

Boston-, Jan. 24.—The

ease

of Richmond

J. Lane, charged with embezzling funds of
the Arlington National Bank, while its
president, came up today. Further proceed-

ings in the

ease

were

stopped by

an

an-

nouncement made by the District Attorney
that tile case would probably be compromised
for the reason that while it was fully
apparent that the accused had withdrawn
about 8120,000 of the bank funds unlawfully,
yet lie had made the fullest restitution in his
power, and as far as government was able
to ascertain he had not himself profited by
his operations. The judge then held the case
over until the May term to allow for the arrangement of a compromise.
CENERAL NEWS.
Two men were killed by a boiler
at Pittsburg, Pa., yesterday.

explosion

President and Sirs. Cleveland attended the
ball at Baltimore last night.
Four children were burned to death at Oi'
City, Pa., yesterday afternoon.

charity

Society of Natural History.
At a meeting last evening Dr. Wood called
attention to a very rare cepholopod named
Octopus Bairdii allied to the well known
squid of our fishermen, from which sepia,
used by painters and cuttlefish bone are obtained.

Mr. Joshua Pillsbury of Point Village, Cape Elizabeth, brought it In from an
outside fishing trip a few weeks ago, and Mr.
Fuller kept it alive three weeks in the Society's aquarium. The animal was found
hidden in what fishermen call a hawse hole,”
which is a conglomerate mass a foot
long, resembling a ship’s hawse pipe and formed by
the Arctic

crab

for its

Octopus had appropriated

own

the

home.

The

crab’s

house

and laid its eggs there.
This species was
first found off Nova Scotia in 1872, by Prof.

Verrill of the United States Fish Commissi<A. In 1873 one specimen was dredged off
Portland by the santo party. Mr. Pillsbury’s
is the second one obtained here and the hrst
one ever presented to the Society.
Dr. Wood gave the natural history of other
cephalopods, noticing particularly the Devil
fish, captured at Notre Dame Bay, Newfoundland, twenty feet long, with arms thirty-five feet additional, which although immensely larger than our Casco Bay novelty,
is built upon the same plan.
Dr. Wood also read a short paper on
mosses.
Both papers were illustrated by
Mr. Fuller’s camera. A large number of valuable donations were announced, among
them a fine specimen of conglomerate jasper
from Miss Emily Dearbon Boyd, and a great
snowy owl from Charles B. Rogers.
Real Estate Transfers.
The following transfers of real estate in
this county have been recorded at the Registry of Deeds:
Portland—Moses Gould to Michael U. Lyons,
laud. $100.
Westbrook—John C. Knight to William Carroll,
land. $1 and other considerations.
Scarboro—Woodbury Libby to Frank Nugent,
land. $1.
Great Chebeague Island—Eleanor Hamilton to
Henry J. York, land. $50.
Itachel B. Woodbury to Eleanor Hamiltou. land.
$200.

Prof. L. L. 1’aine of Bangor Theologica
Seminary expects to leave homo the last of
January for several months’sojourn lu Italy,
on account of ill health.

*
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Mills.

the records of American shipping lias there
been an instance of such consistent perversity and persistent adversity following the
fortunes of a sailing vessel as pursued the
Harvey Mills from the hour of launching tu
the hour of foundering in midocean.
This modern mariner lives in Brooklyn.
He left the sea because he could not reconcile his conscience with the ways of Providence to the sailor and because he preferred
the conservatism of society on dry land to
the unstability of deep sea navigation. Partly from his experience, partly from the records of the American .Shipmasters’ Association, at No. 37 William street, this city, and
partly from reports that have appeared In
the hnglish newspapers at intervals
during
the past ten years, these remarkable incp
dents in the career of the Harvev Mills are
arranged in the order of their occurrence.
LAUNCHED ON FRIDAY.

On the last Thursday of September, 187(5,
the hull of what was to be a full rigged ship
lay in the dockyard of the seaport town ol
Thomaston, Me., ready for launching. A
harassing series of delays bad attended her
construction. In spite of accurate desinging
and the employment of skilled artisans her
timbers were found to be at geouietrical sixes
and sevens, and half of them had to be recut
and replaced. She was 231 feet long, and it
had been the purpose of her builder, Mr.
Harvey Mills, to complete the ship on the
231st day of the year, about the middle of
August, but the aforesaid series of delays

made this Impossible.

Accidents

were

con-

tinually happening to the workmen emin the yard.
Tackle and engines
ployed
broke and became disorganized almost dally,

and every time a beam, a block or a scaffold
fell one or more workmen were carried to the
hospital. The first estimate cost of $130,000
was exceeded by
nearly $15,000, directly consequent on these misadventures, and when,
on the last
Thursday in .September, orders
were given to launch the ship she had already earned a bad character. The ways
were greased, all blocks removed, but
the
ship refused to budge. The workmen toiled
until midnight with levers and ropes to force
her into the sea, and a few moments after
midnight the big mastless bulk slipped so
suddenly that one of the workmen was
crushed to death beneath her bows.
baptized in blood and launched on
Friday, the Harvey Mills began her dlsastrus career.
She was 43 feet beam and 21)
feet 7 inches depth of hold, was built of oak
and yellow pine, and was 2,on tons burden.
She began trading lietween Liverpool and
I ort Royal, S. C., tne following spring.
On
her first trip along the coast, she
sprang
aleak and came very near being abandoned
by her crew. She reached Port Royal in a
sinking condition, and it was found that she
had lost one of her bottom planks in some
mysterious manner.
Having been carefully

J'hus

utiu

wheth-

Harvey

(New York Herald.)
“I do not believe in fate, except so far a.there must logically exist or have existed a
cause for every effect,” said ex-Captaln
Tumbridge yesterday, “but somehow the
history of the ship Harvey Mills battles my
philosophy. The law of chance, which Is
not susceptible to legislative modification, is
the only law that rules the sea. and never in

this belief the

Crete
to his

administration.
The statement publisliad in the London
Daily News that Oermauy intends to ask
I1 ranee for an explauation of the meaning of
its military movements on the frontier, is
officially denied in Paris.

Ing of

A HAUNTED SHIR.

24.

London. Jan. 24.—John O’Connor,

PRICE THREE CENTS.
Her mate
tory.
Cushman.

The following changes
Star schedules in Maine:

FOREICN.

to war.

Mr. Iloar—I do not think there will be any
great necessity for any further nrgument in
support of this bill to convince the minds of
a majority of the Senators of the
expediency
of the measure,
but the
State
which
I
more
interested
represent is
the
times over than all other communities
in
immediate
the
together
controversy.
Of the vessels which have experienced outrages aud annovanees, recited in the report
of the committee, 2S belong to the State of
Massachusetts and seven to the State of
Maine, formerly a part of Massachusetts.
Now, 1 understand, sir, that the subject of
these annoyances and grievances are not
principally or largely to assert British or
Canadian interpretation of the treaty of
181K. The dispute is sought in regard to the
terms of that treaty, not to protect the fisheries from interference by Massachusetts
aud Maine competition, but to compel the
States to change their
people of the United
laws in a matter of purely domestic concern.
It is not that Canada may catch fish
without molestation. It is that she may sell
fish without the interference of an American
tariff policy that these difficulties are fomented.
Now, sir, I regard, in that point of
view, the attempt by a foreign country, by
hostile interference with our ships on the
high seas or in the neighborhood of their
ports, to enforce upon us against our will a
certain domestic policy, as being one of the
most emphatic and flagrant acts of hostility
without actual
that can bo committed
war.
These seizures, with the exception of
instances
are seizures upperhaps,one or two

25,
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laden with cotton

Liverpool.
A FLOATING

tnc

ILUVI'V

Lillis

in bales, and cleared
FURNACE.

When five days out, having experienced
unusually rough weather, an alarm of fire
was given on a Friday midnight.
A panic
The captain and mate restored
prevailed.
order at the muzzles of revolvers, and made
a search for the seat of inflammation.
The
hold was full of smoke, and spirals of suffocating yellow vapor came from the hatches.
Spontaneous combustion was the only explanation. Water poured into the smouldering
cotton produced no effect, and the hatches
were at last battened down, and the
ships
course changed to New York.
It was a
frightful voyage.
The deoks became hot
and had to be repeatedly drenched with water to permit walking upon them. A series
of calms succeeded stormy weather, and the
Harvey Mills drifted like a fire raft upon a
On the second day her
tropical lagoon.
mainmast, eaten away by the heat, broke under the rolling of the ship, and almost went
overboard. She reached New York in the
latter part of March, 1877. with half her cargo ruined and the hull baked, steamed and
charred to a degree that necessitated several
months’ repairing.
llAUNTEIt BY

SPECTRES.

While the record of the Harvey Mills
during the next five years is monotonous in
the regularity of her misfortunes there was
never any monotony or freedom from excitement to her crews. No sailor would make a

second voyage In her, even for pav beyond
the dreams of commercial avarice. During
her successive voyages across the Atlantic
she repeatedly changed ownerships at a con-

stantly decreasing figure.
wreck in her part of the

If there

was

a

ocean the Harv ey
Mills was certain to collide with It. If there
happened to be a sick man on board wheu
she sailed that man surely died. The ship
was again and again short handed from the
ravages of epidemic diseases and desertions,
and to cap the very climax of superstitious
horror she won the reputation of beiug

haunted.

Every time there was a storm the rigging
became filled with luminous beings, who
added their cries to the noises of the tempests and a constant reign of terror prevailed in the forecastle owing to the reputed
residence there of the spirits of sailors who
had died by violence or disease. They manifested their presence in the usual spiritualistic way, and one fact is curious to note,
that the Harvey Mills was always entirely
free from rats.
A COLLISION IN TUE NIGUT.
In December, 1882, the Haivey Mills set
sail from Liverppol with a new crew and
full cargo of miscellaneous merchandise, and
insured at a heavy premium. Her previous
record had incurred the dlsnleasure of the
underwriters and she was regarded as the
poorest risk alloat. She encountered a fog
in the English Channel and hove to until the
weather cleared. A constant lookout was
kept with lights burning, and it is reported
that early on a Friday morning she
again set
sail and slowly moved out to sea. IIow she
to
strike
managed
amidships an English
bark Just coming Into port has never been
explained, partly because none of the bark’s
crew survived to tell their side of the story.
The smaller vessel was not hailed until it
was too late to avoid the crash.
The Harvey
Mills rode her down like an iron prowed
rani.
The bark was heavily laden with Iron
like unto which it sank. The bows of the
big ship were splintered and torn open and
she put back to Liverpool to be repaired at
the expense of the underwriters.
A month was consumed in repairs and the
Harvey Mills was put up at auction. She
had new cost, in addition to the first n.
pen.se of $U>5,000 for construction, over
double tiiat amount for salvage paid to vessels which had repeatedly brought her to
port a wreck and for the incessant repairing
her misfortunes had necessitated. Forty
thousand dollars was the highest price bid
for her, and she was again earned and consigned to Port Koyal. Extraordinary precautions were taken to keep her afloat and a
captain noted for his seamanship given the
command.”
WRECKED IN A HURRICANE.
In January, 1883, the Harvey Mills again
faced the perils of the English Chanuel.
The weather* was pleasant and promised, all
that could be desired. The “white cliffs of
Albion” were just siukiug beneath the horizon when the wiud increased in
strength,
grew into a gale and gradually beeame a hurricane.
Two sailors were washed overboard. The waves seemed to curl over the
masthead.
Every boat and all the deck
furniture went by the board. Sail after sail
snapped its fastenings and floated like a
white bird over the sea, or was ripped into
ribbons that like whip cords snapped as if
to goad tlie tempest to greater fury. First
the mizzenmast cracked and reeled into the
water. Scarcely had the shrouds been cut
away than the foremast and then the mainmast succumbed to the atmospherical pressure, and the Harvey Mills, a dismantled
hulk, drifted with the hurricane buck over
the course she had just sailed full of beauty
and strength.
The next day a tug boat towed her back to
Liverpool, to ue practically rebuilt. It was
not until April, 1883, that she was again in
condition to sail, and again she was put up
at auoilon. This time she was bought by
E. O’Brien of Thomaston, Me., for one-third
of original
cost, and consigned to Port Koyal,
with the intention of transferring her to the
Pacific Ocean, In the hone that a change of
waters would change her luck.
It appears that on this, her last voyage
across the Atlantic, tbe Harvey Mills encountered every phase of adverse weather,
and so long was she driven to and fro at the
caprices of the winds that the crew had occasion to bewail the freedom of the ship from
rats, so great was the scarcity of frtsli meat.
All the provisions were exhausted, fresh
water became priceless, and tbe men were
too weak to mutiny, when port was reached
at last. By tbe same fatality that had pursued the ship from the first, not a sail hove
in sight while she was being tossed across
every latitude. She seemed to be bewitched
upon a deserted sea. At Port Koyal her appearance awakened amazement. She had
been given up for lost a month before. She
discharged her cargo and was ordered to
round tbe Cape without delay and make for
San Francisco.
This she did without note-

worthy
In

disaster.

March, 1885, the Harvey Mills, the

red wrvivor

scar-

» thousand marine duels
with disaster, was metalled for the first time
anu started us a coast trader between islands
that sheltered her from the infrequent storms
of the most pacific ef oceans, and, under the
command of J. L. Chapman, her captain, the
most seaworthy master in the coast trade,
her chances of further adversity seemed reduced to a minimum.
Her regular crew
numbered twenty-four, and they knew noth-

was

an<l desperate hisold salt named

an

lost at last.

After two or three sueressful
voyages the
Harvey Mills cleared from Seattle Just before Christmas last, laden with coal, consigned to J. K. Chapman. of No. 22 California street, San
Francisco. Then, for the
first time in far eastern waters, the old
spell
of disaster begun to reassert its inltuence.
I he channels through which she sailed, familiar to every one, boiled and frothed in
the storm like the tormented passage of
Scylla and Charvbdls of ancient tradition.
As the last day of l*Wt> drew to a close, the
ship was out of sight of land battling with
the heaviest storm experienced in that localty for years, and several days overdue. No
inconsiderable part of her cargo of soal was
thrown overboard, but as she lightened the
storm grew heavier. Two of her masts were
sacrificed, and before dark all the boats, except the smallest one, were dashed Into the
sea or broken in the moorings.
All hope of saving the ship was abandoned. The crew became mad with terror,
and the captain, finding that his authority
was gone, embarked with three others In the
sole remaining boat. Like an egg shell It
was lifted on a huge wave, and then the men
on board the ship saw it capsized, and Its
four occupants have never since been seen,

alive or dead.
The ship was sinking. In despair the
mate, Cushman, and three others of the
crew tied a few spars together, and on this
fragile raft floated away on the tumbling
surges, liefore they lost sight of the Harvey
Mills they saw her break In two.and then the
fated vessel was engulfed so quickly that not
one of the twelve wretched iren on board
had time to pray.

MAHDKXKD WITH TERROR.
No sooner had the ship foundered than the
storm lessened Its fury, as though appeased
by the sacrifice. The four exhausted survivors
at full length upon their little raft,
faint with hunger and thirst, and benumbed
almost to unconsciousness by the cold. The
sunrise of the New Year found them drifting
a hundred miles from land, with death the
only promised relief from their torture. One
of the crew, crazed with thirst, gulped down
some of the salt water, lay
in speechless
agony for an hour, then bit open the veins
of his arm, swallowed a few drops of blood,
shrieked at the sight, and with the laugh of
a maniac leaped into the sea and perished.
The shock almost broke up the raft
liefore dark an outgoing vessel sighted the
castaways and rescued them in a condition
of absolute
helplessness. The three men
were landed at .San Pedro, and from them
has been written the last chapter In the tragic history of the Harvey Mills.
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FUTURE

OF

WORKINCMEN.

Henry Blanchard's LecturcBeV
fore the Krifcnts of Labor.

Kev. iTenry Blanchard delivered a lecture
“The Future of Workingmen” at the request of the Knights of Labor, In Mechanics’ Hall last evening.
It was a brilliant,
able effort, and was constantly Interrupted
by applause. There was au audience of several hnndred present, and at the close of the
lecture a vote of thanks was extended to the
lecturer by a rising vote.
Mr. Blanchard
was very happily introduced to tbe audience
by Mr. Andrew Cross, who presided over
the meeting. The following is an outline of
the lecture:
The great Italian patriot Mazzini wiote to
the workingmen of Paris these words: “Evon

political question

ery

in this age Is

rapidly

becoming a social question, and every social
question a religious question.” The speaker
He would not
accepted that statement.
claim to be a prophet, who could see all the
future; but, as a thinker, he would try to
interpret all the facts be saw. lie believed
there is to be a bright, happy, noble future
for workingmen, aud his lecture would give

the reasons for this belief.
He believed In this future, first of all, because he believed in God.
The poet Words,
worth, who was the friend of workingmen,

said:

“In the unreasoning progress of the world,

A wiser spirit is at work for u»A belter eye than theirs, most prodigal.
Of blessings, and most studious of our good.
Even In wuut seems our most unfruitful hours.”

AndTewnvson has said:
"That God whoever twee aud loves,
One God, one law, one etemem^*
Aud oue tar oif divine event,
To which the whole creation moves.”
He agreed with the poets and these agree
with prophets and apostles. He believed In
a divine plan—a
magnificent consummation
—in all things working together for geod at
last. Workingmen are God’s children. His
greatest son was a carpenter. The Father
and that Sod were workiug together for the
of tneu. Honored slowly, honored long
clayed. the great plan goes forward. A
bright future on earth, as well as iD heaven.
Is a part of that plan. He believed in this
future for workingmen, also because be taw
how history teaches the gradual improvement of the race. We see how science shows
that man began as barbarian, ami how history shows the tribe, the oligarchy, the aristocracy, tbe monarchy, the republic. At
last came the United States of America.
What Is the lesson of It all? This progress
from bad to good, from good to better is the
of tbe text.
prophecy
He believed in this future also, because
the “Signs of tbe Times” indicate the workingman s social Improvement—his increasing
political powers wisely used—his deepening
religious life. Faith In God may well give
hope even if history had net her message to
deliver. History may well declare that her
story of progress shall not be changed to
record of men, but here are signs of the times
which all men may see, and which. Interpreted wisely, point to a bright, happy,
noble future.
Let us see what a great company of noble
students and leaders are at wot k for tbe
elevation of workingmen. Here are William

3ood

Morris, poet, artist, manufacturer, socialist,
Alfred R. Wallace, tbe greatest living
naturalist, and John ftuskln. most eloquent
of English writers, and 11 ughes and Prof.
Thorold Rogers and Parnell and Michael
Davitt busily, earnestly working, here are
the professors in German universities; here
are llenry George and Prof E. T. Ely studying the past, opposing the old “political
aud

economy,’' pleading for Christ’s

ethics, and
great results.
Look at the captains of Industry working
for their men. Look at Mulhouse in Alsace
where the workingmen salute their noble
Look at the
employer as “Father Peter.”
Fairbanks factories in St. Johnsbury,
I t., where Gov. Fairbanks said to his men,
“You should always come to me as to a father.”See too what the church Universal Is doingfor the workingmen. How Is the Roman
Catholic branch of it?
You may be Justly
indignant with Its Archbishop Corrigan, but

they are accomplishing

treat

jwm

uu

u

lav

uut

<
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mu

church. Father McUlynn und the bishops
in Ireland, represent that church far better
thau does Corrigan or Donnelly.
You may
wisely say, “As much religion from Home as
you like, but no politics," and “An American citizen, be he priest or layman, shall not
be interfered with for political action by his
ecclesiastical superior, be he archbishop, or
cardinal or pope,” but you must remember
that the hierarchy is not the church, and that
Italian cardinals are limited in power; that
the Homan Catholic church has done splendid work for workingmen. It will do splendid work in the future.
Mow are the great Protestant branches of
the church universal? bee the great work
of the noble Methodist body for the laboring
men—see what Episcopalian aud Presbyterian and Congregaticuallst bodies are trying
to do—see what the Liberal Christian sects
are

doing.

Head tue books of noble R. Heber Newton,
the Episcopalian—of Washington Gladden
and Newman Smyth, the Congregationalists,
T. Edwin Brown, the Baptist, and you will

be profoundly impressed by the consecration

of Christian teachers as they try to serve
their brothers who call themselves workingmen.

Look at another sign of the times—the organization of the workingmen who are increasing In intelligence, in independence and
tn a manly, reasonable religious life. Trades
Unions In America and England- Knights of
laibor—Granges, an 1 all the host of associated workers—what do they mean? This, the
Fourth Estate, Is coming into power.
But power can only come as inte'llgeuce,
independence, religious life increases. These
do increase, the croakers to the contrary notwithstanding. There are mistakes; there
are follies; there are even crimes.
What
wouder ? But these will
Intelligrow less.
gence is spreading und with It power.
Look at the Indications of this fact.
Already men see that labor-saving machinery,
in the long run. Is for the workingman’s
good. It Is a hard lesson to learn, but it Is
being learned. Men are seeing that “strikes”
strike the strikers hardest.
I'hey have demanded the establishment of a National Labor Bureau with Increasing power.
They
will ask for Postal Savings
Banks-for
State supervision of all means of
transportation.

Workingmen

are

increasing

their

spirit of ind tpendence. They will not be
bamboozled by promises without performances.
They will not see that Civil Service
Reform—non-partisan municipal elections
are

great

means for
are

helping workingmen.

W orkingmen
signing tiie pledge to abstain from Intoxicating liquors.
May they
another
-to
abstain
from tobacco. Thev
sign
are seeing that the Christianity of Christ is
the religion which loous to earth for a present heaven instead of to another life. They
will, one day, demand that men shall be
judged by their fruits. They will see as one
of their own number has said that “Jesus
Christ is the First Representative of the

People.”

In conclusion, Mr. Blanchard mode an
earnest appeal that his brothers, the Knights
of Labor, should study, should be patient,
should be considerate, and, abovo all. should
see how large a part they have to perform in
bringing a bright, happy, noble futuie for

workingmen.
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W■■ not nail anonymous letters and commun
! lie name and address of the writer are
11 all cs -K Irdltpensable, not necessarily tor
pub
leation but ns a guarantee of good faith.
ffo cunoot mnlertake to return or preserve
sominnuirMiciiis that tire not used.
It looks as if if. Goblet had about drained
bis goblet of power to the dregs.

Klddleberger

the only Senator voting
against the Edmunds’s resolutions. Nobody
wiM accuse bitn, however, of
having been
Inibed with British gold. John Bull doesn’t

buy

CURRENT COMMENT.

J’KKSK.

was

such wares.

Gilbert and Sullivan’s new opera, Buddygore, seems to have struck different people
very differently. It was greeted, say the
dispatches, with applause mingled with
hisses and groans.

probably think I that such a voyage would
Improve their health quite as much as it
would his.
Michael Davitt in his New York speech
handled Cardinal Simeoni without gloves,
and every mention of the Cardinal’s name
was greeted with groans and hisses from the
10,000 people in the audience. Davitt charged
that the real secret of what he called Dr. McGlynu's persecution was the latter’s sympathy with the Irish struggle for Homerule.
Politics In the Dominion are getting very
Intense indeed. The Liberals are circulating a story that Sir John Macdonald Is
crazy, and that this is tho explanation of the
return of Sir Charles Tupper. People who
think American politics are bitter should
peruse the Dominion papers, and see how
mild a people we are compared with our
neighbors over the border.
The Assembling of the British Parliament
Thursday will disclose the condition of
the two parties and show how serious is the
rupture in the Conservative ranks growing
out of Lord Churchill’s retirement, and
whether any, and if any, how much, progress has been made toward reconciliation
on

lietween Gladstone and the Liberal dissenters from his Irish policy.
Up to the present

time there has been nothing satisfactory on
either of these points. That discord has
entered the Tory ranks we know, but how
serious the rupture is remains to bb seen.
If it is as serious as has been allegeed, the
present ministry can hardly continue long
without dissolving Parliament and appealing to the people.
Candidates for iha-Xat places created by
the inter-State commerce bin ere numerous.
Missouri has two—Col. James O. flrodhead
and D. B. Gould.
North Carolina suggests
the Hon. George Davis who wras AttorneyGeneral in Jeff Davis’s Cabinet, and John

Hughes, formerly

receiver of the Atlantic
A North Carolina railroad.
Georgia recommends ex-Governor James Smith, and Texas

puts forward W- G. Lang, now holding one
of the principal German consulates.
W. It
Morrison is talked of and so are Randolph
Tucker and Senator Conger, As far as dollars and cents are concerned a swap of a seat
in the House or Senate for a place on this
commission would be a good one for the man
who made it.

'

W1IAT A I.1TTI.E 1TUMNESS

ACCOMPLISHES

New York Tribune.
The proceedings in Congress during the
last week iu regard to the fisheries have li
nally convinced the British that Hie Aineri
can people are really determined not to bi
imposed upon in the matter, and that conviction has found expression in various ways
Small Tory journals talk about “Yankee insolence," but newspapers of iuituence like
l he Spectator, hope that the difficulties may
speedily he arranged. This shows what s
little firmness at Washington will do.
It is
lamentable that the President and his Secretary of Stutc cannot he relied upon to deeper
the favorable impression made by the Senate
and the House.

So different
Price

It

hardly admit of a doubt that the impression that Europe is likely to see a general war in the spring is strengthening daily.
European statesmen all talk peace, at least
as far as their public utterances are concan

Some Portland Bills.

Portland road-bed to the wvitChi; and the
bill to establish a land commission with power to acquire for the city, by purchase or
by
the right of eminent domain, certain lands
in Back Cove and Fore river. An inspection
of tiie

two hills

would suggest that there
connection between them, but
from such information as we have been able
to get concerning them, it would appear that
they are not in any way related. Tiie first is
simply a move of the railroad to get fa-

might be

some

eilities and connections which it may need in
tiie future, if certain anticipations are realized. Now that tiie road lias consented to
tiie amendment suggested by the Board of
Aldermen locating its track inside the Marginal Way, there does not appear to be any
reasonable ground of objection to that part
of the bill which covers tiie eastern extension.
With regard to the extension of its
tracks

tiie old

Kennebec & Portland
railroad bed, the case is not so clear. Leering Park is going to be injured by it, and the
grade of Congress street w ill very likely
have to be changed on account of it. Tiie
Board of Mayor and Aldermen ask that this
part of the extension bo authorized only subject to their consent. Tiie road, however, is
unwilling to accept this condition. Tiie city
authorities ought to have pretty close supervision over roads within the city
limits, and
the Legislature should give it to them.
he commission bill is, we
understand,
simply a step in the work of purifying Back
Cose,
flie fiats are now owned by
private
parties who refuse to sell or improve
them. The plan to get rid of the horrible
stench that comes from that quarter in the
summer months involves among other
things
the filling up of the creek we.-t of
Leeriug’s
Bridge which is in the town of Leering, and
that portion of tiie fiats impounded by the
Marginal Way, which are owned by private
parties. Both these places are exceedingly
filthy and it is essential to the purification of Back Cove that they be tilled up. Tiie
city cannot do it now because it does not
own nor control them and tiie present owners
show no disposition to do it.
The bill is
simply to enable the city to acquire this
property with a view to putting it into such
condition that it will not be detrimental to
tiie public health as it is new. Tiie authority of the Harbor Commissioners is in nowise
affected by it.
over

Great crowds enjoyed the sleighing on the
Arsenal road in Boston on Friday and Saturday of last week, and many fast horses
were out.
There have been fewer crowds
of
as

81114_

even

numerous.

other turnouts was a sleigh so heavy and
commodious that a family might have shared

DAVIS &

Boston speeders people began inquiring who

the driver was, and it was found that he wras
other than Mr. 0. H. Nelson of Waterville, Me., a rich and influential horse breeder. the owner of Nelson, Dictator, Chief, Col.
West and several other very prominent stallions.
On Saturday there w ere still greater crowds
on the Arsenal road, and overyone
inquired
for the man from Maine. But he did not
apThere
were,
of
however,
Maine
plenty
pear.
horses there. Speaking of several of them,
the Boston Sunday Herald says: “Plumed
Knight made his howto the Boston public as
a road horse yesterday. He is a handsome
black animal, sired by Mike Logan.
Mr. J.
H. Davis purchased him very recently from
Col. W. G. Morrill of Pittsfild, Me.
There
were only three horses in Maine that earned
more money than Plumed Kniliht did last
yeur. Some time ago at Mvstie Park he did
a mile at a private trial in 2:27.
Mr. Charles
Thing drove him Saturday, and the horse
moved beautifully. Plumed Knight made it
uncomfortable for those who brushed him.”
Mr. George E. French has received from
Maine the bay gelding Thomas, wlm holds a
pacing record of 2:20. This horse has paced
at a 2:12 gait on the ice this winter.
Mr.
French feels confident that he eau “leave”
anybody on the road to a sleigh.
none

No, 210 Middle

unhealthy.

CARTLAND,
Street, Under Falmouth Hotel.

GRAND ANNUAL SALE
—

517

GG^GRESS

AMD

7 CASCO STS.,

AND

—

Encouraged by the unparalleled success of our former
we
to exceed all previous efforts and give our customers and the sales, au propose
public
opportunity to
secure bargains never before
equalled. Elegant Dinner, Lunch and Tea Sets.
Bleached Table Damask from
-33 cents lo $2.50
44
44
44
Cream
44
■ 05
44
44
44
Turkey Ited“
«5
1.00
Colored Border Table Damask from
44
25
l!oo
44
3-4 and 5-8 Damask Napkins
44
50
10.00
44
Class Linen
u
7
37
Russia, Stevens,

Barnsley

'I owels from 6 1-4 cents to

and Scotch Crashes from 5 cents

CAPS

50 CENTS.

Boys’ Winter Caps

...

J. M. DYER &
511

jaulB

Congress Street,

SOMERS
459

Congress Street, Clapp’s Block.
»

Pierce A. and Edward Somers
with

be found

can

BARGAINS

GREAT
Winter

5 Pound Pails of Currant
Jelly,
®
Apple Jelly,
®
Quince Jelly,
®
Damson Preserves,
tt
5
Creen Cage,
„
°
Peach Preserves,
1(

50 cents.
“
50
“
50
“
60
“
60
“
60
“
“
Apricot Preserves,
60
„
“
®
Quince Preserves,
60
it
“
®
Pine
75
Apple Preserves,
,,
„
®
“
75
Raspberry Preserves,
,,
tt
“
Wild
E
85
<<
Strawberry
Preserves,
„
°
“
...
Cuava Jelly,
$|.O0
“
Cider Jelly,
35
We have also the Celebrated California
Oak Shade Orchard
Preserves in Class,

II

APRICOTS,

FOR SALE BY ALL CROCERS

REI>

CHERRIES,

WHITE

m<tr^0__timidly

35 CENTS

THE TERRIBLE TRAGEDY

JAR,

$4.00 PER DOZEN.

MINARD'S LINIMENT,

Is only one of a thousand cases which could
be cited of tho wonderful effects of this remedy lu cases of Scalds, Burns, Cuts, Bruises,
aud Wounds of every description. Its
healing
powers in such cases are certain, quick, anil
effective; harmless in Its combination, used
both externally and internally, it Is the most
powerful and active remedy known for Coughs,

STREET.

eodtf

_

METAL SKYLIGHTS
And

F. VAN NOORDEN &
3S3 Harrison Aver.uo
nov2r>

All

Gives Relief at
and cures

0Cream

once

HEAD,

Liquid, Snuff

Powder. Free from

Injurious Drugs and
Offensive odors.

particle Is applied Into each nostril and Is
agreeable. Price 50 cents at Druggists; bv mail,
registered, fill cts. Circulars free. ELY BHDS.,
Druggists, Owcgo, N. Y.
sep/cod&wlyimucT

wi,th
be

“
worn

1

AA

II 1111

WlUlUU

.’it
S.ot

PRICES.

Headduarters for ISTecltwear
REMEMBER THE

FRED R.

train*. Everything strictly lir.t-rlnss,
In addition to above, parties will leave Boston.
January 31, for Ne*v Orlenu, Mexico and
California; Mart’ll 7, for Wrw Orlenu* and
Mexico;
31, and March 7, for Npecial
Trip* 19 California
Tin New Orient!*;
March 10, for Caliioruin; and February 25, for
the second and last
U
to
trip
uMliiugton. U. V.,
Annual Mpriug Fxcur«ion* to t-nlifornin.
April 21 and 28; to California, Pacific Northwc»t. and Yt-llowntouc National l*nrk, May

3 Window Shades,
2a yards AU Wool Carpets,
1 6-feet Walnut Ex-Table,
5 Dining Chairs,
1 Marble Top Sideboard,

$ 1.50

W. RAYMOND.

<>f

2i :
2i

3 Window Shades,
2a yards Caroet,
1 Stove, good size,
8 Lhalrs,

$

1.50 i 1
18.50 ; 1
12.00 I 1
8.50 I l
1

296

W. RAYMOND,
Washington St. (opposite School St.). BOSTON.

lIldlfPOKTIlffS UOUDN.

TRUNK

WINTER CARNIVAL
—

Removed to 263 Middle Stceet.
dtf

AT

—

MONTREAL
From

February

Npecinl l£xcur*ion

BAILEY

RAILWAY.

7th to 12th, 1887.

Fare* from all Motion*

on the (jriiuil Trunk
Kailua;.
Full particulars will be furnished by any Agent
of the Companv.
JOSEPH HICKSON. General Manager.

Montreal, Jauuary 18,

1887.

jan24d2t

PARIS, \.\D THE FOUR AAPOLEOAS.
Admission, 25 cents. Reserved seats, 36 cents.
Members of the Y. M. C. A., half price, rickets
at Htoekbrldge’s
Ian25d3t

Friday

UNDER

Furnislier,

FALMOUTH
ST.,

“

1.50
13.00
5.00
3.00
3.50

??iardK
J
1
1 To.,le4.?ft*
pair Pillows,

j

Write for

-

■

■

40 cent All Wool Hose for
goods

at

CIIAS. €. mi lll ltV
—

6.00
.50

Camp Chair,
Hanging Lamp,

Splendid

2

Samples

Shades,

1 Marble

1 1

"The Wages of Sin” Is by long odds the best
play of Saxon origin we have had In twenty
years.—[New York World.
Sale of seats commence Wednesday, Jan. ZB.
Prices 75,60 aud 36 cents.
Ian24dlw

nice

$

.

Top

FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR

$.75
«• 7’ »’ ». to* 12 to 75, $10
$:i..',0
Hall Lamp (hanging)
3.50

or

?.?*

40,50

or

26x28,
fable, 0cker’

$ 8.00.1 Small Table, fancy,
25.50 8 Sets Window Drapery,

1001

15.00
s oo

Smyrna^tug,

V.30

i
1 Mantel Mirror,
1 Hanging,

$li.OO

!

$ 3.00

i t Sofa Rug.

g*00

10.00
5.00

Carpeting.

Thursday Ending. Feb. 3d,

CO.Vl.TIEUC'E AT N O’CLOCK.

EB'-Prof. Cadwell’s book of 128 pages “Full Instructions How to Mesmerize, Cure Diseases anil
relieve pains,” presented free to any gent mirc iasUig a package of 6
reserve seat tickets for
himself and ladies; good for any evening.

1 rice of book alone 50 cents. It is
pronounced
more Interesting reading than
any novel ever
published. Cel one and learn, as you positively can, of the past, present and

mesmerism.

future, through
jan24det

mas.

237 Middle Street.

eoUtt

Saturday Matinee,

$35.65

-

Save

———■———

HI NINKN* HKDS.

J.

92.50
32.45

137.00
TOTAL,

$441.10

Select from in this Country,

Will

Tickets 50 and 75 cts., reserved, 36 cts. admission. Matinee, Z6,36 and 50 cts. Bold at Stockbridge’s, Saturday morning, Jan. 22. at « o'clock.
Librettos and music of all the operas for sale at
Stock bridge’s.
Hall fare on the Maine Central and Portland &
Ogdensburg. Half fare on Portland & Rochester
to matinee. Half fare and late trains on
Saturday
Matinee at 2.30; evening at 8 o'clock. Doors open
at 1.30 and 7 o’clock.
Jan20-dlw

66.25

beyond Contradiction the Largest Stocks

And

THE UNEXCELLED CAST.
Miss Helen I-amont,
Miss Alice Carle.
Miss Agnes Stone.
Miss Edith Jennesse,
Miss Minnie De Rue,
Miss Valeria,
Miss Mann,
signor itrocoltnl.
Mr. Roy Stalnton,
Mr. J. W. Herbert,
Mr. N. 8. Burnham,
Mr. Phil Bransom,
Mr. Joseph Fay,
Mr. E. J. Clouy.
Mr. V. Holland.
Grand Chorus of 50 voices. Grand Orchestra, under the direction of Mr. John Braham.

All kinds of choice Country Produce,
Butter, Poultry, Ac., Ac., fresh dally.

thie.500^8;

to

Authorized performance: composer's original
orchestration; author's original stage business;
scenery from original models.

77.25

[F'/hten

We have

“MIK.ADO!”

WHOLESALE COMMISSION BOISE.

THE KITCHEN,
THE DINING ROOM,
THE SITTING ROOM,
THE CHAMBER,
THE HALL,
THE PARLOR,

You

Money

Purchase,

either for Cash

SMALL

&

CO.

32 Jlns'iel Ntreei.
J. C. Small.
E. I. Small.

land_atm
JOHN H. CARD,

ATTORNEY AT LAW,
ISO MIDDLE STREET.
Portland,

Maine.

J walice af ike

Notary
Fwblir.

Pr.tr
dec21

W.

C.

atf

STOCKMAN,

PHYMICIAV

AND

MI

M.

I4M I'nurtM Ml., ml the
Refers by permission to Dr. Weeks,

BOOK

0.,

BUKOV,
Ub«r,iiurr.

Janll

w.
,

ON ANY KINDS OF GOODS
You wish to

C.
_

dim*

BINOINO.

Book-binding of every description done In a sat
Isfaetorv manner at low rates.
Also blank
books made and warranted at

or on

Contract System.

QiriJsrcY’s,
oier Press
OffljA

AT 97 1-2 EXCHANGE ST.,

LOCKE & LOCKE,
Our

Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,
Have

removed to

180 MIDDLE

STREET,

Three deers weal ef feinaer eBce.
JoeKPo A. Lock*.
Ixa 8. Lock*.
dtf
foh27_

.29

tOPAKTNKRMIIIP NOTICRM.

Good Goods at Low Prices.

Co-Partnership

Notice.

MCLAUGHLIN, of the Hrm of
Charles McLaughlin & Co., vf Portland. Me.,
having deceased, the business will be continued
by the undersigned under the same style and at

CHARLES

the same location.

WRITE US

FOR

FEEL

PARTICULARS.
800

given that Sumner W.
NOTICE 1* hereby
luu been this day admitted to the
HIKNiE
<& t’O,, wholesale and
®|TMERY,
retail lumber
dealers and manufacturers.
Office
Commercial Street, state Street
Maine. Mills at Dtimmer and

Portland. Jan. 1,1887.

Branch of the Great Nassau Hall House Furnishing
Store, 827 Washington Street, Boston.
MIDDLE

GEORGE E. DAVIS,
CHARLES WALKER.
ALBERT DRUMMOND.
18, A. D., 1$87.
janlhdlw

PARTNERSHIP NOTICE.

stark. N. II.

A. ATKINSON & CO.,

CORNER PEARL AND

_.

(Signed)
(Signed)
(Signed)
Portland, Me., Jan.

S&s?^4.?8
!?
Wliarf, (*ortiand,

STREETS,

MERRY, THE HATTER,
Janl

and

MTTBD.IY EVENING, FEB. Ilk,

good substan-

Our figures summed up will read as follows:

young men and maidens, don’t allow the above lignre for House Furnishing
you out of matrimony. The writer had a great deal less when he joined
the ranks, but if you are
earning a dollar and have a business or steady empioyment you can furnish as above and
enjoy all the comforts of yonr own house while
sell you the above amount of goods
lo}'in instance’ we
Pn/*Vnnr
for $100 and the balance
monthly payments of $15 each, and If you make a
regular average or $15
will
not be charged any Interest.
every month, you
Thus
we give you two years to
pay for the goods in. The same terms will apply to any
room you wish to furnish, oue fourth
balance
down,
$5, $10, $15 or $20 per

-OF-

CONGRESS HALL.
PORTLAND.
EVERY NIGHT THIS WEEK EXCEPT MONDAY
Tickets 10 cents. Reserved Seats 15 cents.

Oul? Appear-

in the Mtsl« «f

Under the management of Mr. John Stetson, presenting Mr. W. 8. Gilbert's and Sir Arthur
Sullivan's Comic Operas.

.70 I 1 Door Mat,

^4.00 !1 chair,
H.at.Tre®'

"ha?notLCather

tial goods.

AN ELEGANT STOCK
CADWELL,

4th and 5th.

D’OYLEY CARTE’S OPERA COMPANY,

l-H

PROF.

FEB_3d,

1 ( ouipimv

‘Princess Ida.’

of Cuts and Furniture.

as above we do not n ant our customers
art,^les and quoting prices
articles according to quality, and higher
iiT M,1 we i,a.Y® ‘I?1 *ot cheaperwas
to show how a house of the number of
"“la6!!*
®ur1°“,y i<le?
rooms as above could
be furnished
and what the cost would be for

before taking stock.

We have decided to lower our prices, and this
is a line opportunity to secure a nice Bargain.
We don’t advertise except what we have in
stock. You will iind as large and as tine a stock
to pick from as wo generally have before Christ-

4'ompuny,

The Wages of Sin.
CITY HALL,

Walnut Chamber Set,good style *
....
Full Ten Piece Marble Tops,
I *t0,04J
1 Woven Wire Spring, $3, $3.50 or $1
1 Mattress,
$3, $4, $s. $10, $15.00
1 pair Blankets,
$1,
$3, * t or $5
1 Comforter,
1.50
1 Bracket Lamp,
1.50

Write for Cuts and Particulars; also Samples of

about half price to close

ROBES AND FURS STILL ON HAND.

—

4—P E R FO RM ANC ES-4

WINTER PRICES.

SIXTH WEEK OF FUN.

Dramatic

Nlet»«a*s Pl«.

Department Is fully equipped and we are prepared to answer
Inquiries every day. tlet yoar orders in now and secure

mmwmwmamm*

SUPPOflTBD BY ms

FRIDAY EVENING, FEB. 4 Ik,

3.72

-

Saturday, Jan. 28 and 2$,

(First time in this city),

eodtl

10.00

“

-

ME.

$20766

-

-

$18
“
$8
$ 12 All Wool Suits for
“
$1 Sleeve Buttons
Ratts ol

10.00
5.00
3.00
3.00

HOTEL.

PORTLAND,

$30 Overcoats for
“

$10.00

CHAMBER.
$

and

THEATRE.

In Frank Hawcy's Celebrated Play,

WRITE FOR CUTS AND PARTICULARS.
3 Window Shades,

Jan. 27th.

Evening.

THE GREAT PLAY.

Hair Cloth Lounge, good,
Hair Cloth Easy I'halr,
Rattan Rocker,

Our Mail Order

JJTSend for descriptive circulars.

over

****** NHOIW. INDIAN TIOI
CAMNM,
IIOYINU GI.OVKM, INDIAN
l*ATK«T Mi llII HIll.I.S, tl ll.l KV

I. A. WHITCOMB.

CITY HALL, Thursday

t>;

2 Floor Sags,
$2.00
1 Dinner Set, also answers for Tea, 10.00
1 Hanging Lamp,
2.56
Knives, Forks aud Spoons,j
K <MI
8,041
}
Rogers Plated Ware;

16.25
6.00
6.00
25.00

_____

432 Congress Street, opposite Preble House.
<l2w

January

5.

|

»

C.E. BOLTON,

PORTLAND

PLACE,

FARRINGTON,

Tlie Clotliier ana

SLIDE,

Open every tlirr.se. und Krreleg.
Admission, adults 25 eents; children 15 cents;
Including 6 slldecoinmutotlou tickets.
Electric Light*.
Telephone SMI.
dec28
dtl

t:

1
1
2
I Looking Cllass,
I Hand Lamp,

IRA F. CLARK.

EXCURSIONS.

Traveling Expenses Included.

GRAND

SOLID COMFORT,

Ian l«

REDUCED

M. B. GILBERT.

TOBOGGAN

DINING ROOM.

Will leave BOSTON, THURSDAY, FEBRUARY
3 AND THURSDAY, FEBUAKY, 17
Iu connection with these excursions many special advantages are offered. Hotel coupons are supplied for long or short soujourus at the different
Pacillc Coast Resorts. Independent tickets may
also be bad covering all incidental
expenses without hotel hoard In California. Seven Parties returning from San Francisco via Salt Lake City,
Colorado, etc., and the tickets also good on ail

A

Gr. Ha.

Largest and Finest Line of Gents’ Furnishing Goods at

CALIFORNIA.

HAY FEVER.

Can

palr Tubs,
pa||
Wash Board,
Towel Roller,
dozen Clothes Pins,
Clothes Line,
Clothes Basket,
Clothes Wringer,
Window Shades,

____

Balm

Rubbers.

The

eodOm

The Fifth and Sixth Parties la 'oar regular
Winter Trips to

ELYs

Sii0;
aka
it

the month of January I shall present some of the best bargains ever offered in the State of Maine to reduce my stock prior to
stock taking. STRICTLY FOB CASH.

BOSTON.

series of

rT&Stfurmlst,2dor4tlipcS

a

CO.,

VACATION

MASS.

or

Dwellings.

RAYMOND’S

prepared only by

Not

and

Galvanized Iron and Copper Cornices and
Gutters. Metal Shingle*. Sheet Metal Work
lor Buildings. Send for Illustrated Circular.

MINARD'S LINIMENT

COLD in

VENTILATORS, for Mills, Stores

Wednesday Fveninns.

2.00
3.(HI
l.W
H
2<1
1.1
1.1

—

-

WILSON & CO.’S,
EXCHANGE

•'

Catarrh

Si A

Lifter,
Poker,
Scraper,
piece Pipe,
piece Zinc,
Set Leg Rests,

FOR CASH TO REDUCE STOCK.

_L_____
-AT-

Jliul

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
I
1
S

Carpet,
?0HI.f,8nPtr;1SrU?S"
Plush

*°®

Remember that the Famous Turkish Coffee can only ho found

WALTZING

$S.Q0

We Sell Thousands and Thousands of Dollars worth
through the Mail.

SUITINGS,

Jan20dlw

instruction In tbe Hchottlscbe next Wednesday

r,.Spindle Chairs,

tt

Shades,

CHERRIES, PEACHES,

accidental wounds were only prevented from producing fatal results by the
prompt use of a bottle of

|BOSTON,

I

1 Hair Cloth

II

comprising

bridge's._

Evening. Respectfully,
Jan24dti

20 yard* Oil Cloth.
I 3-« kitchen Table,

1i Hall

f

NELSON & CO.

Range,

2 Iron Pots,
Tin Tea Kettle,
} '""•or
Wash Boiler,
}1 Meat
Pan,
1 Frying Pan,
1 Steamer,
1 Biscuit Pan.
2 Round Tin Pans,
2 Brick Loaf Pans,
1 Broiler,
2 Pot Covers,
1 IHpper,

Overcoats

WINTER

MURRAY.

BIBMHA.B'S

Kfflfthi,
Table,

IN

H.

Will read his Chaining Legend of the Adirondack*.
“How Jnhu Merton, the
Trapper, spent
Ilia 4 bring
Evening tickets 60 eents, now on sale at stuck-

IN EVERY INSTANCE.

un.

Through

Colds, Croups, Hoarseness, and Sore Throat.
By battling the parts freely with It, It will
promptly relieve Cramps, Contracted Muscles,
and Swollen and Stiff Joints. Headache and
Toothache It cures Instantly. It will remove
Rheumatism aud Neuralgia.
For tills alone,
it Is worth Us weight In gold.”
Equally efficacious for man and beast. No
family, office,
store, or stable should be without It. RkmembekI It Is a specific In any case of
Diphtheria.
Buy a bottle NOW, for when you need it you
wont have time. All druggists sell it at 25
cents a bottle. The genuine

for Cash according to circumstances, but in either
don't pay big prices until you have examined our stock
and satisfy yourself as to where you can buy the best goods
for the money. In the last issue of this paper we said we
would devote two columns to “How Young Married People
could Co to Housekeeping without a Cold Mine on the
Farm.” We shall commence with the Kitchen and name
the necessary articles, and please remember you can buy
higher price or lower priced goods in ourstock. We quote
a good article

lal6_eodtt

CO.,

GREAT MARK DIHV\ SALE OF GOOD RELIABLE GOODS.

W. H.

buy

case

WRITE FOR CUTS AND PRICES.

BROTHERS,

Jan. 26.

Bending by

SITTING ROOM.

Portland.

Jellies and Preserves.

whereby

City Hall, Wednesday Even’g,

1

W. L. WILSON & CO.

Professor Chemistry and Geology, Bates College
State Assayer of Maine from ’76 to ’83.

16th STOCKBRIDGE

ENJOY HOME COMFORTS WHILE PAYING FOR THEM.

CENTS.

25

-AND

STANLEY, A. M. Ph. D.

wishing to become stu"M Doctor’s Instltnte, in
Congress Htreet Jan22dtf

sSSSUIiliF•*
Mec hanics Building,

WRITE FOR CUTS AND PARTICULARS.

...

Mgv

RICHARD (

THE MILLION!

d3t

upwards.

*1.06.
Marseilles Quilts fron *1.00 upwards. $1.25 Crochet Quilts for $1.00.
,e(I H1*1 Unbleached Cotton, all widths, at the lowest prlees.
.00 pieces 1REACB DRESS
ROODS, ail desirable colors, at about half price.
Combination Dress Patterns from $7.50 up, about half priee.
SI.25 Colored Dress Coods,
75 cents.
“
“
“
“
1.00
621-2
“
“
“
.87
50
“
“
“
.jB7 Black
50
“
1.25 Colored Novelties for Wappers,
50
They are most astonishing bargains. Almost every one who secs them buys, and
many come back and buy a second time.

JOHN M. FREEMAN, Agent
11 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND,

cellence.

At the close of each term of twelve lectures, each
a diploma present-

student will he examined and
ed to those that excel.
Ladies anil gentlemen

KJTOHES1V.

OF LINEN,

at once.

l,''le0l'e ** '“valuable to teachers and edu-

I ndcr Mechanics’ llall.

_L^___

Housekeeping Goods,
Wednesday, Thursday aim Friday, January 26th, 27th and 28th.

Investing in this class of secu
address for Illustrated pamphlet,

Endorsed for it* Purity and Heaithfnlness
all
Chemists and Physicians who have examinedbyIt
“I have given tilts powder a
thorough chemical
examination and find It to be of full weight, entireAlum, Ammonia. Lime and the Phosly free from
phates, and to be an absolutely pure bread-raising
preparation every wav to be recommended for
wholesomeness and efficiency.”

nology

MILLETT, EVANS & CO.,

eodtf

_

RUARMTEED

JO.

ccnt^gxmds

We have a f ull line of the celebrated Goodyear Glove Co.’s Fine Rubber Shoes, Including men’s, Roys’ and Youths’ Sporting Roots
and their Fine Jersey Cloth Arctics.
Please
call and examine Picsc goods.

body

or

We offer in this sale the following extra bargains in Dress Goods:
French Diagonal Weave Dress Goods, 42 inch width, at 50 cents
.„l?..pIrec®8
per
r
yard; Tormer price 75 cents.
''‘'“h"! 50 cents; sold everywhere at 02 l-2c.
i
l^C°**’ 38 Ineh wldth’ a11 colors, at 37 1-2 cents per yard; reguiar 50
F“cr Homespuns, 54 inch width, at 37 1-2 cents; former price 75 cents.
11 w
lot Hair Line
Stripe, 54 inch Suiting, at 75 cents; former prize 81.25.

FOR ONLY 35 CENTS PER PAIR.

The man switched his sleigh
about and was after them in a jiffy. He had
them all beaten before they had gone 500
yards. This gave him prominence, but nocould toll who ho w as. The next seen
of him was when lie sidled up to McLean,
a famous Boston
trotter.
McLean
had
the best of, the race for a short w'ay, as the
mare broke.
The manner in which his rural highness yanked Her into a trot again
surprised the onlookers. About midway
down the road the mare shot by McLean, anil
pulled out ahead of him easily enough. After the man bad passed all the other boasted

Call

..

_

1 Five Hole

full drive.

ltles.

_____

10 Cases Ladies’ Heavy Imitation Sandals

it comfortably with the solitary “countryman,” who seemed content to jog along
among the dashing turnouts. He wore a big
Scotch cap, which was drawn over his head,
and part of his face, and with a pair of yellow mittens he held a pair of looped reins
over a flea-bitten gray marc.
Nobody paid
any attention to tiiui while be was warming
the mare up. Presently three pretty good

□

cm
_

RUBBERS.

six in band turnouts
Afost of the latter were
large excursion parties which had come from
adjacent cities to see the sport. Among the
were

AT & P. M.
Jan. 24—Subject:
Mental Phrenology ot the Animal Faculties.
win form a class of Instruction In this
wonderful science of mental and anatomical phre-

Or

i,SlACn8vfre,“S,h,8er?eo’n4,2

larger size on the road since it was opened
a public thoroughfare. Single and double

teams, four, and

Mechaalee> Library Hall.

price

GOODS.

W. WIIM’8

2nd Free Lecture of tils Course In

r a tors

DRESS

VlriKN

Senator Stanford lias decided to erect innumerable small cottages to be used as quarters by tiie students at his new university,
the dormitory plan being too primitive, if not

yard.

cts.

Boston Horsemen were
Astonished on the Aisenai Road.

that come across the waters.

There are two bills now before the Legislature, in which Portland has u special interest. These are the bills t > allow the Portland & Rochester to extend its road around
the Marginal Way tothee.i urn
extremity
of the city, and over the u
Kennebec &

1-2

OR.

HOUSE FURNISHINGS

cents each; former price 88c.
1 in/ £|£ A?m,el U,a£ S15lrt8„an.d Dra?S” ■» 50each;
regular price 50 cents.
I liif/vi.t^in®8
«Vld Bibbeda/l;ife*s’
at.?V,cents
1 Blue Mixed
Shirts and Drawers at 02 f-2 cents
each; worth
881 cent's

How Somo

agreements concerning vital questions, but
in the hatreds and jealousies of adjacent
peoples, holding grudges against one another
growing out of events of the past, and thirsting for revenge. To bo sure the Bulgarian
question is not yet settled, and threats of
popular defiance of Russia are still heard,
but since Bismarck’s plain statement in the
Reichstag that Germany cared very little for
the fate of Bulgaria, they have grown fainter, and there is now very little chance that
Bulgaria patriotism will have the temerity
to manifest itself in any manner obnoxious
o the Czar.
The eyes of Europe are no
longer concentrated on the East, but are
turned upon two of the great powers which,
armed to the teeth, stand glaring at one another across the Rhine—one of them longing
for the hour when it shall feel strong enough
to attempt to retrieve the humiliation of

hrone, that is causing anxiety in Europe
and giving rise to the gloomy predictions

3*7

MARK DOWN SALE.

Underwear, Hosiery and Gloves.

ALL FROM MAINE.

cerned. But there seems to be an under
current of circumstances that is carrying
them towards ivar in spite of themselves.
And that undercurrent consists not in dis-

Sedan and Metz, and the other by taunts
and insults seeking to provoke its adversary
into premature attack. It is this menacing
attitude of France and Germany, and not
he unsettled question of the Bulgarian

in this ele-

■VUITDU.

Seams, at 25 cents; worth 50 cents.
Mnt°l■din?8iAeiS|,w'1 fHose,
i°i0111 finished
n8e; Mulshed
seams, at 34 cents; former price 02 cents.
>^0<\.1
cents per pair; former price 50 cents.
Til dn«n f alle8 9“Smere
£}0Tes *£ cents; former price 02 cents.
1
i1®*/ tashmere Gloves at 33heavy,
at 37 1-2 cents: former price 75 c.
1 lot
Ini Gents’ Jersey
!?cotch Lined
^°°L%ore8’
\ery
1
Gloves at
33 cents; former
50 cents.

SHUKTLEFF,

politics.

designs

gant fabric.

One would infer from the letters of Archfiiuhcial.
bishop Corrigan to Dr. McGlynn that the
Catholic church forbade its clergy to participate at all in politics.
But
facts
JB 0?«JDS i
seem to
show that it is only when
& 4s Bath.Os & 4s
,they espouse a side that is believed Rockland.Gs
No. Pacific Gold..ns
Maine Central..7s 4i 6s
to be inimical to the interests of
the' Anson.4s
P. & O. R. R....6S
church that the prohibition is enforced. In
1874 Archbishop Corrigan, then Bishop of
AHETAS
Newark, tried to use the whole power and No.
104 MIDDLE STREET, Ponland
influence of his position to defeat amendJanuary 1.1884.
ianldtl
ments to the constitution of New Jersey, ie>
quiring the maintenance of free public
PER €ENT BONDS
schools and forbidding the appropriation of
tile Shown Iter Mortnte Co. More
liy
public money for the use ojLl’atty society, astfiau fifty Savings Banks ill New Hampsociation, in: iIKIH'iliti "™Mir".Yet he
shire, Vermont and Rhode Island, also
Insurance Companies, Societies and Indi'Vreeefv«! no“rebuke from Rome for meddling
viduals are
with

SATINES. GREAT

We shall open MONDAY MORNING,

high tuition.

Mayor Hewitt

is urged to take a sea voyage for his health, not by the doctors, however, but by the politicians. The politicians

MIMCK1.I.ANKOEM.

LKAHMNQ FltOM KXI’KItlKNCE.
Newburyport Herald.
Farmington, Ale., half burnt down, am
then bought a steam lire engine. The wis
dom of the purchase lias since been show
by the fact that the engine lias saved tin
other half of the village from conflagration
and tlie people wish they had known as
much at first ns they do now. Experience i
a thorough teacher, but she charges fearfully

Janl2d2w*

(TKPCL- 4 OnEOBTIHl

EPPS'S COCOA.
RRKAKVAMT.

“By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws
Which govern the operations of digestion and nutrition. and by a careful application of the line
properties of well-seleoted IW, Mr.
has
provided our breakfast tables with a Epps
delicately
Savored beverage which may save us
many
heavy doctors bills. It Is by the Judicious use or
such artistes of diet that a constitution uiav lie
gradually built up until stroig enough
dlse»»‘' Hundreds of subtle
maladies are floating around us
ready to attack
*eak place. We may escape
« ?
many a fatal shaft
by keeping ourselves well fortined with pure blood and a
properly nourished
Civil Service Gazette
with
simply
water
or milk. 8otd
boiling
Majle
only in half pound tins by firocers, labeled thus;
J LHKN EPPS * CO.,
llotu<ropaihi< ChcHhii, Laadaa, Eag.
S&Tu&wly

t.Tresls*

—

ISAAC. C. ATKINSON,

■

Open Every Evening
electric
J

lichts

on

MANAGER.
till 9.

three

To Vessel Owners.
Port Clyde Maine Railway has been thorTHE
in readiness to
oughly rebuilt, and Is
take out all vessels In need of
now

dispatched
floors.
Utf
decid'dtf

quickly

and

repairs. All work
satisfaction guaranteed
“

Port

Clyde,*Me

4F

A

*

MORNING,

TIE8DAY

Highest...

Pit KS8.

I'l l K

OATS.

JAN. 2a.

Opening.
Highest.

WIT AND WISDOM.

Closing.

Druggists say that Lydia E. rinkhaiu’s Vegetable Compound is the best remedy for female
Complahits that they ever heard of. It sells enormously.

Monday’s Quotations,
WHEAT.

Feb.

....

June
87%
87V*
87
87

85%
85%
85%
86%

70%
78%
70%

Lowest.

Closing

May

70

Opening....
Highest.....

CORN.

FeO.

Opening....

36
36

Lowest.
Closing.

85%

Highest....

Mav.
41%
41%
41%
41%

35%

For the delicate and complicated difficulties peculiar to women, Lydia E. Plukham’s Vegetable
Compound is the sovereign remedy.

walking in the conservatory at the
They
lust White House reeeptlou. Will you love me
with all your soul?" she murmured.
“Yes, darling,” he answered.
“And all your—”
“Everything, darling, everything,” he interwere

rupted.
"Pocketbook?” she continued, not noticing the
interruption.
He gasped once, and all was over.

This is to give notice that all citizens troubled
with coughs or colds should procure a bottle of
Dr. Bull s Cough Syrup and take it at once.
Officials of the U. S. Treasury, of the Baltimore
Custom House aud Post Office indorse Salvation
Oil.
Boardinghouse keeper—My board is ®8 per

we(,|c

Impecunious man—Well. I would lilt®
sample meal, if you have no objections.

to

Vegetlne is a most perfect ladies’ tonic.
ant and always satisfactory.

try

a

Pleas

Small Boy—rapa, please give me a piece ol
tape. 1 want to make reins for my liorse.
Father—Why, child, go to your mother, I
haven’t any tape.
8. B.—Mr. Brown told Grandpa you had.
F. -Told grandpa 1 had some tape? What did
he mew?
8. B.—He said you had always too much red
tape for him.
The

Rapidity

Toward
Health, even when a good remedy for disease is
selected, depends In some measure upon the manner In which it is taken. Irregular, interrupted
doses can afford no fair test of the efficacy of any
medicine, however salutary. Taken In proper
doses at prescribed intervals, a reliable curative will effect the object of its use. Among
remedies which, systematically and persistently
used, accomplish thorough and la.- ting cures, and
prevents the recurrence of periodic disease, Hosletter’s Stomach Bitters ranks specially high. In
cases ol dyspepsia, debility, rheumatism, fever
and ague, liver couipluiut, Inactivity of the kidneys and bladder, constipation, and other orgauic
maladies, it is a tried remedy, to which the medical*hrotherhood have lent their professional sanction, and which as a tonic, alterative and household specific for disorders of the stomach, liver
and bowels, hus an unbounded, popularity.

Countryman—Give

ters.

Waiter—Yes, sir.
lislf shell?

of

Progress

plates of

,us two

raw

oys-

Will you have them on the

Countryman—No, I want the whole shell

or

May.

Opening....
Highest...

30%
30%
30%
30%

Pain from indigestion, dyspepsia, aud too hearty eating is relieved at once by taking one ol Carter’s Little l.iver Pills immediately after dinner.
Don’t forget this.
on

dar,” saida colored

man

hailing

an

"Does yer cross de street ebery
time yer sees me to keep from payin’ dat bill?”

acquaintance.

"No, I doesn’t.”

"What tor, deu?”
“Ter keep from bein’ axed fur it.”

We Caution All Against Them.
The unprecedented success aud merit of Ely’s
Cream Balm—a real cure for catarrh, hay fever
aud cold in head—has induced many adventurers
to place catarrh medicines bearing some resemblance in appearance, style or name upon the
market, in order to trade upo n the reputation of
Ely’s Cream Balm. Don’t be deceived. Buy only
Ely’s Cream Balm. A particle is applied into
each nostrils; no pain; agreeable to use. Price
60c.
At the Box Office.—“Say, mister, I get In for
half price ; don't I?”
"What for? You’re a full grown man, are you
not?”
“Yes; but I’ve only got one eye.”

Women with pale, colorless faces who feel
weak and discouraged .will receive both mental
and bodily vigor by using Carter’s Iron Pills,
which are made for the blood, nerves and com-

plexion.
Uncle Sam-Got a new Idea, have you ?
Naval Constructor—Yes, siree. 1 can make you
a war vessel now that will meet every requirement. it’s modelled after a duck.
U. 8.—Can It fly?
N.
Well, no; but It will sail like a duck.
U. S.— Suppose a Canadian cruiser sees It and
boots?”
N. s.—It will dive, jnst like a duck.
U, s.—Dive out of sight?
N. S.—Clear to the bottom.
U. B.—Well, 1 dunno. Sounds mightily like
those we have now.
,,

Something Heir.
A great deal is heard nowadays about Lactart,

This has been proved by the
to be
practical experience of thousand ot people
of food acids, As it Is
valuable
one ot the most
the pure acid of milk, It Is not strange that Its use
a beverage and tonic (particularly good in cases
of dyspepsia) should have become widely preval
ent m those section; where It has been Introduced.
Tlia company that manufacture it now come forward wltii their Lactart and Honey for the cure of
has all
coughs and colds. This remedy, it Is said,mention
ready won a great success, and favorable It has
of It is made In every quarter, wherever
been tried. Lactart and Honey lias a very agreeable taste to the palate, so that it Is exceedingly
pleasant to take, and Is particularly nice for children. The combination of a sweet and a sour,
such as Lactart and Honey makes Is right In line
with the past experience of the race, In which
such combinations have always been found efficient In the cure of coughs, hoarseness, and sore
throat. Honey is known to be soothing and healing. and the Lactart, acting with it, dissolves the
thickened mucus and makes a well throat out of
u disordered one. Asa truly scientific cough remedy, Lactart and Honey should have a trial.
the add of milk.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL.
FREIGHTS.
Tlie latest offers for the transportation of Coal
by sal'ing vessels include the following: BaltiNorfolk to (Boston
more to Boston SI 80® 1 90;
1 60; New York to Boston 1 CO; Philadelphia to
Boston, very little doing owing to Ice in the Delaware.

_

PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.
PORTLAND. Jan. 24.1887.
following are to-day’s closing quotations of
Grain, Provisions, &c.:
The

lirua.

Flour.
Superfine ami
tow grades.2 60®3 60

HigbMxd Corn.63 ti.C3Vs
Corn, bag lots
66®6H
and
Meal, bag lots. ..62®63
X Spring
XX Spring..4 <u®4 2fi Oats, car lots....41,n.42
Patent Spring
Oats, bag lole....42®43
Wheats.5 2o®3 60 Cotton Seed.
car lots.. 23 25(6,28 CO
si
Mich, raight
yoller .4 60@476; do bag.. .24 00®25 IH)
Sack’diir’n
do....
4Mi ®4%
clear
elotoe ground. 4 26®4% | car lots.. 19 GO® 21 00
St Uaitfsi'gt
I do hag...2o00ia22 00
roller.4 75®5 OOjMiddlings. 20 O'1" 22 t;0
clear do_4 25®* COido bag lots,21 00® 23 0<>
Provision*.
I
Winter Wneat
Patents.6 25®f> 601 Pork—
16 CO® 17 GO
Fixb.
Backs
I Clear —16 60®16 00
Cod. P till—
l-arceKljoreS 00®3 261 Mess.13 00®13 50
Lai go Bank2 D0®2 76|Beel8 25(88 50
w
Brnall.
I Ex Mess.
9 G0®» 60
Pollock.2 60®3 231 Plate
Haddock.1 60®2 001 Ex Plate. 10 00® 10 60
Hake.1 26®1 7filLard—
Herring
; Tubs 1> 4»..7 ®7%c
Tierces— 7
®7V*c
Sealed® bx. 1 #®20e
No 1.ISaittei Palls.7%®8%c
Mackerel plibl—1880. iHains 41 tr.
Bbore Is.21 60®25 001 do covered. .12®! 3%
Oil.
®hore 28.12 60®15 001
s.
ReroeeueMed.
Pet. 6%
Port.
Kef.
«
SSmll
Water White. b
Produce.
Pratt sAst’i.VObl. 11%
Cianixi-rlesMaine.(1 60®7 60 Dcvoe’s Brilliant. 11%
GapnGodll 00 0,12 00 Ligonlx. 8%
Pea Weans...1 7o®l 85 Silver White. 7%
Medium.... 1 75®1 80 CeHtennlai. 8%
Buixin*.
German mol COtal 75
Yellow ayes. 1 60® 1 86 Muscatel.... 1 00®2Va
Pol,at. s. bush. 60® 001 London i,ay r 2 26®2 75
fit Potatoes 3 60®4 OOlOnduraLay. 9
®10
3 26,a3 501 Valencia. 7
Onions
®8
Nnsiu,
Turkeyi...lC®10i
Chiekeos.14®15 granulated 4* lb-6%
Fowls.
.13®14!ExtraC. 6%
Steed*.
Ducks .12ul4i
Geese.12 a 131 Red Ton....*2%:e;82%
Apple*.
TUuotliy Seed2 26®2 35
1 50®2 75 Clover.
9
®llc
J»bW
Chrew.
: Vermont.... 13%®14%
NX factor) 13% ® 14%
ISage. 14%®f 6
Mutter.
Kvapoiatedplr 12®13c I
l.euioHM.
.Creamery® lb... 28® 30
Palermo.3 50®4 00 Gilt Edge Ver....27®29
Messiua.3 76®* GO 1 Choice.20®23
Malagers....
(Good.10al7
tilling...
'Store.14®16
Florida...... 3 2684 001
Kg<c*.
5 00®D DOj Eastern extras ..29®30
Valencia
Messina and l'a
28
Can & Western..
bx.
Plermo
| Limed..22 623
—

...

....

—

....

■

Railroad Receipts.
PORTLAND. Jan. 28, 1880.
Received by Maine Central Railroad—For Port
and 28 cars miscellaneous merchandise; for connecting roads ;94 cars miscellaneous merchandise.
_

Crain Quotations.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.
Saturday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

Opening...............

Highest..

Lowest...

closing:

Jan.

Feb.

78%
78%
78%

78%
78%
78%
78%

May.

84%
86%
84%
86%

COttN.

Opening.

36%

Closing.

_______

Boston Stock Market.

[By Telegraph.]
The following quotations of stocks are received
datlv:
Atcii., Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad. 07%
Bell Telephone.. 198%
Mexican Central 4s. 62%
New York and New England Railroad.64%
do'nrel
121
C. A & 0. 188%
Boston & Albany Railroad. 1 99%
Flint & 1’ere Marquette Railroad com.
do pref. 94%
Eastern Railroad.122
Boston Land Company. 8%
Mexican Central R 7s.67%
Boston & Maine Railroad. 208%
Boston & Lowell Railroad.138 y
Boston Water FowerCo.
6%
Mexican Central. 13
Wisconsin Central.I 22%
Sonorals..., .102%
Calumet & Hecla. 209

New York Stock and Money Market.

fBy Telegraph.]
NEW YORK, Jan. 24, 1887.-Money on call
has been easy, ranging from 3 to 5; last loan 4.

closing offered at 4. Frtine mercantile paper at 6
aud strong. Government
<d7.
Exchange active Puilwiarl
iTT.».s4o .lull l.ni Hrm
I mil £
niiiot anil
heavy to weak. The stock market closed active
and very weak at lowest figures of the day.
Xne transactions at tne stock Exchange aggregated 497,234 snares.
4 ue louowiug are lo-oay’B quotations of Uovern
msnt securities:
United States bonds, Ss.100
New 4s, reg.128%
New 4s, coup.128%
New4%s, reg .110%
New 4%s, coup.110%
Central Pacific lsts .114
Denver & li. Ur.tlsts.119V*
Erie 2ds. 96
Kansas Pacific Consols.106%

Oregon Nav. lsts.109%
Union Pacific ;lst.114%
do Land Grants
do Sinking Funds.
The following New York stock market Is received daily, by private wire, by Pullen, Crocker
A Co., No. 33 Exchange street. Portland. Me:
Adams Express.141
American Express.108
Central Pacific. 36
Chesapeake A Ohio.22. 8
Chicago & Alton.143%
Chicago A Alton preferred..

ChleagoJBurllngton ADJuiucy.J36%
Del. A Jud. Canal.101 Vs

West.133%
Denver & ltio Grande,’.new. 24
«.30%
Erie.
Del., Lack.

A

Eric preferred™..
Illinois Central.132
I ml, Bloom. A Western. 16

Lake Erie* West.

Lake hhoie. 91 %
Louisville A Nasu.
160%
.Manhattan Elevated.155
Michigan Central. 87
Minn. A BT. Louis.t.. 17%
do pref.40

Migsouri;Paclflc.105%

Jersey Central. 60%
Northern Pacific.
27%
ao pref.
N orchwestern.111%
Northwestern preforrod.139
New York Central..
111%
New York, Chicago & St. Louis. 10%
do pref.»
22%
Ohio Central.
25
Ohio & Miss.
17
Ont. & Western.
Oregon Transcon. 30
Pacific Mail....
60%
Panama...
Pullman Palace.145%
lieauiug.: 3G%
125
Bock island.
8! Louts A San Frau. 30%
New

..

none.

“Hoi’

June.

OATS.

Lowest.

Lord Fltxfoodle, casting himself ou his knees
before Armlnta, gave utterance to the following:
"Oh, that 1 could snatch a piue from some primeval forest! 1 would sharpen the end of it with
my penknife, dip it in the molten crater of Vesuvius, and write upon the azure wall of heaven In
the letters of living lire—Arminta, I love thee!”

\

30%
30%
80%
30%

Lowest.

Have you tried the toboggan slide?” Inquired
Smith of Miss Tompkyns.
“I have not. Have you?”
"Oh, yes.”
"How did you like It?”
"Splendid f But it fairly took my breath away.”
“Indeed! Does It affect everyone that way?”
“It does.”
"Then every theatre ought to have one for the
benefit of those gentlemen who go out between
the acts to purchase cloves."

I

41%
40%
41%

35%
36%
35%

lowest.

Closing.

41

pref. 64
1st prel.Ill
81. Paul.
87%
Paul St.prelerred.117
St. Pain, Minn. A Man.114
uo

St Paul A Omaha.147%
do

pre.106%

Texas Pacific.
Uuiou Pacific.
0.8. Express.
Wabash, 8t. Louis & Pacific

23

55%
62

13%
pref. 26%
Western Union Telegraph. 71V*
do

do

pref.

70

Boston Air Llue, pre?.101
Burlin ttoti 8: Cedar Rapids. 60
Canada Southern.f!...
66%
Canton.

Kansas & Texas. 28%
Houston & Texas. 40
Metropolitan m.201
Mobile & Ohio..„.. 16%
Morris Sc Essex. .139%
Oregon Nav. 97%
Wells. Fargo Express.120
Pacifiers ofl’96. 126
Norfolk Si AVestern pref.
47%

Central Iowa

14
24
94

Con. Coal.
Luna island.
E. Tenn, new. 13%
East Tenn, 1st nref. 72
do 2d pref. 21%
Now York

Mining

Stocks.

[By Telegraph.]
NEW YORK,Jan.
1887.—The following are
closing quotations for mining stocks to-day:
Colorado Coal... 3(5
Homes take.13 60
Ontario...23 00
24

Quicksilver. 5
do preferred.31

Mono. 3

50
00
00

Standard.112%
California

Mining Stocks.

place, though It will not have effect on nearby deliveries. The eastern pig iron market is very
Arm, and best grades of No. l aro scarce at
$21.50@22.50. an advance of 60c. But with No.
2 iron at. $20,608:21.50, It la safe to
say that 100
spot could not be obtained at New York even
$25 were offered. At the west prices continue
relatively higher than at the east. The St. Louis
and Philadelphia Imports of English pig iron were
purchased at prices much lower than the same
iron could be obtained for now.
Still it is not
unlikely that English iron may come to New
Y'ork in the near future with a continuance of the
existing demand and conditions in this market.
The total number of failures In the TThlted
States reported to Bradstreet’s this week is 325,
as compared with 391 last week, 394 in the like
week of 1886, 445 In 1885, 321 in 1884, and 317
in 1883. Canada had 32 this week, against 28
last week and 30 last year. The total in the
United States for three weeks of the year is 1,007
in 11887,
In
1,027 In 181,259 In 1885. 948
1884, and 819 In 1883. Canada had 73 agaiust
70, 74, 73 and 76 respectively in 1886, 1886,
1884 and 1883.
tons
if

Chicago

bulls and mixed at 1 60®3 75; bulk 2 80®
Texans 2 40®3 45.
Hogs—receipts 10,000; shipments 4,000; the
market is higher; rough and mixed at 4 20g4 76;
packing and shipping 4 70®6 10; light at 4 20®
4 35; skips at 4 20®4 85.
Sheep—steady; reoelpts 4000; shipments 1000;
natives 2 60
60; Western 3 75®4 60; Texans
at 2 40®4 00. Lambs 4 10@5 85.

cows,
2 HO;

Domestic Markets.

[By Telegraph.]
YORK. Jan. 24. 1887,-Flour marketbbls and sacks; exports 2667 bbls
and37,047 sacks;: sales 18.600bbls.
Flour quotations—No 2 at 2 25®3 06; superfine
Western and State 2 65®3 35; commou to good
extra Western and State at 3 15®3 35; good to
choice do at 3 00®6 26; common to choice White
wheat Western extra at 4 80®5 00; fancy do at
at 6 10®6 60; common to good extra Ohio at 3 15
26; common to choice extra St Louis atl3 15®
40; patent Minnesota extra good to prime at
4 70®6 00; choice to double extra do at 610®
6 40, including 2400 bblsiclty mill extra at 4 60
®4 66 ;tl00 bbls fine do at 2 26®3 06: 1600 bbls
superfine 2 65®3 35; 860 bbls extra No 2 at 3 15
a 3 66; 6600 bbls winter wheat extra 3
15®6 40
6,300 bbls Minnesota extra at 3 16®6 40. South

34,365

f5

flour firm; common to fair extra 3 50@4 00
good to choice do at 4 10®5 26. Kye flour steadv.
wheal is higher—receipts *6.400 bush; exports
332,184 busli; sales 282,000 bush spot, No 2
Spring at 94Msc; No 3 Spring at »0e: No 3 Bed at
92% ® 93c; No 2 Bed at
elev; Nol
Bed at 96c ;No 1 White at 94V*®94V*c ;extra Bed
95c. Rye dull. Barley is steady. Cera firm;
receipts 10,006 busli ;expons 124.000 busli; sales
92,000 bu spot; steamer at 48%ffl48%c in elev;
No 2 at 48%®49c elov; No 2 White at 60c. Oats
higher; receipts38,000bush1 exports 169 bush;
sales 122,000 busli; No 3 at 36c; White do 38®
SHVic; No 2 at 86%®36%c; do White at 38%®
S9c; Nol White at 40 Vic: Mixed Western at 87
®38c; White Western at 38®42c; White State at
41c. Coffee—fair Bio dull, hngnr steady; refined dull; C 4Vi®4% ; Ex C
White Extra
C6%>c; Yellow at 4V4®4%c; off A at 6®6%c;
Mould A at 6c: standard A at 5 7-ltlo: araimlated
at oVbiao ip-roc; contec A at 6% ; cut loaf aud
crushed at 0%; Dowdered at 6@6ya; Cubes at did
8%c. IPeia-elruin—united at 70%c. Tallow'
stronger. Fork firm; mess quoted 12 76 for new;
12 22$12 25 for old. Beef dull, l.ard higher—
Western steam spot at 6 8 ; refined quoted 7 26
for Continent, 7 35 for 8 A. Butter
State
at I8<327c; Western 12@29c.
Cheese steady.
ern

94@94V4'c

at|?>c;

weak;

Freights steady; Wheat steam 4% d.
CHICAGO. Jan. 24. 1887.—Flour is quiet;
Winter patents 4 25@4 60 r Southern W inter at
3 76®4 00;Micliigan aud Wisconsin winter 3 003'
4 00; choice to fancy Minnesota patent at 4 25S)
4 60; soft Wheat patents 4 OOiS.4 25; Minn, bakersjin sacks at 3 09@3 26. Wheat is higher ;No 2
Spring at 79%c; No 2 Red at 80% c. Corn firm;
No 2 at 38c. Oats steady—No 2 at 26%c. Rye—
No 2 at 54c. Barley—No 2 at 60.362%c. Provisions strong—Mess Pork higher at 12 62%. Lard
linn at 8 60@6 62%; dry salted shoulders at 6 30
@6 35; short clear sides at 6 60ffi6 66. Whiskey
at 119.
Receipts—Flour, 27,000 bbls ;| wheat. 23,000
busli;corn 103,000 bu;oats|108,000 bu; rye 2,000
bush; barley, 66,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour, 16,000 bbls; wheat, 8,000
bush:| corn, 20,000 bush; oats, 67,000 bush;
rye 11.000 bush,barley 26.000 bush.
ST. LOUIS, Jan. 24. 1887_Flour market is
quiet; XXX at 2 60@2 76; family at 2 8033 00;
choice 3 26(33 40: fancy 3 70®3 80; extra fancy
8 90.®4 10; patent at 4 25,34 60. Wheat higher;
No 2Red 81%@83c. Corn higher—No 2 Mixed
at 34%@36%c. Oats are steady; No 2 Mixed at
27% c. Lard at 6 40.
Receipts—Flour, 3,000bbls; wheat, 19,000 bu;
corn. 196,0(XCbUBh;oats, 24,000 bush; rye, 3,000
bush, barley 27,(100 bush.
Shipments—Flour, 8,000 bbls; wheat 2,000 bu:
coni, 46,000 bush; oats 6,000 bu; rye 1,000 bush;
barley 1,000 busb.
DETROIT, Jan. 24,1887—Wheat-No 1 White
84% c; Mich Red 84%c; No 2 Red 84% c.
NEW ORLEANS, Jan. 24.1887—Cotton easy;

SAN FRANCISCO, Jan. 24.1887.-The following are closing official quotations of mining stocks
to-day:
Best Si Ilelcher..11%
Con. Cal. Si Va.24
Crown Point.6 1-3
Mexican. 8
Mono.|. 3

7

6%
5%

The State of Trade.

(From Bradstrect's of Saturday, Jan. 22.)
Special telegrams to Bradstreet’s report a moderate improvement iu the distribution of textile
staples. Foodstuffs have not been moved as rapidly, bnt the demand for Iron and steei continues
as heretofore to exceed the
supply. Snow and
stormy weather, west and northwest, have
checked deliveries of farm produce, hut trade In
general is quite equal to and in some localities is
of the volume one year ago. Bank
clearings at thirty-three cities for six .days ended
yesterday, as wired to Bradstreet’s, aggregate
in excess

as

compareu

wirn

$'.r.u;,af4.<i»3

last week and with $1,011,846,850 in the third
week of January, 1886. This shows in increase
of $27,400,000, or 2 7-10 per cent, as compared
with the preceding week, and of $7,900,000, or
% of 1 per cent, as compared with the like week
in 1880. Increases and decreases at leading cities are:
Week's
clear- N ew
Pliila. IMttsb’g
Provid’e.
ings. York.
Inc. 825,300,000 $6,700,000 $odo7o6o $100,000
Boston. N. Orleans. Chicago. St. Louis.
Dec. $2,400,000 $800,000 $700,000 $600,000
Minneapolis and St. Paul clearings are $876,000
less this week than last, or 13 per cent.
lietail merchandise stocks at the interior are
generally reported light: collections are fairly
satisfactory, and funds continue to return from
the country.
The New York stock market is irregular' and
unsettled, activity being confined to Klchmond
Terminal, the coal stocks, and certain specialties
ill which manipulation plays a leading part.
Speculation in the staple stocks is at a standstill.
Transactions for the week are 2,191,224 shares,
against 1,575,519 shares the preceding week,
12,546,483 shares the corresponding week in
1886, and 1,473.016 shares in 1885. Bonds liave
been quiet, the principal feature being the settlement between the Lake Shore and the Nickel
Plate bondholders. Transactions for the week
amount to $9,323,300, against $10,517,000 the
preceding week. Money is easy, the banks having gained in reserve, and the tendency of funds
is to return to New York. Call loans are 4£,5
per cent, and time money 4yj«5. Commercial
paper is scarce, though banks try to keep rates
up. Foreign exchange is very firm, owing to
scarcity of commercial bills ami Inactivity of international stock transactions.
Wheat has been only moderately active, irregular, and closes %c. lower for No. 2 red at New
York, owing to free selling east and west, rains in
California aud unfavorable cables. Flour is dull
and stocks at New York are increasing. Hog
products have been stronger on a good home and
export Inquiry aud speculative demand. Demand
for raw sugar at New York is still restricted by
scarcity of coal. Centrifugals and granulated are
l-16c. lower on the week, with the market quiet
and steady. At New Orleans sugar is 1-166. higher, with light stocks and decreasing receipts.
Coffee is >4c. below last week’s closing price. No
purchases have been made in Brazil for Europe or
America, but those believing that some reaction
must follow the enormous advance within a year
have operated on that basis, and speculative
prices are off 40 points, with the market very
sensitive, ltumors that Brazil prices have declined are not confirmed.
Business In dry goods at first hands is satisfactory, with prices strong. Stocks are not increasing and many cotton mills are sold ahead. Exports are heavier andlprices higher.
Casslmeres
and ether heavy goods have sold at 5
per cent
over last year’s opening, but this is not the rule.
Wool manufacturers are not securing advances.
Stocks^of wool are large, but F.urepean advices
are

encouraging.

The advance in price of bar iron to 2.2c., an.
nounced in Bradstreet’s last week, has taken

Foreign Ports.
Ar at Hong Kong Dec 16, barque Escort, Waterhouse, Singapore; 10th, ship Titan, Allyn, from
Shangliae.
Bid 12th, barque Penobscot, Eaton. New York.
At Shangliae Nov 30, ship Daul I Tenney. Wil-

son, uno; John C Potter, Curtis, for Nagasaki and
Hong Kong; Titan. Allen, for do; scb Heraldluo,
Tibbetts, for New York via Hong Kong.
At Manila Dec 14, barque Clias G ltice, Bailey,
for Boston.
Ar at Calcutta Doc 16, ship Samuel Skollleld,
Skolfleld, New York,
At Honolulu Dec 28, barque Nellie May,Austin,
from Newcastle, unc.
Sid fin Lisbon 20tb inst, barque Vtlora H Hopkins. Blood. Bristol, E.
Sid fm Dunkirk 10th lust, barque Talisman.
Baker, Philadelphia.
Ar at Klo Janeiro Dec 24, barque Celina, Tibbetts, from Montevideo.
Sid Dec 21, barque Edmund Phlnnev, Jones,
Maceio.
Ar at Cape de Verd Island Dec 24, scb Robert
Byron, Carman, Portland, 30 days.
At Grenada Dee —, brig Harry Stewart, Whitmore, for Cardenas.
Sid fm St Thomas 8tb Inst, brig Lahaina, Allen,
Cardenas; 17 b, barque Jos Baker, Eaton, (from
Demarara) for Boston.
Ar at Ueufuegos prev to 21st, brig Onolaska,
Griggs, Maebias.
At Morant Bay 13tb inst, sch Grace Bradley,
McIntyre, from New York.
Ar at Havana 20th inst, barque Havana, Eicef
New York.
Ar at St John. NB, 22d, schs Julias, French,
and Annie W Akers, McIntyre, Portland.

Sooken.
Dec 7, lat 7 S, Ion 39 W, barque Grace Deerlng,
from New York lor Talcahuano.

Yours for Health
LYDIA E.

Eo7or7

PINKHAM’S

a

STEAMSHIPS^
FOB

York..Liverpool...Jan

25
20
20
20
27
Bonavlsta.New York.. Pernambuco Jan 27
Circassian.Portland.
Liverpool.. Jan 27
City of Puebla... New York..Hav&VCruz Jan 27
Alps.>. New
27
Adriatic.New York..Liverpool ..Jan 27
Suevia.New York..Hamburg ..Jau 27

Philadelphia.New York-.I-aguayra .Jan
Flainborough ....New York..Trinidad ....Jail
Erin.New York..London.Ian
Britanle .New York..Liverpool ...Jan

York.-Haytl.Jau

MINIATUKK ALMANAC.. .JANUARY 25.

j.1148

NEWS.

and
and

Cleared.
Brig Gipsy Queen, Chandler, Cardenas—Chase,
Leavitt & Co.
Sch Emma F Angell, Tripp, Baltimore-J Nickerson & Son.
FBOM OUB COBBESPONIlENT.

CAPE PORPOISE, Jan 23
Passed in, schr
Laura Si Marion, from Boston for Portland.
WISCASSET. Jan 22-Sld, sch Chas L Mitchell,
Frost, Charleston.
—

at
of
of

Ellsworth; A B Perry, of Machias; Brave,
Hancock; Caroline, of Cherrydeld; Chattanooga,

(if Raiuror: H CiiiIk nf Dppi' lulo- I 11
of Calais; John Somes, of Ellsworth; Keuduskeag
of llangor; L B Sargent, of Pembroke; Nellie, of
Belfast; Luey Hammond.of EastMachtas; lied
Hover,of Ellsworth; Lewis Clark, of Baugor; llcporter, of Buekspori; Samuel Hal t, of St George
Sarah A Bialsdell, of Ellsworth; Telumah, of

Wintcrport; W Salisbury, of Baugor.

sir, ■rnuuuw,
AND LAST-

EirKuT.
Li«od, Pill ob
Lozbkoe worm, («
BOB 95.) Either
its

TLAL CIRCULAR Bait,ED TO
AND STAMP TO

ltn», bass.

PRICE.

ANY LADY

SBNDINa ADDRESS
Mention this Paper.

<) Raker Testimony.
M. Dauphin of 1939 Ridge Ave, Phila-

Mrs. A.
delphia, lias done a great deal to make known
to ladies there the great value of Mrs. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound, as a cure for their troubles and diseases. She writes as follows: "A
young lady of this city while bathing some years
ago was thrown violently against the life line
and the injuries received resulted in an ovarian
tumor which grew aud enlarged until death
seemed certain. Her physician finally advised
her to try Mrs. Piukham’s Compound. She did so
and in a short time the tumor was dissolved and
she is now in j/erfect heaith. I also know of many
cases where the medicine lias been of great value
in preventing miscarriage and alleviating the
pains aud dangers of childbirth. Philadelphia ladles appreciate the worth of this medicine and Its
•
great value.
A Constant Niludy ol'n Noted Woman's I.ife,
Mrs. Lydia il. piukham, for years, made tli
diseases and weaknesses of her sex a constan
study, and as a result of it was the famous “Vege
table Compound.” Her knowledge equalled that
of any first-class physician aud therefore the rem
edy can be taken with perfect confidence. The
subjects of treatment are so delicate that It is
hard to be understood without trespassing on the
grounds of what may seem Improper language;
yet it Is a well known fact that not oue woman in
leu Is free from pain and troubles, therefore there
Is no good reason why they should not have the
means placed before them of saving themselves
all, if not the greater part of the periodic and other suffering,
The medicine is exclusively for
good nurjtoscs.

sep7eod&wGmnrm

“It Saved My Life”

Is a common expression, often heard
from those who have realized, by personal use, the curative powers of Ayer's

C.

LET—InCongress Square,
story
without furniture; first-class
TO house,
with
3

a

brick

or

location for a physician. Immediate possession
given. For particulars apply to JOHN F. PHOCT HR, Centennial Block.
_22-1
TOREM TO LET—Tho third block ou Long
Wharf, being 100 feet long and 46 feet wide,
recently occupied by K. H. Chase. Apply to
CHASE BROTHERS, Head Long Wharf.
19-2

S

RENT—The four story brick and mastic store Nos. 117 and 111) Commercial St.,
suitable for wholesale grocery or produce business; lias back entrance. BENJAMIN SHAW,
48 Vs Exchange St.Janll-tf

FOR

Nos. 117 and
This is

LET—Store and basement,
TOof110
Middle 8t., from Jan. 1st, 1887.
the finest stores in the
with

city,

one

good

a

finished basement, lighted on 3 sides, suitable for
a wholesale or retail store; rent low on a lease to
a good reliable firm.
Inquire of 11. E. THOMPSON, No. 164 Brackett St.20-4
LET-House 62 Gray Street; also upper
TO
teuament in bouse 27 Free Street. Enquire
of F. 8.
WATERHOUSE.dec30dtf
RENT—Offices

aud chambers suitable
FOR
tor salesrooms, studios and work shops In

Mussey's Row, Middle street; also one store
Temple street. Apply to L. D. M. SWEAT
WM.

P, PREBLE.

on
or

20-tf

For Kent.
story French root house, No. 702 Congress
near
head
of State street, contains
street,
front and back parlor, dining room, kitchen, laundry, batli room and seven sleeping rooms, all in
first class condition: was built ten years ago, and
Its location and condition make It one of the most
desirable houses in the city. Bent $650 per annum.
Inquire of ROLLINS & ADAMS, No. 22
dec24dtf
Exchange St.

72
100
55
81

“

“
“
“
“

Cherry Pectoral. ** I cannot say enough
praise of Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral, believing as I do that, hut for its use, I
should long since have died from lung
troubles.—E. Bragdon, Palestine, Tex.
About six months ago I bad a severe

Hemorrhage of the Lungs, brought on
by a distressing Cough, which deprived
me of sleep ana rest.
I bad used various
cough balsams and expectorants,
without obtaining relief. A friend advised me to try

Ayer’s Cherry

Mantong.

Calcutta 22d, ship Llewellyn J Morse,
Veazie, Liverpool.
Arat St Thomas 13th Inst, brig Minnie Abbie,
Plummer, St Kitts.
Sid Dee 29, sch J P Wyman, Bumrill, for Hayli;
16th. barque Clara E McGUvery.Grifllu, Cardenas
to load for New York.
81d fm Demarara 3d Inst, sch Lucia Porter,
Grindle, New York.
Ar at Port Spam Dec 31st, sch Maud Briggs,
Ar at

Pectoral.

I did so, and am happy to say that it
helped me at once. By continued use
this medicine cured my cough, and, I
am satisfied, saved my life.—Mrs. E.
Coburn, 18 Second st., Lowell, Mass.
I have used Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral
for over a year, and sincerely believe I
should have been In my grave, had it
not been for this medicine. It has cured
me of a dangerous affection of the lungs,
for which I had almost despaired of ever
finding a remedy. D. A. McMullen,
Windsor, Province of Ontario.
Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral saved my life.
Two years ago I took a very severe Cold
which settled on my lungs. I consulted
physicians, and took the remedies they
proscribed, but failed to obtain relief
until I began using Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral.
Two bottles of this medicine
completely restored my health. Lizzie
M. Allen, West Lancaster, Ohio.
ft
—

Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral,
Prepared by Dr. J.O. Ayer &Co., Lowell, Mass.
Bold by all Druggists. Price (1; six bottles, $5.

_TT&Bly

attached.

Sch Miunie C Taylor, Leighton, at Boston from
Mobile, reports line weather up to Hatteras; was
seven days North of Hatteras with strong SW
and N W gales and heavy seas, durlug which lost
mainsail.
Sch Fred L Porter, from Charleston for Mobile,
has been abandoned at sea.
It* See general news columns.

Fishermen.
Arat Halifax 21st, sch Battler, Cunningham.
Fortune Bay, NF, for New Y’ork.
Arat White Head, NS, 21st, sch P S Huberts,
Greenleaf, Fortune Bay for Gloucester.

Domestic Potts.
SAN FKANCISCO-Sld 14th, barque Will W
Case, Demott, Kahului.
Chartered—Ship Bohemia, coal from Departure
Bay to San Pedro, (3 25; ship America, do to San
Francisco, private rate.
PASCAGOULA—Ar 22d, sch Nelson Bartlett.
Watts. St Thomas.
PENSACOLA-Ar 22d, sch Sadie Willcutt, Barbour, St Christopher.
JACKSONVILLE—Ar 20th, sch B D Spear,
Farr, Humacoa.
SAVANNAH—Sid 23d, sch Annie Bliss, O’Donnell. Baltimore.
C11AKLESTON—Cld 23d, barque Tremont, Liu-

nell, Weymouth.
Ar 23d, sch Victor Puig, Harris, Baracoa.
NORFOLK—Sid 21st, sch Bessie H Rose, AdThurlow, for Cardenas.
FORTRESS MONROE—Passed out 19th, brig
Ernestine, from Baltimore for Cardenas.
BALTIMORE—Cld 22d, sch Carrie E Woodbury
Bryant, Port Spain.
Sid 22d, sch Win T Donnell.
PHI LADE LPH1A—Ar 22d, sch Maud H Dudley, Oliver, Feruandina.
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LOST—A
please leave at
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SALE FORMER
PRICE PRICE.

“

:{.(<(>

0.00
7.25
5.25
4.50
3.50
2.25
3.25
3.25
3.75
8.00
0.50

Lace,

“

“

Congress,

.',.00
.4.00
H.00
9.00
N.00

0.00

Lace and Congress,
•
Cloth Top Button,
Congress,
Waterproof, Lace and
“
Cloth Top, Button “
«
“
Lace, Button
“

$14.00

$9.00

Alligator,

«*

...

Fr. Kid Dancing Pumps,
Patent Leather Pumps,
«
“
Dress Boots,

LADIES’

•

Thoroughly cleanse the blood, which Is the
fountain of health, by using Dr. Pierce’s Gold,
en Medical Discovery, and good digestion, a
fair skin, buoyant spirits, vital strength, anil
soundness of constitution will be established.
Golden Medical Discovery cures all humors,
from the common pimple, blotch, or eruption,
to the worst Scrofula, or blood-poison.
Especially has it proven its efficacy In curing
Salt-rheum or Tetter Fever-Sores, Hip-Joint
Disease, Scrofulous Sores and Swellings, Enlarged Glands, and Eating Ulcers.

Consumption (which Is Scrofula ol the Lungs), by Its
wonderful blood-nurifving, invigorating, and
nutritive properties. For Weak Lungs, Spitting of Blood, Shortness of Breath, Bronchitis,
Severe Coughs, Asthma, and kindred affections, it is a Sovereign remedy. It promptly
ci/bes the severest Coughs.
For Torpid Liver, Biliousness, or ‘‘Liver
Complaint,” Dyspepsia, and Indigestion, it Is
an unequalled remedy.
Bold by druggists.
DB. PIERCE’S PELI.ETS
Anticures

M.
ISTo.

C.

341

5.50
5.00
5.50
3.25
3.75
3.75
3.25
2.00
3.00
2.75
3.50
2.00
3.50

7.00
7.00
7.50
4.50
5.00
5.00
4.50
8.00
4.50
3.50
5.00
3.00
4.50

Batchelor’s Celebrated Hair Dye.

FOB—

California, Japan, Chin*1 Central
and South America and

Boston & Savannah Steamship

Company.

Only Direct Line from

Sew
to Savannah.

Connecting there with all Rail

Water Lines.

Winter Arraiigeaeaw.

every week day evening at 7 o’clock; arrl vlng In
season (or connection with earliest trains (or
ter. New York,

Returning, leaif INDIA WHARF, Boston every week day evening at 5 o’clock,
octltl
J. B. COYLE. JB. Manager.

CAPS AND CLOVES

DOMINION LINE.

16th Dec.
Jan.
13th Jan.
27th Jan.
11th

|

From

„ j*,,, ,uq

more

T.

rent

4

or

5

J.

SOMERS

IS

eodtf

house, with stable; 7 to 9
rooms, with all the modem improvements.
Should prefer western part ot the city. Call or
address A. A. MITCHELL, 383 Commercial St.
P. S.—Would purcliase If price and terms were

WANTED—A

Hair, of Psawf,
Cabin.. *50, *60, *75 .Return. *100, *125, *160
Intermedia te*30
..Return. *00
Return at lowest rates.
Steerage
*15
For (retght or passage, apply to
DAVID TORRANCE A CO.,
nov2dtf
Foot of India street.

satisfactory.

SALE.

A

BABKELS WANTED—25 cents
BOOTS AND SHOES IN EXCHANGE FOR MONEY.
FI.OI'U
will he paid uutil further notice. GOUDY &

KENT, Pearl St.19-tf

of
In

twice as long when done by EKED
W. GKOSSTUCK, tailor. 206 Middle Street.
N.
B.—Gents own cloth cut and made to order in the
latest style.
4-4w
thousand dollars at five per
cent, for five years on real estate in Portland. Gilt Edge security. For further particulars enquire of O. D. KICK, 251 Commercial St.

WANTED—Six

12-tf

-_
WANTED.

Middle aged woman at moderate compensation, to take charge of housekeeping in a
of two persons, one of wdiom is an invalid
One who can do plain cooking; house work very
convenient. Address at once with references P.
O..BGX, 1239, and state where can be interviewed.
jan22dlvvis

A

family

boy 16 to 18 years old to learn
the drug business;
WANTED—A
with
experience
must

preferred;

Apply

to E.

ant Streets.

OPPORTUNITY

To buy nice goods, fine goods, durable goods less than cost. Wo wish to reduce stock and shall
the following lines of fresh, regular goods, not remnants and odd lots, at the prices named
beiow. This Is strictly a CASH sale.

some

recommended.
F. SHAW, junction Y'ork and Pleas24-1

WANTED-Expcriencedtravlor N. H. and Vermont trade for
SALESMAN
elling
two months. Address

p.

LISE.

COOOS.

$ .50

pair.

”

.35
1.25
2.00
1.50

...

iltted.

per

“
“
“

Come and be properly

l.inr running OAV THAI***
Iweea Portland and .vloutrrnl.

stating experience.

BOX

Machinist. Apply at No. 38
WANTED-A
MAIN STREET, gcccarappa, Me. 19-1
FEMALE HELP.

WANTED—By
SITUATION
middle aged American woman

a

a
a

small

Palmer’s Shoe

Fonuiuglon. Uouiuoufla. Wiatheait.i
%
Aason, 1.30 p. m.; Fk.
inglau eta Brunswick, 7.10 A m. and 1.25

m.

one-hall the rate of

Employment

21-1

MORRISON

The only jewelry More in the city lighted with

what they ure buying.
Great
Clocks, Jewelry and Silver Ware this month.

Station, stop at

CONGRESS ST. STATION.
where through tickets and baggage checks may
be obtained for principal points East and West.
tTbe 11.16 p. m. train Is tbe night express with
sleeping car attached and runs every night Sundays Included, through to Bangor bat not to
Skowhegan on Monday mornings or to Belfast
and Dexter or beyond Bangor on Sunday mornings.
Trains are due Id Portland as follows; The morning trains (rom Angusta and Bath 8.46 a m. j
Lewiston, 8.60 Am.; the day trains (rom Bai>
at 12.40 and 12.45 p.m.; the afternoon train!
rom Bangor, Waterville, Bath, Augusta, itockland and Lewiston at 5.45 p. m.; the night Pullman Express train at 1. 60 a. m.
I.iutited Tickets. Rrst nadsecaad class, (at
all paiau la ike Pcaviacaa an sal* at w-

8or

dared

to do
Call
GIRL
before 2 iu the afternoon of after 6
at 144 PINE

eveulug,

STREET.

either
hi the

Jan24dtl

WATCHES
WATCHES

GRAM) TRIM RAILWAY OP CAR ABA.
WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.

Trip SIM.
Meals and Boom Included.
For freight or passage apply to

On

Sldtf

kae Ankara aad l.cwislaa,7.10A m., 1.16
and 6.20 p. m.
For t-arhaas, 7.10 A m., 1.30, 4.00 and 5.20
p. m.
Par Usrhast, Slant real, Chicago aad
tfueber, 1.31' p. m.
Far Hacklield aad t'anlaa, 7.10 A m. and
1.30 p. m.
ARRIVAL*.
Fran, l.ewiatan aad Ankara, 8.26 A a.*
13.05, 3.15 and 6.60 p. m.
Fran, Oarksn, 8.26 Am., 12.06 and 6.50 p. ID.
Front Chicago aad Vloulreul, 12.06.
Frau, tfuekrc, 12.06 p. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping cars on night train
Parlor cars on day train between Portland
Montreal.
TICKET OPTICS

H.
ye

Round

MinPMON, Ageat,

I.sag Wharf. Hosloa.

MAINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY
For NEW YORK.
Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at S p. m. Returning, leave Pier
38, East Klver, New York, on Wednesdays and
J. B. COYLE, Ja.
Saturdays at 4 p. m.
General Agent
sept21-dtf
■ ISLAND STEADDRS,

NARPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO.
and after MONDAY, Nov. 1,1886, steamHouse
er GORDON will leave Custom
Wharf dally, Sundays Excepted, for Long fsland,
Little Chebeague, Jenks.Great Chebeague, Harpswell and Orrs Island at 2 p. m.
Return, leave Orrs Island for Portland and Intermtnate landings at 6.40 a in. Arrive Portland
at 0.10 a. m.
For freight or passage apply on board to captain.
GEO. F. WEST. Manager.
sep20dt?

ON

trains will

DEPARTIKKM.

35 Euhangi SI, and Deoot Font if India SM.
TICKETS SOLD AT REDUCED RATE
—to a
t

fill wank
nait<la,
Delrail,
i'ilciBMli, Ml. l onik, Omiilin, M«|i*
■aw, Ml. Faal, Mall l ake City,
Druvrr, Man FraacUca.
and all points in tfte
Northwest, West tint! Southwest.

SLEIGH

fountain

beautiful
handsomeFOR
ly painted In artistic style, the only
is suitable
iu the
in that
MALE—A

one ever

style,

for any
store or
also a marble slab, tor sale at 40
OXFORD STltEET.19-1
seen

city
saloou;

For Sale.
for

RARE opportunity
business; furniture,
A
carpet and undertaking business for sale.
Me.
Mechanic
Address BOX
Falls,

203,

For Sale

or

janOdtf

To Let,

DESIRABLE two story frame dwelling,
house on Pine street, near Brackett street,
recently modernized and improved, contains two
kitchen, bath room, (with
parlors, dining room, seven
not and cold water,)
chambers, plenty of
back
stairs, fire places In
closets and front and
back parlor and dining room, new steam beating
apperatus with eight radiators ; newly painted
and papered throughout; area of lot 4/ 00 square
feet. Terms reasonable. Inquire of ROLLlNs &
dec24dtf
ADAMS, No. 22 Exchange St.

A

MALE-17

room

lodging house on Wash-

FOR
ington street. No better location In Boston to
let
furnished In black walnut.

Always

rooms;

made money. Must be sold at once, on account of
other business. Bargain for some one. Full par20-1
ticulars at 33 Dover street, Boston, Mass.

When 1 gay cure I do not moan merely to etoo thorn for a
•
time and then have them return
f have made the disease of FITS, KPlLEPsT er KA.Ll.INi>
lwarrant my remedy to cure
SICKNESS a llfe-lonf
the worst caaes. Because others have failed Is no reason for
*or_a treatise and a
not now receiving a cure. Send **
Fra. Buttle ufinj lnlslllbls remedy. U!»e hpnn «u,l P,»t
Ofllco. It cost, you nothing for • trlul. .mil '■lartire y.ei

1Ifn‘e»n rad'c.V.c.uru

study.

Address Dr. U-

u.

ROOT,

lM_Pearl BLphew Turk*

i

BOVININE.
The Vital Principles of Beef nail Hutton
Concentrated.

A

Highly Condensed B.HV Food Kxirae
Aeeeptnble to the most Delicate Taste
unit Mtaell.

Tolerated by Mioutnehs that reject all

by the leading Physicians.
Oscab Oldbebo, I’ll. D.. Professor of Chemis-

try and

Toxicology, and Dean of the College of
Pharmacy. Chicago, says of It: “I have analyzed
Bush's Fluid Food or Iloelnine, and And that It
contains 2H.R8
per cent of soluble albuminoids."
A. L. LOOMIS. M. 1).. LL. I)., of New York,
says: “I prescribe-Bush' Fluid Food, nr Bovinine, and prefer It to all others."
Lewis L. Bbyant, M. D., City Physician of
Cambridge, says: “I feel In prescribing Boviniue
my patients are getting one of the best articles of
food known to the profession."
Gko. Hi PAYNE, M. D., Pres. Massachusetts
.surgical aiul <i ynecological Society, says: “I have
used Boviniue largely, and can say that it excels
all other Han• meat extracts, and, In fact, all other kinds of food that I have ever used lu building
up patients troubled with cancers, ami most
cheerfully recommend It to the profession.”

During

Ihr last loin- mouths of

Hovinine, in

hi* *i> liI1KAXT

W

.,

—AND—

ess*
j Guiurmr
Landed,
Just

stout,

Ex S. 8. Sardinian.

For Sale la the Original Package by

R. STANLEY & SON,
IMPORTERS,
Fore Street.

nov24___Ott

It Is acknowledged to be the best, infest and
most potent and effectual remedy known for
this ohUd-ktlllng disease.

Sold toy All DruftKlBta.
PRICE 38c..00e.and • 1.00.

Dr. JOHN F. TRUE & 00., Proprietors,
AUBURN, MAINE.
WTape Worms a .Specialty. Tape Worms
removed In from one hour
minute*
to

and thirty

three hours.

Jan 13

Th.s&Tu&wly

WHY THE BEST.

Our “W. A ».>’
Is made In our own

Agent* for Sew England State#.—All DBUCH3 ists.
eottOm
Janl 1

BLANKETS.
Square Blanket*

$1.00

Wool Blankets, Square,
4.00
Cut Blankets
.70
We have some DOxOO, very heavy. Call ami see
ours before you buy.
All

S. S. Sleeper & l!o.,
Jly 13

CONSUMPTION.

I oave A positive remedy for the Above disease; by Its nse
thousands of rases of
Uip worst kind And of long standing
Dave been cored. Indeffl, so strung Is my faith In Itsefflcacy
that I wUl srud TWO BOTTLE? FREE, together with a VAli
CABLE TREAT18E on this disease, to any sufferer. Give ex*
FTOM « X. 0, adsZVM, bit. X. A. UOCCM, 111 r**rl St. N. Y

No. 197
I M

Boston.
Factory,9Tu*Thlt!

PEAT-MOSS!

;!..,
IrilUlng. iv..
.ui1..
.lean, the Air Pure am Hoot* in
lVnt Alo.»«i WilioutUut 400 It*,

...

of Straw.

Middle Street.
HKR

PFR Vliill
fflST investors.
ILU
against

Arr.sruai, net, to

WINSLOW,

NEW YORK CITY.
Established Feb. 1st, 1877.
Unquestionable
references. Write or call for particulars.
JaulS
eod&wlm

reat-M.n*i»
aa hi raw.

toathnonlalu ai>plv

TorK.

F.

Jau8

Uunrnilrrd

132 NASSAU ST. (Vanderbilt Building.

flammable

njPKt-ctaim

u not

um

ina

It yield*

at

B^«uS«!»rm,iraPront4C.8.w
O. bTllOUMSYKIt

—

loss

W. HODMAN

(mixed) at 0.30 p. at.
Far Mnccnruppa, Cumberland .Rills, W e it
brook Junction and Woodford’s at 7.3b
ami 10.00 a. in.. 1.03, 3.00, 0.30 ar.0
(mixed) ‘0,30 p. m.
For Forest A reaae (Deerlkg) iOOOn.ua
3:00 ami O.'lOp. m.
The 1.03 p. in. train from Portland connects at
Ayer Junct. with lloauu Tunnel Route for
the West, and at I'niaa Repot, Worcester, for
New York rla Norwich I.iae, and all rail.
Tta MpriagMrld, also with N. Y. * N. K. R. R.
(“Steamer Maryland Route”) for Philadelphia.
Hnllianarc, \l ushiagloa.
south, iti.l
With Hoslou At Albnay R. R. for the West.
Close connection made at Westbrook Juao
tloa wltn through trains of Maine Central R. R. and

.tIKKTINIiS.

Portland Society of Art,
Annual meeting of the Portland Society o
Art for the election of officers will be help
at the Society 's rooouis on Wcduesilay evening
January ail.
janZOiUw*

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP 10.
Yawunl

COE,

J A
1 ’I

PassengerTrains

THE

Infantum,

Put up In (> ounce aud 12 ounce bottles.

,,

Far Wsrcnirr, ClisIH, Ayrr Junction,
Nashua, Windham and Epyini at 7.3
a. an. and 1.03 p. na.
Far Ruuehester, Cooeord, and points North
at 1.03 p. ■>,.
Far Rochester, Npriagralc, Alfred, Waters
bora, and Maca Hirer at 7.30 a. at., 11.03
and (mixed) at 0.30 p. ut.
Far llorhum at 7.30 a. ■., 1.03, 0.30, an

ANNl’AI,

HORSE

Prepared only by J. P. Bisu Man’f’o Co.,
Chicago, 111.

OF TRAINS.

at Grand Trunk Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk Railway.
Through Tickets to all points West and South
may be had of H. If. IIK1.LKN.Ticket Agent, Pertland * Rochester Depot at toot of Preble street.
•Does not stop at Woodford’s.
>ct23dll
J. w. PBTKK8 8UPC

from straight Havana
co.
Is always uniform
uuallty and flavor, a
desideratum In the
of cigars, as
know. Use
once and sc.
Sold everywhere. 10 cents.

-.

of Cholera
is of the greatest value.
eaae*

ARRANGEMENT

On and after Roudny. On. 33,
tifftfshfi'faMi,
will l.eu»»

Sfltl.VtiS, 91.00.

Bass’ English Ale
j

410

Portland & Rochester R. R.

Portland:

cltX

other Foods.

5

JOSEPH HICKSON,Keneral Manager.
WM. EDGAB, G. P. A..
J. STEPHENSON. Snpt.
1
iHKrt
dtf

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE,

S

COST !
.11 At*

Jleeom mended

3

Watches,

Congress Street,

A. P. BUSH & CO., Boston,

I CURE FITS!

AT

CLEANED EOB 91-00.

nes., the principal toad or CiKlV.
«n. BOVINIUE and VIilk.

IILMINFMM CHANCES.

Wvv

d

after MONDAY, Mar. I, 15M,
ran as fsllsws

aad

TRUE’S PIN WORM ELIXIR!

3

MORRISON & CO., Jewelers,
665
Under C. A. R. Hall.
jUlla

FOR SALK—Old comfort style,
new last winter, broadcloth seat and back;
will be sold cheap. L. C. CUMMINGS, 204 Commercial St.
241

bargains

in

rates.

PAYSON TUCKEK. General Manager.
F. <£. BOOTHBY.Oen’I Pass, and Ticket Agt.
Portland. Oct. 20. 1888.oct22M

for

Passage 910.00.

electric light. Cus-

nn

—.

J. trains timed aa above (rom Commercial Street

mission.

Jewelers.

&_CO.,

tomers can see

WANTED-A capable girl to do general
it
housework at 762 Congress St., MRS.
SETH L. LAltltABEE.19-1

Wanted.
general housework.

St.
Congress eodlm

_

in.

Long Wharf, Boston,
From Pine Street Wharf.

A LADIES' WATCH FREE THIS MONTH. %

competant
working

MRS. N. H. PAI.MKli,

Store.
Office.

421

7

as

family, or care for the sick,
or as cook in
private family; will go In the
country. Apply at 228y, Middle St., over M. G.
housekeeper in

BROWN,
JanlO

be.

via I.cwiaioo. 1.25 and 111.15 p. m, via An

man

817.'34-1

Dgdensburg R. H.

bar*, Ml. Joha, lluUfax, aad the Prariere*, Ml. Mlephra aad Araaslaak t 'aual v,
1.20 p. m„ 1.25 and 111.16 p. rn. Fi
Haaior
A Piscataquis K. K., 7.10 A m.,til.16 p. in.,
foi Mkawheguu, Belfast an I Dexter, 1.20,
1.25.111.15 p. m.: Waterrlllr, 7.10 A no,
1.20, 1.25, and. 111.16 p. in., and on Saturdays
only at 5.15 p. m., (or Augusta, tliillawell,
l-nrdiner nud Bi uaawlrk, 7.10 A in., 1.25,
6.15.111.15 p. in.; Bath, 7.10 a. in., 1.25, 6.1#
p. m., and on Saturday* only at 11.16 p. m.;
Kocklnnd and Kuo* aad l.inesla K K.,
Trio A in.. 1.26 p. m.: Aul urn aad l.rwis
Isa at 830a. bv, 1.20, 5.00 p. m.; ■.ewislua
ria Hruu*wick,7.1Q A IU., 1.25, lll.lfip
1

the^WesUry'the Penn. U. 8., and
by connecting lines, forwarded free of com-

Freight*
South

ft.

sel

Former price
200 pairs Ladies’ Fine French Kid “Garside” Boots,
$4.50
$6.00
“
“
“
“
“
“
100
3.00
5.00
“Boyd”
“
“
«0
St. Goat high cut Boots,
Ilongola
2.50
3.50
Top
“
“
“
“
100 “
2.00
3.00
Waukenphast Boots
150 “
Gents’ Hand Made Cloth Top Jersey Congress “
5.00
7.50
“
“
100 “
Morocco Leg-Double Sole Custom
5.50
7.50
“
300 “
Hand Made Waterproof Waukenphast Bats.,
5.50
0.00
200 “
Misses Solid Spring Heel School Shoes,
1.25
1.75
”
”
”
«
100 “
Children’s”
j.«o
K25
Wool hoots and first quality solid heel Boston high buckle overs.2.00
2.75
20 cases Gents’ Rubbers, all widths, sizes and half sizes,
”
”
”
”
“
”
“
50 “
Ladies’
10 “
Gents’ heavy sole Buckle Arctics.
”
”
•
10 ”
wool lined Rubber Boots,
Boys’
“
“
”
“
*•
12 “
Youths’ ”
Call and examtne these and many other bargains we cannot enumerate here.

m.

Philadelphia, at 10 a

y

WE SHALL SELL FOR THIRTY DAYS,

RUBBER

HALE HEED.

one
come well

AN

in.

MONDAY, Oet. MS,
1880, Passenger Trains Leave
Portland as follow*:
For Hnagor, 7.10 a. m., via Angnatai 1.20 p.

3

Insurance

20-1

gentleman Is reminded
WANTED—Every
the fact that garments repaired etc.
time will

ladelpnia

STEAMSHIP

From

DISCOUNT

p.

luad aad Narth

BRIMTOt, MKRVICK, (Avonmonth Dock.)
FromAvoum'thi STEAMERS. From Portland.
28 h December. I Ontario,
j 20th January.
20th January. ITexas,JlOth February.

From BOSTON ewj WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
From PHILADELPHIA mrr TUESDAY and FRIDAY

rooms

u.uu

On and after

6th Jan.
8th Jan.
Oregon,
29th Jan.
3d Feb.
r>th Feb.
Sarnia,
Oregon,|17th Feb. 119th Feb.

DIRECT

a
FISH Kit'S
SHOE STOKE,22-1

i.uu,

FALL ARRANCEMENT.
Commencing Monday. October 4, 1886,

Toronto,

Bostoua FL

ITS.

WITH

Janl5

m.,

PORTLAND & MONTREAL LINE.
Only

From
HalMaa.

aJKAMEKM._Portland.

..

experien-

with children and beginners. Terms $8.00 per quarter.
Enquire
or address at
8 HANOVEK STREET. 22-1
care taken

of
WANTED—Apleasant
for
small family. Inquire at

Portland and

Sailing between Liverpool and Portland,

From

232 Middle Street.

w.uu a.

janlSdtf

1886-7-WINTER ARRANGEMENTS-1886-7

Liverpool. I

ROBERT F. SOMERS & CO.,

a.uu,

Snsrabury iiOOa.ni., 1.00,6.00 p.m. Parlor and
Pullman cars on trains leaving boston at #.30.
0.00 a. in., 12.30. 1.00, 4.00, 7.00 p. m„ and leaving Portland at 2.00,7.30,3.40, 0.00 a. iu., 12.40,
1.00 and 6.00 p. m.
Through Pullman sleeping
cars on trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. in., and
Portland 2.00 a. ni.
tFrom Worth Berwick to Wcarbeve 1'ttws
Isa via Western Division.
•Connects with Ball Lines for Mew York, South
and West.
Connects with Sound Lines for Mew York South
and West.
tTo leave passengers only.
Through Tickets to all points West and South
for sale at Isiss * union Ticket OBcs ('emair .rial Mirers, Pert In od, und I aiea Ticket
WMcr, 40 b.'ichuugr HirerI.
JAB. T. PUKBKR, Oen’l Manager.
D. J. FLANDERS, (leu. FTi T. A
M. L. WILLIAMS, UenT Agent.

LIVERPOOL SERVICE, (Ha Londonderry.
_MAILING DAT KM i_

COST.

Portsmouth, Ncwbarvport, Malrtn

auu

III.,

Jau22__eod2w
few

8.00 p.in.

via. Movllle and Halifax.

AT

a

1,00, 3.00, f8.00 p. III. Mnro, 0.26, 9.00a.m.. 1.00.
Hiddeford, 2.00, 9.00 A m., 1.00,

3.00 p.m.

MALNE CENTRAL RAILROAD

Fall and

FURS,

TlfANTED-Ladies and Young Men to Decorv V ate Novelties for Holiday and general trade;
steady employment; $9.00 per week earned; All
materials furnished; work mailed free. Address
New Euglnml Decorative Works,
19 Pearl St., Boston, Mass.. P. 0. Box 0078.

scholars; great

EASTERN DIVISION.
Par Hooton via Western
Division between
Mcarboro Crossing and Hiddeford at *2.00,
*9.00 a. m., sl.oo, *8.00 p. m
Hoston tor Portland via Western Division from Hiddeford to
Mcarboro Creasing 17.30. 9.00 A m., 12.80,
17.00 o. m. Cape Klixabelh, (i.25. 9,00 a. m.,

points beyond.
Through tickets lor Providence, Lowell, Worces

FARE ONLY *$1.00.

OUR

JOHN BROOKS and TREMONT

RHSUELLANEO UN.

scholars.
An
WANTED—Music
ced music teacher has hours tor

WESTERN DIVISION.
TKAISMLEAVEPOHTLASD
Per Htalon at 17.30, 18.40 A m., 12.40, t3.30
p.m. Boston far Portland 7 30,8.30 a. m., 1.00
and 4.00 p. in. For Mearboro Hrueb
Piae
Paint. 7.30, 8.40 a. m„ 3.30, 6.30 p. in. Mar*
Hiddeford, Hranrbnnb, 7.30, 8.40 A in.
12.40, 3.30, 5.30 p. m. Wells Hearh 7.30, 8.40
X. In., 3.30 p. m.
North Berwick, 41 rent
P trier, Haverhill, l awPalls, Devci
reure, I.owell, 7.30, 8.40 a. m.. 12.40, 8.30 p.
m.
Haehester, Pnrntiaagloa and Alton Haj,
8.40 A m., 12.40, 3.80 p. in. Manchester and
Concord via Lawtence 8.40 A in., (via Newmarket Junction) 3.30 p. in.
tCounects with all Rail Lines.
MCNDAY THAINM
(or Boston 1.00, 4.16 p.m. via Eastern Division
to Scar boro Crossing.

alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF,Portland,

BOSTON

atf

one

WANTED.

P.tmgBUEB THAIS NKKVII E,
effect Wrdnesda?, Jan. IH, IMM7.

and until further notice Passenger Trains will
■leave Pori I and as follows:
N..13 a. as. for Brldgtou, Fryeburg, No. ConwayFahyans, Htehlehani. Lancaster, WhlteHeld
Littleton, Wells Klver, Montpelier, SL John
bury, Newport, Sherbrooke, Montreal, Burlington, Swanton, Ogtlensburg and West.
3.1J p. a. Local Portland to Bartlett and Intel
mediate stations, with stage connections for
No. Windham, Standlsh, Liuilngtou, Sebagu.
Naples, Parsonfleld, Kezar Falls, Denmark
Lovell, and Conway Corner; also for No. Urldg,
ton, Harrison and Waterford via. BrUlgton.
Traias Arrive in Portland:
10.33 a. ns. from Bartlett and Way Stations.
N..T3 p. in. from Montreal. Burlington and West
J. HAMILTON, SupL
CHA8. H. FOYK. (>. T. A.octldtf

Street.

Congress

Sample Spring

TUOTICE—Mr. C. A. Karris, agent for the Meb”
tropoutian Life Insurance Company, of New
York, wants the public to distinctly understand
that he resigned his agency, instead of being discharged as reported by an officer, of the company.
Mr Farris, is now working for the Union Pacific
rea
company, corner oi uan aim congress si.,
where he will be pleased to sec all his old Iretnds
21-1

and

England

THE FIB8T-CLASS 8TEAMES8

jan4dtf

buy one
sight; don’t
ageut sold 70 in one day. Send 50
or write for terms and circulars enclosing 2 cent stamp to C. W. PARSONS,
No. Windham Me.
lb-1

exico.

ACAPULCO.sails Monday January 24. Noon
From New York, pier toot of Canal 8t„ North
River, for Man Francisco via The Isthmus ot
Panama,
t.reat reduction In rates to San Francisco. Cabin
$70; Steerage $30.
From San Francisco, 1st and Brannan Sts.
For Japan aud China.
CITY OF PEKINO, sails Saturday January 22 at
2 p. in.
For Freight. Passage, or general Information
apply to or address the Oeneral Eastern Agents.
E. A. ADAiTIM A
113 Miate Mireel, Car. Bread Ml., Beslan.
elo
dtf

Iron steamships "GATE CITY” and ‘-CITY OF
MACON" leaving Savannah Pier, Congress St.,
Boston.every Thursday at 3 o’clock. For freight
or passage, apply to A. 1>E W. SAMPSON. 201
Washington Street, Boston, or to RICHARDSON
A BARNARD, Agents, Boston,
dec 29ThSat&Tu3mo

PALMER,

ALL

good agent in each County in
WANTED—A
the State to handle first class subscription

cts for

Jan. 20
27

STEAMERS.

AGENTS WANTED.

chance;

Dae. 80
Jan. 13

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY’S

---.—

STATE

wanted-to sen sewingMachine Springs; every woman who
Agents
Machine will
at
miss this

From Portland
m HallIax

Circassian._Jan.

LINK

“

la

nov23dtl_

LOST.

books; good opportunity to make money easy.
Call on or address D. APPLETON & CO., 40 Excliange Street.24-1

|

p. m.; also lor

BOSTON AND MAINE R. R.

Passenger accommodations unequalled. Cabin
•60, $06 aud $76; Intermediate, $30; steerage,
a
$16.
For passage apply to H. & A. ALLAN, Oeneral
SO
State
1’.
ami
C.
St.. Boston;
Passenger Agents,
WALDRON, 40Exchange St.; T. P. MeOOWAN,
422 Congress St„ or for passage or freight to H. A
A. ALLAN, Agents, No. 1 India St., Portland.

—

T'.OO

sstar&Jtesri. ta sk
i- BKleJoui,. o.T.tu““l'i',SS5!i

FAVORITE ROUTE TO FLORIDA.

MIDDLE ST., Storer
22-1

at 09

:

utpimom
HTKAMEH.

Peruvian.
Sahmatlan.
Polynesian.

_Jan. 0

MTAOE « ONNKCTIONM.
*-27 P- m- lot Hebron
Academy; nroI2«W.'.M,not
Buckfleld 3.60 p. mi for W. Sumner
a
4i53 R' m- ; arriving at Peru

1887.

5.00
8.00
5.00
5.00
4.50
8.75
9.00

Goods for Boys, Youths, Misses and Children iu the sule ut less tliuii
cost to uiauufucture. Remember this Is only u small part of the
goods offered in the sale. It will pay you to purchuse a pair of boots
uow for future use.
Come early and select best bargains.,

Christmas evening, between West and New
ON High
street
Black Lynx Mud. The finder
will be awarded
STREET

Bilious and Cathartic
35c. a vial, by druggists.

d&wnrmcW

Hrerpeel

RETURNING— Leave Canton 4.15, 9.16 a. m.;
arriving at Portland 8.25 a. m., 12.06 p. in.

and Periland Nervier.

From Liverpool |
via Halifax, j

I,

Nor.

Leave Portland, via U. T. Railway, 7.10 A m.;
8.00; Mechanic Falls (mixed train)
8.40; arriving at W. Minot 9.08; E. Hebron 9.30;
Buckfleld 9.46; E. Sumner 10.36; Hartlord,
10.66; Canton 11.16.
Leave Portland 130 p. m.; Lewiston 1.57;
Meetianlc Falls 3.16; arriving at W. Minot 3.27;
K. Hebron 3.37: BuekSeld 3.50: E. Sumner
4.06;
Hartlord 4.10; Canton 4.26; Ullbertvlile 4.36 p.

LINE.

0.00

GOODS.

...
86 Pairs E. C. Burt’s French Kid, Button,
“
“
....
10 “
Hand Sewed
Turns,
“
57
Patent Leather, foxed,
.....
“
...
81
Pebble Goat, Button, Common Sense,
“
“
8«# « St. Goat, Vonga top,
“
....
72
Opera Toe,
“
90
...
Curacoa Kid Button, Opera Toe,
“
“
...
82
Pebble Goat
Common Sense,
“
“
“
58
All St.
Toe,
Opera
“
“
“
“
....
123
Curacoa Kid
«
“
“
“
“
“
•
14
High Cut,
“
“
“
“.
09
“
“
“
“
•
74
Glove Top,

21-1

♦_

“

“

“

“

keys. The tinder will

Block.

—

Winter Arrangement)*.

LONT—From

IjXOR

1*3

Machine

“

“

my milk team Friday morning.
Jan. 21, a gray wolf robe, either Temple or
Federal 8treets. Please return to 413 Congress
Street, and obtain a suitable reward. JOHN F.
HALL.24-1

__

Golden Medical Discovery

“

“

“

janl2

SALE—The fine brick (mansion and extensive grounds, No. 87 High St., owned by
Mr. James H. McMullau. For fuller particulars,
apnly to BENJAMIN SHAW, 48Va Exchange St.

Young, Philadelphia.

Memoranda.
Ship llagarstown, Edgett, from New York,
which arrived at Slianghoe Dec IB, experienced
bad weather and lost maintopmast, foretopgallant
and mlzzen royal, with all the yards and sails

“

“

FOR SALK.

febyl

“

80

AND FOUND.

LOST

ALLAN
188tt.

Dec. o
Dec. 23
Dec. 30

TWO

in

—

MERCHANTS’ X3CHANGE.
Ar at Movllie 24th, steamer Sarmatian, from
Portland.
Ar at Penang Dec 1, ship Matilda, Merriman.
FROM

ams, Portsmouth.
Sid 22d, sch Susan I’

Enquire

wear

MONDAY, Jam 24.
Arrived.
Steamship Franconia. Bennet, New York—mdse
to JB Coyle.
Steamer Cumberland. Thompson, Boston for
Eastport and St John, NB.
Sell Grace Davis, Dyer, Philadelphia—coal to
Randall & McAllister.
Sch Andrew J York, Wallace, Boston.
Sch Etna, York, Boston.
Sell Portland Packet, Gardner, Boston.
Sch Railroad, Smith. Boston.
Sch Annie L Green, Cousius, Boston.
Sch Gondola, (Br) Btevensou, Boston for Alma, NB.
Sell E L Warren, Colson. Boston for Belfast.
Sch Odell, Wade, Boston for Belfast.
Sch Maud M Story, of Gloucester, from Georges
with 30,000 lbs fish.
8ch Geo A Leland, Orchard, from Cape Island
NS, for Boston. Has been ashore.
Sch James & Ella, from Newfoundland for Gloucester. leaking badly. To dock for repairs.

following Maine vessels aro hauled up
Providence, to winter—Sells A K Woodward,

convenient rent of 7 rooms in
modern improvements.
P. WALDRON, 40 Exchange St. 24-1

LET—A

TO western section city;

runs a

PORT OF PORTLAND.

The

LET.

TO

55J
45

“

PARTS OF

THURSDAY,_THtrMDAT7~

40 Pairs Double Sole Hand Sewed Morocco Leg Boots
10 “ Machine Sewed Calf Leg Boots,
....
70 “
Single Sole Hand Sewed Calf Broad Toe Button,

SENT BT BAIL SB-

r.nrww jau.24. i»by.—Quotations— winter Wheat 7s 6(1®7s 7d; Spring wheat 7sdGd®
7s 8d; "Club wheat at 7s 7d®7s 9d.
Commixed Western at 4s ti^d; peas 6s 6d IProvlslons. Sic. Pork at 66s ;|bacon 34s for short clear.
Cheese 03s 6d for American; tallow at 24s yd for
American; lard, 34s 9.

MARINE

Absolutely

ALL

Nsis Nnlis, Prince Ed.
Island, and t'spe Hrnsn.

The new Steamers ot this Line will leave Kail
road Wharf, foot of State street, every MONDAY
and THURSDAY at 6.00 F. M„ for EASTP0R3
and ST. JOHN, with above connections.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked h
destination. (^“Freight received up to 4.00 p. m
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply ai the Untor
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other lnfor
■nation at Company’s Office, Kallroad Wharf, foci
of State street.
J. B. COYLE, JR.,
nov20dtf
Oen’l Manager.

GENTLEMEN’S GOODS.

A marvel of purity,
This powder never varies.
strength and wbolesometiess. More economical,
than the ordinary kinds, and can not be sold In
competition with the multitude of low test, short
weight, alum or phosphate powders. Sold onlu in
cans. Royal Baking Powder Co., 106 Wall St
N. Y.1u2dly

OB TUB LATTER

v

Suu sets.4 41 U1KU wa,er

offered:

Positive Cure

>N RECEIPT OB

LONDON. Jan. 24. 1887.—Consols lor money
closed to-day at 100 7-16.
LONDON, Jan. 24,1887—U. 8. 4s, at 131; do
4%s, 113.
LIVERPOOL, Jan. 24, 1887—Cotton market
quiet—uplands 6 3 16d; Orleans 6 5-l(id;sales 10,000 bales; speculation and export 1000 bales.

Alaska.New

I shall offer for sale several Odd Lots of Goods and many Regular
Lines at very low prices. The sale to continue till Feb. 1st. The object of this sale is to reduce stock of Fall and Winter Goods, and to
dispose of all Odd Lots, Samples, Misfits, &c., &c., in my stock. All
sales will be for cash, uo credit given at these prices under any circumstances. The following list mentions but a few of the bargains

POWDER
Pure.

AND

Ursiawick,

WINTER AKHANUEnENT.

Commencing Wednesday, Jan. 12th.

by leaving

ALL of those Painful

European Markets.
By Telegraph.]

FBOM

CLEARANCE

—

EHmI

l. ewlstim

EASTPORT. CAlAIS ST. JOHN N. B„ HALIFAX. N. S
wards

In

im

-FO»-

New

Arrangement

Winter

STEAMSHIP CO.,

COMPOUND,
Is

nl
T
KAMEU.
SALE!

Ruiuiord Falls & Burk field Railroad

International

a

VEGETABLE

mid-

9

7ys
(5%
6%
6%
1%

PORTSMOUTH— Sid 23d, soli Sarah W Law-

rench, Farrow, Norfolk.

mid-

Onldr.14%

Pbtosi.
Savage..
Sierra Nevada.
(lould & Curry.
Yellow Jacket.
Bulwer.
Eureka.
Hale & Norcross.
Union Con.

for Essex.

IN'

..

(By Telegraph.)

NEW BEDFORD-Sid 22d, sell Anna E J
Richmond; BayUs Wood, Coombs,
Snow, Handy, do.
WOOD’S HOLL—Ar22d, sch Duroc, Anderson,
Bunker City via New York; Hunter, Whitten,
Providence.
HYANNLS—Sid 22d, sch Isaac T Campbell,
Mayo, Boston for Philadelphia; J R Smith, Case,
do for Baltimore; A J Fahens, Peck. Rockland for
New York; Lizzie M Eells, for Boothbay.
BOSTON—Ar 23d, schs Minnie C Taylor, Leighton. Mobile; Albert H Waite, Nickerson, from
Bayonne, NJ.
Below, schs E H Cornell, R J Dun.
Passed Highlaud Light 23d, bound west, schs
Nellie J Diusmore, O D Withered, and Jonathan
Bourne.
Ar 24th. schs E H Cornell, Crocker,
Apalachicola; Cassle Jameson, Collins, Savannah; ML
Wood, Spaulding. Baltimore; Tim Field,McKown
Baltimore; Freddie Eaton, Peterson, Hoboken.
Old 24tli, barque Ethel, Thompson, Cardenas;
sch Dione. Kaynes, Hockport.
GLOUCESTER—Sid 23d, sells Ariosto, Boston
for Rockland; Laura & Marlon, and Etna, dofOr
Portland ; Annie S Green, do for Brooksville;
Mary, do for Rockland; Hope Haynes, Wlscasset
for Bridgeport; Douglas Haynes, do for Newport;
Sadie Corey, Boston for Winterport; Odell, aud
Edw L Warren, from Boston for Belfast; Eastern
Queen, do for Castlne; Addle M Seavey, Boston

It III. KOt DM.

ANNUAL

Morse, Lansll,
and Wm O

middling 9%c.

SAILINC DAYS GIF

niMCELLANEOUS.

—

middling 9c.
SAVANNAH, Jan. 24, 1887. Cotton .is quiet;
middling 9 1.16c.
CHARLESTON, Jan. 24, 1887—Cotton steady;
MEMPHIS,Jan. 24,1887.—Cotton quiet;
dling 9c.
MOBILE, Jan. 24,1887—Cotton is quiet;
dling 9c.

MISCKLI am:oi>.

ter.

Cattle Market.

By Telegraph.]
CHICAGO, Jan. 24, 1887—Cattle—receipts 7,000; shipments 3000; steady; shipping steers at
3 50®6 00; Stockers and feeders at 2 40®3 60;

NKW
receipts

Cld22d, schs Belle Hooper, GUkey, Matanzas;
Ella M Hawes, Purlngton, Galveston.
NEWCASTLE, DEL—Passed Idown 20tli, brig
Clias Dennis, from Philadelphia for Clenfuegos;
sell Mary A Hall, do for Fernandlna.
NEW YORK
Ar 22d, sells May M Dyer
Bradley, San Andreas 16 days; Norman. Smith.
Canning, NS; L T Whitmore, Blackington, from
St John, NB; J Keunedy, Warr, Calais; Decora,
Berry, Macliias; Geo W Glover, Morton. Rockland; Agricola, Whitmore, Fisher’s Islaud.
Ar 23d. sells Penobscot. Carter, Jacksonville
Lilian C Kaminski, Woodbury, Charleston: Sardinian, Hatch, Rockland.
Cld22d, sch Lewis A Hodgkins, Hodgkins, for
Jacmel.
Sid 22d, brig Atalaya, for Clenfuegos.
Passed the Gate 23d, sch Annie R Lewis, from
New York for-.
PERTH AMBOY—Sid 21st, sch Fanule Flint,1
Warren, Boston.
Ar 22d, sch Allston, Powers, New York.
WARREN—Sid 22d, barque Stephen G Hart
Pierson, Norfolk, to load for Asplnwall.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR-Salled 22d, schs
Emma K Smalley. Robinson, from Sbulee, NS, for
New York; Sarah Louise, Morrison, Bangor for
New York.
NEWPORT —Sailed 23d, sell Victory, Milliken,
from New York for New Bedford; Charlie & Willie, Philbrook. Newcastle for Wareham; Jennie
G Pillsbury, New York for Rockland.
EDGARTOWN—Ar 23d, schs American Chief,
Snow, and Gamecock, Robinson, Hyannls, to win-

A to.

eod&wlmo

A F\F.SM ,ts «»“*«»• and a new and
successful C1 Ktl: at your
own home,
by one who was deaf twenty-eight

DF

years. Treated by most of the noted specialwithout benefit.
Cured hiIn three
months, and since then hundreds of others.
Full

ists

particulars

sent

on

application.

T. 8. PAGE, No. 41 West 31st St.
o«t33eod»wtlm*
New York City.

.Reeling.

annual meeting of the stockholders of the
the International Steamship Company, will
be Holden at their office. Railroad Wharf, on
Wednesday. January 2«tb, 1887, at 3 o'clock p.
m., for the choice of Directors and the transaction of any other business that may legally come
before them.
H. J. LIHlTY, flec'y.

THE

January 18,1887.JanlSdtd
ANNUAL MGETINO.

fltllE Annual Meeting of the Maine Steam Ship
A Company, for the choice of officers and the
transaction of any other business that may legally
come before them, will be held at their office,
Franklin Wlmrf, on Wednesday, the second Uav
of February, 1887, at 10 n’eka-K a. m.
Per order, Henry Fox, Clerk.

January 24,1887.jang-tith
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tho people are responsible, and with
;hem it lays to make amends. The present
'ondition of the Indians was named as Dr.
Pepper’s last reason for his interest in tile
question. The speaker said that they should
be made a part of the people and found tho
-elution of the question in this course, and
the readiness of the Indians to become civil-

|)CO])le,

INDIANS.

Fourth Annual Meeting of the Wo-

'-*5.

______

THE

I

PORTLAND AND YECINITY.
Interesting
Taiu
indigestion, dyspepsia and too hearty j
eating is relieved at once by taking one of Carter's Little Liver Tills immediately after dinner.
Don't forget this.
jar>26d&wlw
from

BRIEF

The fog, rain and
ice off

JOTTINCS.
warm

weather took the

rapidly yesterday.

The State fair trustees will meet in this
city today to fix the date of the next fair.
;
George \V. Sanford, Hour and grain dealer,
Houlton, owes $3211 and nominal assets of
$3887.
We have received a handsome calendar
from I). & L. Slade & Co., Boston manufacturers of the Congress Yeast Powder.
C. B. Strout and party will go to Gardiner
and return, on the Maine Central train this
noon to give a test of the Sewall ear heater.
The Western Union Telegraph Company
contemplate rebuilding their line between
Bangor and this city in the spring as the
poles are worn out.
The Freemasons will celebrate the celebration of the 125th anniversary of the introduction of masonry into the State, with a*
grand banquet, March 20th,
Those Little Women who are to take part
in tile O. S. 1). are requested to meet at Reception Hall this afternoon at four o’clock,

<■'
_

Evening Meeting with

President Pepper’s Address.
The fourth annual meeting of the Maine
Branch of the Women's Indian Association
was held yesterday afternoon at the Second
Parish church vestry, the president, Mrs.
Frye in the chair. There was a very good
attendance nothwitliatanding the rain.
After the usual exercises the annual reports were read and adopted, and among the
interesting facts was elicited tins one, that
auxiliary societies have been formed during
the year at Bangor, Augusta, Bath and Auburn, and that thousands of pa^es bearing
on thq Indian questions have been circulated

during the

year.
secretary's report.
1 he work which we undertook immediately after our annual meeting January last,
was that of
our State,
hour

Eton

_

__

j

0

£

|

It

1

“Our

organizing Auxiliaries through
such auxiliaries have been
formed. Our president met the ladies of
Hon. E. C. Moody of York, who was a
Auburn, January 20th. and the ladies of
Bath, February 9th. The Augusta Society
member of Gov. Garcelon’s Council was in
was organized February 17th and the
Bangor tlie city yesterday.
Society bebruary 24th. The credit of these
State Senators Goodnow of Washington
organizations is due entirely to| our president for she braved discouragement! that
county and Fair of Aroostook county were
would have completely disheartened the rest
in town over Sunday.
of us. We are glad these auxiliaries exist,
Mr. C. S. Gosse, the well-known advertisand rejoice in the work they have done.
Our regular monthly meetings have been
ing agent, is going South today on a short
held in the various church vestries witli
business trip and for his health, which has
good
attendance each month, and original papers
been somewhat Impaired by a severe cold.
have been prepared for the same, bearing on
sharp.
Mr. II. A. Moore, wlio lias been in tlie custhe leading points of our work. Four parlor
■ The Yantic arrived at Key West from Asmeetings have been held, each characterized toms service several years, has been made
and
will
from
pinwail January 19th
proceed
by increased interest. Our Mission Depart- special agent of the Treasury for MassachuKey West to New Orleans about February ment bent a box of valuable goods to the
Kickapoos.a Mexican tribe which has had no setts, New Hampshire, Maine and Vermont
10th. All well on board.
with headquarters at Boston, to succeed Mr.
missionaries and no schools. The letter from
Rev. M. Crosley lectures this evening in
Rachel Cirk rejoicing that distant friends so Mark Harden, who has been transferred.
the Mechanic Association course, on “Scot- remembered this tribe gladdened all our
Rev. Dr. Arthur Swazey, the venerable
hearts, aud will be read in iproper order toland and her People” with a special referpastor of tho Third Presbyterian Church,
We presume all
day
understand
ence to Robert Burns, as this is the anniverpresent
the two fold object of this Association, and
Chicago, who died Saturday morning of aposary of tlie poet’s birthday.
also its lines of work. Its object first: “To
plexy, was born in Bucksport, June 22,
Tonight Mr. De Witt will deliver his lec- awakan or strengthen that public sentiment
1824, and was graduated at Bowdoin College
which shall aid our government in its
ture on “Celebrated Paintings by Old Masadopin 1844 and at tlie Bangor Theological Semitiod of a policy which, with due regard to
ters and their Reproduction in Line Engravthe principles of equity and justice involved
Ills first pastorate
nary three years later.
ings.” before the art students at the Society in past treaties with Indian tribes, shall, was in
Brighton, Mass. In I860 he became
where needs be gradually aud surely, lend to
of Art Building.
minis ter of the Third Presbyterian Church
the final abolition of the reservationsystem, byThere is a split in the ranks of the Salvagiving to Indians the same laws of protection, in Chicago, but resigned in 1879 in order to
tion Army. The right wing of the battalion
education and citizenship as are
enjoyed by take charge of The Interior, which, howevhas seeeeded and organized with the “Union other races among us. Aud second, by our
er, did not greatly flourish, so that Dr. Sv. azown educational or mission
work, or both
Salvation Army,” Major Charles Doughty
for and among Indians to hasten as much as
ey had to return to preaching.
Ho le. ves
commanding.
in our
power their Christianization and en- four daughters.
Officer Hanson has brought to Portland
franehisement. The linos of work pursued’
Mr. David Wasson, the well-known
of literature adapted to its
poet
Hatch, who lias just served a sixty days term the circulation
anil essayist, died at West
the circulation of memorials to Conobject;
Medford, Mass.,
In Auburn jail for stealing, and he will be
the
;
gress
securing popular meetings and ar- Friday. He was born in Brooksville, May
brought before Judge Gould today ou a ticles for the press; and the adoption of such 14, 1823, and in 1840
entered Bowdoin. but
other measures as are iu the judgment of the
charge of robbing Mr. Emerson, on the Bosdid not finish tlie course.
He studied law at
Executive Board best adapted to accomplish
ton boat, some time ago.
the work contemplated.
While we have Sedgwick, and then entered Bangor TheologCumberland
The triennial session jof the
faithfully sought to do all this our Society ical Seminary, ne was called to the
church
Congregational lias also made an effort to provide means to at
County Conference of
Groveland, Mass., but dismissed for his
Churches will meet with WiUlston church support a missionary among some one of the
sixty-six tribes still destitute of Christian radical views. He belonged to tho Radical
ou Thomas and Carroll streets, Wednesday
Instruction- This object we did not
Clubs and for a time preached to the Parker
held
afterwill
he
butthe mite which we raised for it weattain,
morning,
iiexf,"meetings
sent
Boston. He married Miss AbFraternity,
to
the
National
Association
The
are
noon and evening.
to be used with
public
cordially other
ide Smith whose brother was a professor at
funds destined for the same
purpose.
invited.
In October we met at the
Bangor Seminary. He contributed to the
vestry of Free
“The Sportsman’s Paradise,” the new book
street church, and Mrs. Tuttle addressed us.
Atlantic Monthly, tlie Radical and North
All present were^moved by her
of which Gporge M. Haynes, of Camden, is
remarks.cominc so feelmalv from onp wim m ow ***+
America^Review. He leaves one son, G. S.
the author, and which treats of the famous
the government among the
Wasson, the marine artist.
Indians when a
Rangely Lake region is now being circulated. bride, and labored
lor twelve years so faithIt is published by the Maine Central and
fully among them. At the close of the meetRAILWAY MATTERS.
Sandy River Railroads. The work is one of ing several names were added to our memher ship; In November we met at
street
High
general interest, and reflects credit on its church,
and in the audience was Mrs. Bliss
BOSTON 4 MAINE FKKIGHT BRAKEMEN.
author,
the missionary from Constantinonle.
The freight brakemen in the employ of the
She
was
prevailed upon to address us, and made Boston &
Quite a fleet of fishermen put into port on
Maine Kailroad Company, on
the following statement which interested all
Saturday, and report very rough weather on
In the early days of foreign
missions, the Wednesday last, presented the general manthe fishing grounds, so much to that many Indians gave assistance to
our missionary
ager with a request for an advance in their
of them did not stop to pick up their trawls,
work, and now the children of native mis- wages to the uniform
rate of $2 per day,
sionaries have formed a society and raise anbut hurried into port, losing a large part of
about $75 for the support of Indian their present pay being of three different
nually
their gear, some leaving as many as seven
girls at Hampton, thus showing that heath- grades $1.75, $1.80 and $1.90; also that ten
hundred lines.
ern Turkey is helping Christian
America in hours should constitute a day’s work, and
the work of converting her heathens 1”
Bark G. M. Stanwood was sold at auction
that all time worked over ten hours should
Our press work has been
carried be
at Boston on Saturday by the United States
faithfully
on.
Oor library has been increased. Several
paid for pro rata. The general manager
Marshal for $8000. The object of the .sale petitions have
of the road stated to the committee
been sent to Congress, and
representwas to satisfy several lien claims. The bark
different State Legislatures. We have held
ing the employes that the request should receive
Ins
the
and
that
the
attention,
during
Boston <fc
year correspondence with several
was purchased by Portland parties.
She is
Maine Itailroad corporation would
of the auxiliaries of the different
pay as
States, rea vessel of 522 tons, built at Uarpswell in
ceiving words of encouragement and giving much to its men as any railroad running into
18T9.
Boston.
9aine-, An extensive correspondence
with the missionaries engaged in the various
fields has also been carried on, in order to
School Committee.
A Shipmaster's Complaint.
better understand the work of the different
The regular monthly meeting of the school
The Baltimore Sun of the 21st, says:
and
to
tribes,
encourage the workers.
We
board was held last evening. Present,
Capt. E. H. Marwick, of the American bark have corresponded with the Eastern schools
Messrs. Crandall, McGowan, Holden, MerVVe have circulated several hundred
Rose Innes, of Portland, which arrived yescopies
of the Annual Report,” “President’s
rill, Bradley and McAlpine. In the absence
Adterday from Caleta Buena, Peru, says he was dress.
The Mohawk Correspondence,” of the
Mayor Col. Merrill was elected chairplaced under great inconvenience at HampSuggestions of Friends,” and other literary
Roads, where he had, gone for orders. matter, and thousands of pages of iiterature man pro tem.
The records of the last; month were read
bearing on the Indian question.
We are
He states jiis^Ms as follows: “I arrived
confident that this report gives but a faint
and approved.
«HTamptrm Roads the 14th instant, at 9 p. idea of the work required
of us as an organThe Superintendent of Schools and the
As soon as the anchor was down 1 went
m.
ization, and of what we wish to obtain.
1
here
is
much
Supervisor’s report on the various schools as
to
be
done
and
room for many
ashore to telegraph to W. R. Grace, New
workers. We
our coming together togenerally in good condition. The matter
York, and request my orders. It was too day will be thehope
means of rousing some hithof the imperfect heating and ventilation of
late, and I had to return the following day. erto indifferent. May we not claim from all
the High school building was
present your future interest and sympathy
A customs officer came the following day,
discussed, and
your influence, aid and prayers ?
remedies suggested. Col. Merrill stated that
looked at the crew and told me that after 24
Respectfully submitted,
the committeejon the High school
hours 1 must go to Norfolk and report myhad, two
Sophie H. Webster,
years sinoe, procured plans and specifications
self, and enter and clear if I remained longCorresponding Secretary.
from
an expert pointing out the manner in
January 24th, 1887.
er than 48 hours.
My orders came to prowhich the defects of the High school in retreasurer’s report.
ceed to Baltimore, but having a head wind I
The treasurer, Miss Hattie I>. Bailey, re- gard to heating and ventilation can be remwas obliged to remain in the Roads.
Now
that she hau received $201.16 the past idied at an expense of not over
comes the hardest.
The next day was Sun- ported
$5000, and
year. A barrel of clothing was sent to the
day, and my time for entering and clearing Kiekapoos, valued at $50, and a box was that the same had been presented to ;the city
sent by ladles who heard Mrs.
was up at 9 p. ni. that day. I had to remain
Puller, and government since, but no attention had been
were anxious to send their aid.
The Asso- given to it. It was suggested that in making
at Hampton Roads all day Sunday and Monciation owns twenty volumes written in
the
up the next year’s estimates this matter
day at an expense of $45 per day to the vessel. interest of the Indians, which they circulate
should again be pressed more than ever beOn Monday I lost a fair wind by going to
freely to those interested.
fore, for an adequate ^appropriation for remNorfolk to enter and clear, which took all
PETITION COMMITTEES.
the day. It seems to me that if this arbitraThe petition committees reported as peti- edying the above mentioned defects.
tions to Congress: The Indiau
The question of non resident children in
ry law is to prevail, there should be business
Appropriation Bill, the Hawes Sioux Bill, and the Sevthe schools was considered and the superinforesight enough to keep a customs officer at eralty Bill. The
Severalty Bill having tendent was requested to ascertain facts
in
Hampton Roads with authority to enter and passed the Society will this winter turn
its
clear vessels, without subjecting the ship attention to the bill for the relief of tbe Mis- certain schools.
sion Indians of California.
On motion of Dr. Crandall, chairman of
and master to the inconvenience and expense
OFFICERS ELECTED.
committee on examination of teachers,
of going to Norfolk to do so. An officer is
President—Mrs. Myra E. Frye,
Voted, That a certificate of the first class
kept there to carry out the law. Why not
vice Presidents—Mrs. Elizabeth II. Bonnev
ortland; Miss M. B. Stevens. Auburn: MlsTi’ be granted to Miss Louise M. Harvey on iher
empower him to fill the most important
examination.
1
,,aIlgor; Mlss Susan Waldron, Aupart?”
guMa
On motion of Dr. Crandall,
ltecordlng Secretary-Miss Julia W. Soule,
Voted, That the paragraph in the second
;y. w. c. t. u.
Secretary-Mrs.
Charles
E. Web^.responding
order passed at the last meeting, which order
The annual meeting of the Y. W. C. T. U.
Treasnrer—Miss Hattie r. Bailey
relates to rank in the High school,and reads:
Librarian—Miss George F. Thurston.
No pupil in said High school shall be inadjourned from last week, met at the W. C.
Auditor-Mrs. Charles H. Daniels
formed of the rank in any
T. U. headquarters at 2.30 yesterday.
study, ortho averExecutive Board—Mrs. Alfred
Mrs.
Woodman,
of
age
rank, of any other pupil in
Uevotional exercises were led by Miss Cor- A. K Cox, Mrs. George F. Thurston, Mrs. A. L. the said
school, be reconsidered and the folMrs- Margaret Mernelia Libby.
.in
»,MlS.S
Reports were presented by ltll,
lowing paragraph substituted in its place:
Mrs.
L. H. Cobb. Mrs. M. E.
Mrs.
Charles Rogers, Mrs. F. H. Hoothby, Goold,
Miss Gertrude Stevens, president of the Y,
Any pupil in the High school shall be inMrs. C. A.
£,UWIU Element, Mrs.
formed, on request, of his or her own rank
Miss Emma Moses the treasurer, Miss Maria Baxter
in any study, or of his or her own
average
A. Rogers, chairman of the kitchen garden
Tho following are the chairmen of depart- of ranks, but shall not be informed of the
rank of anv other minil
work, and Mrs. E. S. Osgood for the secreta- ment committees:
On motion of Mr. Bradley,
tary.
Current Indian News- Mrs. Howard Taylcr
Press Committee-Mrs. Charles
From the reports we learn that a Band of
Voted, That Coi. Merrill be requested to
Ogden.
Public Meetings—Mrs. Henry Blanchard
write the annual report, on the part of this
Hope containing forty members has been
Mission Work—Mrs. J. E. McDowell.
board, for the current year.
maintained at the Friendly Inn, two kitchen
Friendly Itelatious with W. C. X. U.—Mrs. Geo.
Voted, That the vote of absence of Miss
S. Hunt.
A. A. Clark be extended two months.
garden classes have been organized; the'
Petitions-Mrs. Elizabeth H. Bonney.
flower mission, formerly cared
Bills and pay rolls for the month amount
r by the W.
The meeting was very interesting throughC. T. U., has been wholly taken charge of
ing to $7,449.48 were presented.
out. Several delegates from different
parts
by the “Y."
of the State were present.
The Auburn
During the year 25 business meetings have society was represented by Mrs. Pulsifer Meeting of tho Woman's Foreign
been held. Social work has been represent- and the Bangor
Missionary Society.
society by Mrs. Dcnio.
ed by six sociables; a musicale at Congress
Blankets woven by the Navajos were on
The Maine Branch of the Woman’s
Foreign
at
same plan parlor muHal), lullaby songs
exhibition and were mucli admired.
Missionary Society of the M. E. Church held
sicale at Miss Lillie Beck’s, and a picnic
THE EVENING MEETING.
a meeting at Pine street church
yesterday
for the Band of Hope children.
The evening meeting in the Second Par- afternoon. The number
present, despite the
There are 51 active, 3 associate and 12 hon- ish church was
interesting, but was not unfavorable weather, evinces the interest
orary members; $110 have been raised, and
largely attended. The officers of the Asso- that these Christian women feel in the work
$95 expended, leaving a balance of $15 in ciation and Itev. Messrs.
Pepper, Small and in which they are engaged. Mrs. F. A. Robthe treasury.
Ogden occupied seats upon the platform with inson, the conference secretary, presided.
It was voted to hold a public meeting at an
the pastor, Mr. Daniels.
After singing by The Scriptures were read by Miss Tuckwell,
early date.
the choir, reading from the
Scriptures by and a fervent prayer was offered by Mrs. J.
On motion of Miss Libby, the election of
Mr. Daniels and prayer by Dr.
Small, Presi- W. Bashford.
officers was postponed to Monday, Jan. 3lst,
dent Pepper of Colby University was introBishop Walden delivered a very interesting
the time of the next regular meeting.
duced by Mr. Daniels as the speaker of the
address, setting fortli the beneficial results
Misses Libby, Simmonds and Mrs. Osgood
evening.
that have followed the organization of this
were added to the committee on nominations.
Dr. Pepper, in the course of his
address, society.
gave the reasons for bis own interest in the
1st—It has assisted in oponing up new
Deering Village Improvement Asso- Indian question. The first of these reasons fields for missionary work.
2d—It has aroused the conscience of the
ciation.
is that the Indian is a member of the brothchurch.
erhood of man.
The regular meeting of the executive counMen arc willing and eager
3d—It has greatly quickened the zeal of the
cil of the Village Improvement Association to recognize their equals os brothers, but it church all througli the country.
is easy for them to think that those
Vast aud important as is the effect of the
was held last evening. The street committee
people in
reported that lanterns and reflectors for trial a degraded condition of life are a lower work in foreign lands, it is not so important,
class of beings. Those who are today workin its relation to the conversion of the
had been ordered and would be placed in poold,
sition at once.
ing for tlisibetter treatment of tho Indians as is Its effect upon the church at home.
The Bishop pleaded earnestly and elorealize ttheir true nature and their right to
The committee on lectures were instructed
to furnish tickets free to schools, attending
claim a position as men. Another reason
quently for monthly missionary meetings in
all our churches, and gave numerous practiin a body, to several of the entertainments
advanced by Dr. Pepper for bis interest in
cal and valuable suggestions concerning the
of tlie Association. It was voted to purthe question is the intelligence and ability
chase the piano now in the hall to be paid
for improvement evinced by the Indians.
prosecution of missionary work.
for from the proceeds of the entertainments
The Indians have always possessed a sense
Methodist Ministerial Association.
now in preparation.
of honor and are capable of great heroism
At the meeting of the Foreign Missions
The meeting adjourned tn Saturday even- and endurance.
Their religious beliefs
should not be forgotten.
Society, (yesterday afternoon, Bishop Waling next.
den, who is in attendance on the Methodist
As his third reason, Dr. Pepper referred to
Base Ball.
the history of the Indians.
Can we fail to Ministerial Association meetings, made an
George A. Wright, a son of Harry Wright, have an interest in the mystery which en- address, as will be found elsewhere, and at
ha* applied for a position as pitcher on the
shrouds their past? We call them the abo- the gathering of the Association at Pine
Portland team for next season. lie is recom- rigines, but when and from where did
they street church in the evening Rev. W. S.
come? Scientists liave studied the question
mended by his father, who would like him to
Jones, Presiding Elder, delivered the serof
their origin, but who lias yet answered it
be under the management of Mr. Spence.
mon.
to
himself
or
others?
If
The contract of John McGrury with the satisfactorily
Today the regular business of the Associamystery of ancestry will interest us in an
Portland club was received from New York individual surely such a mystery will inter- tion will begin witli a prayer meeting at 9
est us in a race. One thing which will ina. m., led by Rev. Mr. Martin, followed by
yesterday.
terest us in them is that where we live, they
reports from the churches at 10 a. m., and
McGuunigle’s new Lowell team includes once lived. Here they lived and loved
and
Grady, Cudworth, Hartnett, Toffllng, J. Sul- •lau their sorrows. They owned our State, followed by essays on dfferent topics disits bays and rivers, its mountains and valcussed by the members of the Association.
livan and Patton.
leys. Where they expected to continue to
live, we now have our homes. It is not in
Peris and the Four Napoleons.
man to disregard a band like this.
Runaway.
Had the
Indians retired of their free will from their
Mr. Bolton’s illustrated lecture on “Paris
Yesterday afternoon the horse attached to lands, for
due reward, it would only be
and the Four Napoleons,” to be given at
the ambulance belonging to the United States
human for us, their successors, to feel an
Marine Hospital ran away on Commercial interest in them, but we know that they did City Mali next Thursday evening, in the Y.
not leave of their own freewill. Doubtless.
M. C. A. course, is considered oue of the
street. The driver and the other occupant of
Hod intended this country to be settled by
best of his many interesting lectures The
the ambulance were thrown out but escaped
the white men. The white men, however,
views are said to surpass those of last Thursnjury. The horse cleared himself from the sinned in their treatment of the Indians.
The Indians have been, and are being
day evening. Many of the illustrations have
sleigh at the head of Franklin wharf, and
wronged, the greater part of the Blame rust- never been shown in this city. Good rewas finally secured near the United States
ing in the government. As the government served scats can be secured at
Stockbridge’s.
hotel.
is only the expression of the will of the
■

^

MUItKAY AND MUttl-llY.

evident that people wanted to see
Visitors,” judging by the way
(
Theatre last night.
I they crammed Portland
Three times the treasurer stopped selling at
ized.
the box office, hut the crowd insisted each
Rev. Mr. Ogden was called upon but said I time on the renewal of the sale, agreeing to
that ho should defer his address until some
lie satisfied with admission tickets without
luture time as he had had no opportunity for
the privilege of seats. At last, when every
preparation.
toot of space wns occupied, Mr. Newell shut
Mr. Daniels referred to Frank Modoc, the
down altogether, and about 4(H) disappointed
Indian who spoke in this city two years ago,
The play is the
ones were turned away.
as an evidence of the power of the "Indian as
same as when seen here before, and the
a man.
Mr. Daniels also called attention to
audience evidently enjoyed Messrs. Murray
tho blankets
made by Navajo
Indians
and Murphy if laughter and applause is any
which were upon the pulpit.
criterion.
Dr. Small spoke briefly, referring to tho
LONGFELLOW LODGE ANNIVERSARY.
unjust treatment of the Indians.
Judge
Longfellow Lodge, No. 43, Knights of
Bouncy then effered the following which
was unanimously adopted:
Pythias, will celebrate its third anniversary
Resolved: Tliat on lielialf of justice and true inin its Castle Ilall tomorrow evening with
terests of both the white and tlie redtraces, it is
music and recitations, closing with an order
the pressing duty of Congress, immediately to
of eleven dances. The following is the expass tlie Indian bills known as "The Hilt for the
cellent
programme for the entertainment:
Relief of the Mission Indians of Californiaand
tlie “Dawes Sioux Bill;” and for this legislation
Overture.
Chandler's Orchestra.
we, as a popular assembly of United States citizens hereby earnestly pray that honorable body.
Kemeinber thy Creator.Kliodes
Schubert Quartette.
The meeting was dismissed with the beneAurelia’s Unfortunate Young Man.M. Twain
diction by Rev. Mr. Ogden.
Mr. M. Dennett.
Marguerite......
.Dauza
Mrs.
Nettie A. Bellows.
PERSONAL.
Violin Duet—Klauge ans dem Thurlnger Wald.

men’s Indian Association.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

EW

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

NEW ADEVUTIME.TIENTS.

EOL'CATIONAl..

AUCTION 9A1KI.

THE SPRIIG TEHH

F. O. BAILEY & CO.

OF

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

!

The Second

was

(February) Number Now Ready.

Kir

Irish

Geipel
Miss Addie Perry, Miss Nellie Young
London Lecture...........Arteinas Ward
Mr. M. Dennett.

Solo.

Miss Annie F. Pitcher.
The Golden King.
X i„lev
J
Mis. Nettie A. Fellows..
Symphony.
.Victor Morel
Miss Addle Perry, Miss Nellie
Young.
Kobiu Adair.
Buck
Schubert Quartette.
Mr. J. W. Woodbury will be the accom-

panist. Chandler’s orchestra will furnish
music for the dance.
THE WAGES OF SIN.

Charles C. Maubury will appear at Portland Theatre

Friday

and

Saturday evenings

SCRIBNER’S MAGAZINE.
25 CENTS A NUMBER.

From The Christian Union.
“Scribner’s Magazine tills a distinct place of
its own; it Is literary in tone in the broadest and
best sense; tt is high In Its standard and admirable in its execution; It is notably even In its excellence. It should be addedlthat there Is ample
evidence that the coming issues are to Increase
rather than diminish in merit.”

From The London Times.
“Scribnek’s Magazine is good. The opening
article is ot especial Interest.
The short stories
are readable, and the serial story, a study of New
England farm life, contains a [verbal] picture
grim and powerful enough to stimulate one's expectations for the future.”
From "Punch" London.
! “Scribner's Magazine shows that its publishFrom The Philadelphia Ledyer.
ers have by no means forgotten their rare skill
and admirable taste In mechanical get up and lit“Scribner's Magazine easily and gracefully
steps into the very front rank of monthly magaerary value. The initial nnmber contains a great
excuse
and
for
beown
brilliant
zines,
I variety of valuable literary work and we heartily
brings Its
welcome the new comer.”
ing.”

to Frank Harvey’s
“The Wages of
Sin, which the Newplay,
1 ork World speaks
highly of. The sale of seats will begin at

FOR SALE BY

*0*llemUtanee should be sent by post money order

NOTES.

be obtained at Stockbridge s for W. H. II. Murray’s reading in
the course tomorrow night.
The casts for the Gilbert & Sullivan
operas
to be given m City Hall next week
by the
I) Oyley Carte company, are
tickets should be secured at Stockbridge7s
b
can

or

registered letter to

CHARLES SCRIBNER'S SONS,

Publishers,

745 and 745 Broadway, New Fork.

jan25

PORTLAND
CLOTHING
COMPANY.

Hr. Edwin Booth and Mr. Lawrence Barrett will star together next
season, presenting ‘Julius Cwsar,” with Mr. Booth as
Brutus and Mr. Barrett as Cassius; “Othello, with Mr. Barrett as the Moor and Mr.
Booth as Iago; “Hamlet,” with Mr. Booth in
the title role and Mr. Barrett as the Ghost;
King Lear,” with Mr. Booth as the aged
monarch and Mr. Barrett as
Edgar, and
Macbeth, with Mr. Booth in the title role
and Mr. Barrett as Macduff. It is also
probable that a double bill will bo
given, with
Mr. Booth as Shylock, followed by Mr.
Barrett in “The king’s Pleasure,” or Mr.
Booth as Don Ciesar de Bazan and Mr. Barrett as David Garrick. The prices for the
best seats will be 82.50, or 83 possibly, and
the season will be for 200 nights.

Manufacturers,

THIS WEEK

the owners of the Warren block and the
town authorities so that the sidewalk—the
troubles in relation to which have been published in the Pkess—could be kept clear, and
the responsibility in the matter determined.
As Judge Kay was absent, no decisive
steps
were taken, but it is proposed to serve a notice on the proprietor of the building to put
a guard rail on the roof to
prevent ava-

lanches.

_

How many persons there are who are fond
of hot biscuit, but who dare not eat them

through fear of the consequences. We
glad to assure our readers, however, that

TURNER

%

BROS.,

OFFER

Cheney Bros. Jersey Silks
Cheney
inches

wide,

The

prices

all except the plain black will
be advanced Jan. 31st.

CORNISH BROTHERS.

large

Owen, Moore & Go.

stock into

only, or on tin;
slight udvance.

•

have

We

Ladies' full fashioned Ingrain Colors,

just Purchased
Packages of the

Fifty dozen Ladies’ Heavy All Wool,
with Merlno|Heels and Toes, at 27 cents.
Ten dozen Ladies’ Silk Plated, in very
handsome colorings, to be sold at $1.00
per pair.

Boys Underwear has been

Men’s and

marked down. On all odd lots we are making a discount of 25 and GO per cent.

2°’ L°reUZ0 NorWood alld

Fifty Men’s Gossamer Rubber Coats,
marked down from $2.00 to $1.00 each.

DEATHS.

Three hundred pairs Men’s Wool Socks
to be sold at 16 cents.

years*3 montiis!*111’
of funerul

F’ Uea>’ a<^ »»
[Notice
hereafter.]
Iu Deeriug, Jau, 24. Sarah, wife of
Ueorge
* W.
Pollock, aged lid years 10 mouths.
[Funeral oil Wednesday afternoon at 2 o’clock
from her late residence,
[leering. Burial private.
lu Durtiani. Jan. is, Win. B.
Benuetf, aged 70
years 4 ifionths 21 days. Also, same
day, his wife
Mary It. Bennett, aged 02 years 2 months.
,'vort,i. Jan. 15, Mrs. Philena Jelllson,
0JLUiV
aged 51 years 5 mouths.
Tn East Surry, Jan. 10, Capt. Michael
Bellatty,
3
aged 68 years 10 mouths.
In West Trenton, Jail. 16. Seth If.
Douglas,
B

Three hundred pairs, with Merino Heels

Toes, to

and

be sold at 20 cents

We have

EACH PACKAGE CONTAINS 101-2 LBS.
We shall sell this Tea at

I

65c. lb. by the Box.
Retail.
175c. lb.
-

aud

Spanish Worsted Knitting Yarn, which
sells at 26 cents, to be sold out at 16 cents.

Pongee Silk, In fancy colors,

38

cents

Six hundred Genuine French Toeth
Brushes, In sizes suitable for Ladies or
Men, to be sold at 13 cents each. This
without question is the best bargain we
have ever sold In Tooth Brushes.

Rheumatism

large lot of good English Hair Brushes
be sold at 50 cents.

A

According

to the best authorities,
originates in a
condition of tho blood. Lactic acid, caused by the decomposition of the gelatinous and albuminous tissues, circulates with the blood and
attacks the fibrous tissues,
particularly in the
Joints, and thus causes the local manifestations of
the disease. The back and shoulders are the
parts usually affected by rheumatism, and the
Joints at the kuees, ankles, hips aud wrists are
also sometimes attacked. Thousands of people
have found in Hood’s Sarsaparilla a positive and
permanent cure for rheumatism. Tills medicine
by its purifying and vitalizing action on the blood
corrects the cause of the disease, and it also gives
strength to every function of the body. If you
suffer from rhuematlsm try Hood’s
Sarsaparilla.

to

morbid

the

everybody.

jAmos&
I

591
JtDlO

at

All the soiled and od<lpieces of Muslin
Underwear and Aprons In stock to be sold
at 25 per cent, discount.
Grand display of new Hamburg Embroideries will be open TO-DAY.

Ho. 197 Middle Street.

WATCHES.

Owen. Mooie & Go.
jau25

Bargains

store of

I

ITTLE
II
■

They

trcHH from Dyspepsia JB
I n d i g e b lieu and To.

fl

lloarty Ealing. A pcr-W

feet remedy for l)i/.zi-H
ness, Nausea, Drowri-®
ness, Bnd Taste m theH
Month, Coated
Tain in the Side. S:
They regulate the Bovr Tif
L.
and prevent Con -:
nation and Piles. TbotnoaUeauDu easiest to takoJB
Only one pill a dose. 40 In a vial. Purely
Stable. Price 25 cents, 6 villa by

TongueV
31

Veg-H
innilfor$1.00JB
CARTER MEDICINE CO.,[Vop'is, New York. ■
ggldby.allpiuggipte.____
Ji

In

gold and silver watches

at

the now

ue

without change.

MTu&Tli3t

A

Du
ft.
..

_

__

Deft.
I

years* study and expertIn an extensive nu*dle»1 practice.
are

They

Purp|yregetable.harmless.

Neoiled by every young man,
a abort apace of time at

can

bo

conr.nlent, and
YuUy eaelent.

®

take

None but thorough anil experienced teachRoome open for biiainene day
employed.
and evening six day* each week. For full
par*
ticular* send for catalogue.
F. L. 8IIAW, Principal.
er*

fl
U* K
AND
BB

U. K.
“*

wonder-

Wuiutrt to can

Hssrtbarn la | nlnata,

ft/

n

Q. K.
asp
BE

D.K. *2ari“ O.K.
dart-

acquir-

Shaw’s Business College
° *
PORTLAND, ME.

*****

pleasant In taste and action.

A

ed In

LOZENGES.

Mark K. Woodburv, M.D.. Ex-President of
th® Naw Ham ptt hire Centml District Medical
Society
of Concord, ft a The D.
**■’• are thoreeultof

thirty

A

f|
If
U* **'
TAKE
A

TAKE
A

Co.Us.ww la s
Dyspepsia la Idaye.
WITHOUT FAIL.

n If

Can be

_____

TAKE
A

—_

AND
B*

procured of any

fl K

druggist for SO cents a box
(trial else IS cents).
Bent by mall anywhere.

AND

*

D*

D. Ks WOODBURY. WESTON i CO., 0, J(t
-——1 Preys., WhlteXsid, U. I—.
K.

eod6m

DOOLITTLE * SMITH,
S«Utng Ag*mu,

WAITE,

94 and 90

Tremont Htre«t, Boston.

—AT—

practical school of business, having a National College Bank, with a cash capital of $200,000
organized In 1804. The best facilities offered,
experienced teachers employed 111 each department, and thorough Instruction guaranteed. The
short band and type-writing taught by a practical
stenographer. Sessions, six days and evenlugs.
Kates very low. Catalogue free. Any further

MISS

WOLHAUPTER'S

KID GLOVE STOKE.

SCHOOL

button Undressed, Emb.
50 cents.
50 dozen 4 button Emb. Kids, worth
$1, for 50 cents.
500 pairs All Wool Mittens at 10 cts.

FOR YOUNG LADIES AND CHILDREN.
The

sipring

Term will begin
February In.

Tuesday,

The Frenrh rla.se. will be e.ndnclrd on
the 31ci.trr.«T>nft My.tent.
cllw
jan2J

GRAND

ANNUAL

177

MIDDLEST.,

ihr

Po.i Ollier. Keparing
Jewelry In all Its branches, a

Tuesday and Wednesday, Jan. 25 and 2t>,

Wo buy the cloth DIRECT
FROM THE MILLS, BY THE
CASE AND FOR CASH, trimmings of all kinds in the same
way, manufacture them in our own
workshops, under our own supervision. We therefore ARE ABLE
to furnish the FINEST and medium grades of Ready Made Cloth-

ing

TXT'ANTED—Situation In Grocery or Provhr
I
Ion store, have had experience and understands Book-keeping; can furnish references. Address A. B., Press Office.
26-1

TXTAKTEO—At

306 Congress street; a capable girl, one who can cook and iron well.
No washing required. Dr. 11. P. MERRILL.
^ ^
m

WALE—Gentleman's driving horse; grey
FOK
mare; voung; kind; sound. Will be sold at

a
bargain. 'Inquire of R. JOHNSON, No. 61
25-1
Commercial street.

TXTANTED—To buy <1,000 worth of cast-ofl
Clothing of all kinds; highest cash price
paid. Call, or address immediately, MR. S.
LEVY.

07

Middle Street. Portland.

26-1

AT THE LOWEST

PRICES

FOR THE

QUALITY

IN NEW ENGLAND.
Now that

we

are

we are

REDUCING

offering

dec29

ITT middle Si.

OVERCOATS,

Suits and Pants,
For Meu, Boys and Children, at less
than the bare cost. In many cases, of
the materials used. Anybody, if they
will take the pains to investigate, will
see at a glance, that the prices are without precedent for the quality, all considered.
We mention a few prices showing difference between NOW and before January 1st.
Men’s and Young Men’s All Wool Suits,
retail price $10, now only 0; sizes 35
to 40.
muuBuiBu s
nue r.ngiisu
ivniproru
Suits, cut Sack, color Black, retail price
$20, now selling at $15.
Men’s line heavy All Wool Ulsters,
Wool Lined, 30 to 40 size, regular retail price, $18, now selling at $12.
Oeuts’ Hue Oxford Black and Brown
Chinchilla Beuver Overcoats at only

$20; $25 quality.
Young Men’s ilue Blue Chinchilla
Beaver Overcoats, extra $15 quality,
now only $12 each.
Youug Men’s $18 to $20 quality Blue
Chinchilla Overcoats for $15.
Large lot of Men’s low priced Overcoats at 83.50, $5, $0, $H and $10;
many of them half price.
Extraordinary Bargains are offered
iu Men’s and Young Men’s All Wool
Suits at $10, $12 and $15.
A few Uoublc Breasted Straight Frock
Coats and Vests in Black Worsted, at
only $7 each, 812 quality.
l'_5 Boys’ All Wool Suits, in sizes for
boys 14 to 17 years, In Black, and

Brown aud Blue Worsteds aud flue All
Wool Cassimeres, former and regular
retail prlee $12 and $15, now only $8
and $10 per suit.
Large lot of Boys’ Knee Pants, in sizes
for boys 4 to 12 years at 25, 50, 75c,
$1. $1.25 and $1.50.
We are offering some unequalled bargains In Boys’All Wool Knee Pants at
$3.50, $5, $C, $7 and $8.

Heavy Riding Ulsters,
regular price #10, now selling at

#0.
Men’s superior quality Leather
Jackets at #4 each, the lowest
price ever named iu this quality.
Cardigan Jackets only #1, #1.50
and #2, reduced prices; slightly

damaged.
Hoys’ Overcoats

at

10 years.

$1, sizes

4 to

SHINE’S,

498 CONGRESS STREET,

COR. BROWN.

All the Remnants accumulated for the
past six months consisting of Black and
Colored Dress Goods, Silks, Velvet
Trimming Goods, White Goods, Bleached
and Unbleached Cotton, Table Lineus,
Furniture Covering, Crash, Flannels,
Pant Cloths, Cloakings, Cotton Shirtings, Ticking, Silesia, Cambrics, llamburgs, Laces, Embroidery, odd lots
Gloves and Hosiery will be sold regardless of cost. In order to make this sale
a great success, we shall offer
many
1 Case of Foulard Cambrics, 30 inches
at 6 1-4 cents.
1000 yards English Silesia Remnants,
0 1-4 cents a yard.
5000 yards best Cambric at 3 cents
per yard.
2 Cases Fast Colored Print at 3 1-2
cents.
500 yards Table Linen at 25 cents a
yard, worth 50 cents.
300 odd Napkins at 2 ceuts each.
500 yards double width Cashmere
Remnants at 17 cents per yard, worth
38 cents.
2 Cases Westbrook Ginghams, new
styles, at 8 cents per yard.
1000 yards New Hambnrgs, at 5, 8,
10 and 12 1-2 cents per yard, Just half

wide,

The MISSES HYDE, Dressmakers,

453 1-2

Congress SI, Clapp's

1.1.
(llW

DARRAH’S KID GLOVE STORE,
t'onffresN Street.

DEERINC

dec 23

*

BLOCK,

_

iltf

DECKIR
BROTHERS^1

1

PIANOS !
BURDETTORGANS.
Please call and hear the matchless tones of these
beautiful Instruments.

TE3CHNICON.

STOOLS m
WHOLESALE ANO RETAIL.

COVERS,
TUNING TO OROER.

SAMUEL THURSTON,
No. 3 Free Street Bloek, Portland.

octl4

dtf

dlw

GREAT BARGAINS.
Among the Special Bargains I
ing this weel, are

am

offer-

Jan 15

150 Triple Plated Castors at
81.50.
100 doz. Med. Knives, stamped Wm. Rogers & Son, Hartford, at 82.25.
150 doz. of the genuine and
reliable (1847 Rogers Bros.)
Med- Knives at 82.85.

Middle

A. M. WENTWORTH

JEWELERS,
509 Congress Street.

decl4

eodtl

BOOTS

CASH.

vs.

We will give $150.00 worth of Boots
anil Shoes for $100.00 In Cash ami con*
tlnne the same ratio down *o $1.00. We
hare $5000.00 worth of goods that
mast be turned into Cash, and Cush
Only. We do not wish to change goods
for Ledger Accounts at these rates.
Broken lots, samples, and all goods that
we
do not Intend to duplicate must
move.
Go where yon please and get the
best prices you can and then come to us
and we will discount them all. This
may be talking loud bnt we uieau bustness and have the goods to back it
up.
We intend to beat our own record on a
Marked Down Sale this year.

W. C.
1»U25

WARE,

Manager.
,Utt

prepared to offer one of the largest and finest
stocks ot choice goods to be found in the State,
consisting ot
Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, French
Clocks, Opera 6lasses, .Sterling
Sifter Ware, Ac.

Also a tine lot of Maine Tourmaline., mounted or unset. We cordially invite the public to
give us a call before purchasing.

339 Middle Street,

JanlB

BROWNS

BLOCK,

PORTLANO.

READ THIS.
Beaver Sets
$0.00
Nutria Sets
6.00
Coon Sets
6.00
2 inch Beaver Trimming $2.60 per yard;
3 Inch
$3.76. Monkey. Lynx. Otter, and
Skunk Skin Muns very low.
.....

No. 197

LOOK.
Wolf Robes
g4,oo
Buffalo Robes, Lined,
g.oo
Coon Skin Robes
10.00
and all others at prices never heard ot before.
...

...

No.

COE,
197

Middle

Street.

t'OIMMTHtt 6.1RIEITS.
We wish to call attention to the fact
that our Combination Suits, both Cotton
and Flannel, are made to order, and cat
from measure.
The garments are made from white
aud scarlet, all wool, heavy and light
merino, gauze and cotton.
The merino and wool suits are unshrinking. We warrant good fitting
and comfortable garments.

M. E.

Middle Street.

Portland.

GENTS,

eodtf

LADIES

•

Goods sent oat ot the cityon approval.
J. A. Mekkilx.
a. Kbits
apis
eodly

Wyer Greene & Go.,

FAIRWEATHER,

Mo. 8 Elm Street.

JanS

NOTICE.
PRENTISS

PORTLAND, ME.

!

are

interest in

LORINC,

to whom have also been transferred the
agencies of the

Street,

DIAMONDS

J. A. MERRILL Ac CO.

I have disposed of all my
Fire Insurance Business to

CLOTHING COMPANY,

eodST&ThCm

Opened Every Evening Until Christmas!

003

Boston & Portland

H.H. HAY & SON,

in their Retail Apothecary Department, No. 258 Kiddle St., Junction
of Free, give special attention to
preparing Prescriptions; their assistants are careful and competent;
the drugs and medicines used are
the purest and best obtainable.
They also make a specialty of obtaining for their customers rare
uud unusual medicines and proprietary goods. Their stock contains
a good line of Trusses, Crutches,
Braces, etc. Their prices arealways reasonable.

Street.

Jan22

.....

Block.

AND WILL OPEN NAItt II

jftll21

at

All of our Ladies’ uad Gent’s lined
Gloves and Mittens at COST to elose.
X. B.—We keep the only complete line
of Kid Gloves Tor Ladles, Gents and
Children in the state.

SHINE’S,
CongrcsN

....

Big bargains iu Boys’ Overcoats
at #5, #6, #7 aud #8.
4Ve cordially invite you to call

255

formerly of 614 Congress St., have taken r$oms

pair.

-A.T-

408

dtt

NOTICE.

a

All our Ladles’ and Hisses’ Winter
Garments at half price.

i

Spectacles and Eye Glasses accurately fitted

4

price.

of Watches

and
specialty. A
fine line of Opera Glasses for sale and to let
Prices low.

our

IS OUR SPECIALTY.

STRICTLY ONE PRICE.

•

All

Bock, worth $ 1 for

463

-ON-

*

DARRAH’S

In-

formation cheerfully furnished. Address,
L. A. OKAY. A. 31. Principal.
•®pl8
eodUm

and examine.

dlt

u&wlvnrm
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CLOTHING

Decided Bargains.

All of onr Hats we will sell at cost to reduce stock
We can show all the desirable styles
from 60 cents to $3.00.

neor

Fills. ■
also relieve Dis-M

<]iw

$1.00 each.

100 Doses One Dollar.

little

PKOF. j. p.
Ticoot, Who lias been
of the school for the past seven years
will retain its management, with Mr. o. C. Farrington, Of Cape Klzabeth, m Immediate charge of
the school.
Although Prof. Moody's contract terminated
with the tall term, it Is understood that he has
been Induced to renew It tor a period of two years,
and the administration of the school will contin-

Principal

Remnant Sale

Men’s

Sold by all druggists,
fijfcix for $5. Prepared
by C. 1. IlOOD & CO., Apothecaries, Low
11,
Mass.

these

Street.

AT COST.

man

Immediate Relief.

Co.,

HATS

<1.00 each,

Fifty dozen five hundred Bone imported
Corsets, to be sold as a leader this week

L. Millett

Congress

About twenty-five extra large size Hair
Brushes, which are actually sold in many
places at <3.00, we are going to sell at
A lot of fine Brushes made for the “PullPalace Car Company," but arriving
too late for their use, we purchased them
of the importer, and shall sell at 75 cents
each, which Is a very low price.

quality of this Tea

rare

convenient size of the
boxes ought to recommend it to

Shetland Wool In Scarlet and Blue, 6
cents skein, which usually sells for 20 cts.
Blue mixed Scotch Knitting Worsted,
large skeins, which usually sell at 32
cents, to be closed out at 20 cents.

sold.

i

The

pair.

ever

i

Best Berlin Zephyr Wool to be sold at
10 cents per ounce, which is Just half
price.

aged 81 years 8 months.
Ja Rockland, Jan. 15, Rva M., wife of Estabrook
J. Pease, aged 28 years.
111
Jan. 14, Aretemas, wife of Capt.
1
Isaae 1. Coombs.
InViualhaven, Jan. 15, lion. Moses Webster,
aged 09 years.
In China, Jan. 12, P. A. Dow, aged 72 years:
13th, Lydia Austin, aged 85 years.

juT!Positively Cured

some

lOO

Finest Formosa Tea

cents.

Excellent quality extra large sizes Fleecy
Llued Hose, at 50 cents.

JeIn..feMWXhon,:fsaI1'

fL.
wallaS

uk

three weeks ago, shows plainly
that the people of Portland and
vicinity, will appreciate honest and
reliable goods at low nrices.
Our business experience of several years has taught ns that there
is only ONE WAY TO REDUCE
OUR
STOCK, or to make a
FORCED SALE of any kind of
goods, and that is to MAKE LOW
PRICES, and never advertise anything or make statements in the
newspapers that is absolutely impossible to be done.

OUR STOCK

Tea!Tea!Tea!

Thirty dozen long Worsted Hose, in
Blacks, at 20 cents.

In Boston. Jan. 20, Walter 8. Bailey of Portland
and Miss Clara E. Leemau of Bostou.
lu Blddeiord, Jan. 10,
Joseph Dion and Miss
Heloise Hebert.
Rockland. Jan. 12. James Welsh and Mrs.
,1“
Hattie Carver.
I?1®' J-"‘-«. Gilbert J. Billings and Mrs.
Adeline Sellers.
In Brooklln, Jau.4, Charles R.
Bridges and Winnie A. Stewart.
1C’ LCW‘S AJoy8nd MUs

at a

N. B. We make a specialty of
Dress Suits and Fancy Vests.
Jan25
codCt

Forty dozen extra long All Wool, In
Blacks and Colors, to be sold at 15 cents.

Fleecy Lined Hose, at 25

usual terms

249 Middle Street.

Ten dozen Infants’ All Wool Ilose to be
closed out at 10 cents pair.

MARRIACES.

SICKliSM

SALE, inaugurated by

to

CORNISH BROTHERS,

Scarlet All Wool Drawers, one dollar
quality with the discount off making price
75 cents, which is less than they ean be
made for to-day.

Cornish Brothers have a word to
say in
this issue Which all should read.

RPri__

The COMPLETE SUCCESS of
UNUSUAL MARK DOWN

our

and

We also have a
few made up garments which we
shall sell very low.

Our best quality fifty cents Indies Underwear to be sold at 26 per cent, discount, making them desirable goods at only 37 Vi. cents for a piece, or four pieces for
$1.60. They are desirable to buy for next
winter.

warranted.

money,

we

make room for Spring Goods, we
shall offer the balance of our
Winter stock of fancy cnssiuieres
and overcoatings until inarch 1st,
at their actual cost for spot cash

JANUARY BARGAINS.

H.

Sarsaparilla

respectfully call attention
following announcement

wlildh means exactly what
say. In order to luru a part of

introduction of a valuable element into the
system, with the food of every-day life.”
Prof. Horsford’s Bread Preparation is for
sale by all dealers, and every package is

Hood’s

HEADACHE
_ORPr*P"*<1
>'y
TAKE I

special bargains.

We
to the

Henry, the celebrated physician of New
York, said: “The use of Ilorsford’s Bread
Preparation offers admirable means tor the

“Some twenty years ago I had my right ankle
dislocated, and it has been weak every since.
About ten years ago I was exposed to severe
cold and came near freezing. Since then I have
often been troubled with
rhuematlsm, affecting
me most In the right ankle.
I suffered severly
during the late cold w inter, aud tried Hood’s Sarsaparilla as a help. It gave me almost Immediate
relief, aud I keen it constantly ready for use.
If It does as well for others as It has
done for me
it is worth many times its cost.” L. T.
Hunt,
firm of Estey & Hunt, Keutou, Ohio.
"I consider Hood’s Sarsaparilla the nest medicine 1 ever used. It gives me an appetite and refreshing sleep, and keeps the cold out.” John S
Fogg, 106 Spruce Street, Portland, Me.

cents;

dtf

digestive

KTldeoiit^'

90

488 and. 490 Congress Street.
jan26

and assimilative organs,
so that the processes of
digestion proceed
without inconvenience. Acid phosphate has
long been known as a very agreeable stimulant and tonic to the digestive
apparatus
and its use in our food can only result in

Rose

Dyspepsia Killers

TKACHBK OK PIANO,
NO. i PARK PLACE.
Best of lleferences.
Jan24dlw*

onr

24

on

the

Dr. M.

Jersey Silks,

Cheney Bros. Checked Surah Silks,
regular price $1.00.

slightest injury or detriment. The
explanation of this extraordinary quality lies
in the fact that the Bread
Preparation is
composed largely of phosphates, and the
phosphates are, according to the highest authorities, very wholesome and nutritious.
The acid phosphate principle contained in
the Bread Preparation acts very
beneficially

marked benefit to the system.

ATTENDANCE.

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT !

75 cents.

out the

upon the

1st,

FEB.

MISS CONSTANCE

at 95 cents.

Bros. Plain Black

are

problem has now been solved by the invention of Prof. Horsford, of
Cambridge. We
allude to Horsford’s Bread Preparation, the
popular and well-known baking powder, and
dyspeptics and all others are assured that
biscuits and other articles of food raised
with tliis incomparable Bread Preparation
can be eaten hot with
impunity, and with-

Or. MARK R. WOOOBURrS

(eagre stiren, Opposite City Hall.

ONLY.

———

WILL

Yesterday morning the selectmen of Saccarappa held a meeting to see if some satistory arrangement could not be made between

dtl

—

ani there is prospect of a LARGE

dlt

Gorham.
The graduation of the first-class of 1887, at

the school, are invitea to be present.
SACCAKAPPA.

ft. W. AI.I.KN

A

SUBURBAN NEWS.

Gorham Normal School, takes place on Wednesday and Thursday of this week. Wednesday evening, Jan. 20th, there will be a
lecture before the class, at the Congregationalist church, by Prof. H. L. Chapman of
Brunswick.
AIL especially graduates of

*• ®- BAII.ICV.

augltt

verv%rong.

now.

OPENS

TUESDAY,

ALL NEWSDEALERS.

Salesroom IS Exchange Street.

AT—

marls

—

Subscribe for the First, January, Number.

the box office tomorrow.

Good seats

of

JUEsU* CAESAR AS PONTIFEX MAXIMUS. Frontispiece. From tlio Bust In the MuLiliaramontl, in tlie Vatican. Engravcii by W. B. Closhon, after a photogaapli from Hie orlg tnal
THE I.IKENESS OF JCEIUS CAEsAK. With lllusustrations from the author's collection.
John c. Ropes.
TOE UESIOUABY EEC! ATEE) Oil, THE POSTHUMOUS JEST OF THE I.ATE JOHN
AUSTIN. Part First.—THE WILL. J. 8. of Dale.
IIAl.F A UUBSE. A story. OCTAVE Thankt.
■ VO BY INI) (iOLD
Charles Henky Luderh.
BKMINISI'ENI ES OF TOE SIEVE AND COMMUNE OF PARI*. Second Paper.—
THE SIEGE. With Illustrations from portraits and documents in Mr. Washburue's possession. E.
B. Washiiurne. ex-Mlnister to France.
SETH’S HBOTHEB’S WTFE.-Chapters VI.-IX. Harold Frederic.
THE EAST FUBBOIY. Charles Edwin Markham.
Ol.lMPNES AT THE HI ABIES OF OIUVEKNKUR MOBII1S. SOCIAL LIFE AN1)
CHARACTER IN THE PARIS OF THE REVOLUTION.—Second (.coneludiivj) Paper.
ANN!)
Cary Morris.
THE STOKY OF A NEW FORK HOUSE. II. Illustrated by A. B. Frost, F. HoikinH. C. Bonner.
son Smith, and G. W. Edwards.
OUR NAVA1, POLICY. A LESSON FROM 18G1. James Russell Solev, U. S. Navy.
THE DUCHARMEO OF THE BASKATONOE. A Story. OlNCAN C’AMIIlKLL SCOTT.
AFTER DEATH. LOUISE CHANDLER MOULTON.
M. COQI EI.IN. Brandek Matthews
RUSSIAN NOVEES. Thomas Sargent Perry.

WEEKS

TWELVE
—

—

Bridgton Academy,

AJNTID

January member i 10,000 copies, first editiom
THE FEBRUARY MEMBER lliA.OOO COPIES. II contuins

Sales
OF

*3.00 A^YEAR.

—

SUN

FIRE

OFFICE,

and the Manufacturers’ and Builders’
lusurance Co. 1 respectfully ask that
the business of my patrons and friends
may be continued with Mr, Loring. at
whose office, Jio. 31 1-2 Exchange st
1 may be found for the present

CHAS. A. SPARROW.
Portland, Jan. 21,18S7.
jan22diw

_
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_

FUR CAPS.
Real Far Caps

Scotch

Caps

....

heal Caps (good)
Beal Caps (Ine)
Boys’ Winter Caps

...

$1.00
,30
7.00
g.oo

.25

COE,
No.
Jau*

197

Middle

Street.
eodtf

